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IWHARINC ON CONIP.1"I'Elt EDUCATION

TUESDAY, MAY I, 1981 .
4 1

i tut'. ,: ot: REPHEsENTATivys,
Commrrn: oN Ent'cATioN ANn LABoit, ..

Suncommr ri,:i: UN ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,
AN!) VOCATIONAL EDUCATION',

Wc/Shingion, N'.
The SDIWO111111Ittee Met, DUItillallt to call, at s:.,0 11.111, ill room2175, Raxburn House Office Building, lion. Carl D. Perkins ichair-num Of the subcommAtee) ppssiding.

)Members present. Representot Ives Perkins. Miller, Packard,Ginulerson, and Bartlett_
Staff present- ,lithn F. ,listmings, majority counsel; Noncy Kober,legislati .t.s spociarist, and Richard di EuKenio, Republican seniorlegislati .e associa s.

Chaim an Pt. MI S. The stibeunimit tee Win Conte to order. Thismmtning die Subcommittee on Elenusntary: Secondary, and Vow-I ional Education is condugting a hearing on the issue of citinpu,lereducation and computer literacy for our Nation's elementary andsecondary svhool children and teachers.
Three bills art' currently pending before the subcommittve deal-,

ing with diffensnt aspects of this general topic. 11.R. :3750,-intro-duced by our colleague 'Tim Wirth, would authorize $300 million0., fur each of the fiscal years 1111 through 199:1' for grants to localcdtVational agencies to purchase computer equipment.f41.11. 11:31, upqii which the subcowhnittee conducted a hearing onApril '41, 198:3,,1was sponsored by Congressman Douney. This billWould provide funds to establish and operate model centers for per.sonal computers in education. These centers would develop and'evaluate software, train teachers, and offer other types. of technicalassistance to educational agencies. The bill authorizes $.1 millionwhich can be :Tread over :3 fiscal yeart1"
Coegressman.4;ore's bill, RA, -U328, would establish a govern-ment corportition to Itromote the development and distribution ofhigh quality educational software. For this purpose, $15 million isntrthorized etch of the fiscal years,I985, 1986, and 1987.

of :37:>0. rut 113. tend 11.R. 628 follbw:1
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To provide assistance to local educational ageovies nod instktutions idelogIcei

education to proinoti computer keno-) among elementary and scconili.)1
school student); and their leachers! and for other purposes

IN THE HOUSE 01' REPRESENTATIVES

At'on 3, Itit-43

NIr IA...Ilan (for himself, Mr PERRIN:4, Mr MILLER of California. Mr DOWNEY'

of Nrk% York. Mr (IEDIIARDT, Mr. KnoovsEE, Mr WAIAMEN, Mr
Cutmito, Mr. DELLImti Mrs. ilmnis, Mr. FLonio. 4r. MoAKLEY, Mr

SIMON, Mr. MINETA, Mr. !hoar, Mr. hiLEY, Mr MrrrItte.LL. !Art Atv.
leoisLi,vrini of Nfontana, Mrs I A of Indiana, Mr Tottuirm.Li. Mr MATKut,

Mr. LELAND, Mr, Mutorth r 114tWA11tH of California. Mr. FuANij. Mr
BERMAN, Mr ..14.11 P P 0 Mr PATfERHON, Mr. STARK. Mr. NEM., MTS,

SyttRoEDER, Mr. SettEtER, Mr. SHANNON, Mr. IlloYEn, Mr Mi'llow, Mr' .,

MARKEY, Mr. KiinK.K., Mr SKtnERtAND, Mr LKvtN Of Michigan, Mr.
l' rDEit, and Mr: RATIVIK0RD) introdueed the following bill; which was re
ferred joinilv to the Committees on 1' duration and Labor and Science and
Technology

A BILL
To provide assistance to local educational agencies and institu-,

tions of higher education to promote computer literacy
.

among elementary and secondary seluati students and their

teachers, and, for other purposes.

i.
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1 Be it enactjd Senate and House of Briny.
4) tines of the United State3 of Aliserico in l'onyivss aSSenth le (

raw

3 That this Act MR V be cited as the "Computer Literary Act of
4 111t;;3 ".

r,

Tau 1 A('Q(T1 SITION OF l'ONHWER
HARDWARE

7

St.x. 101. It is the purport' of this title to authorize
9 assistance to local educational agencies-fohitiarquisitiim of

f ;10 emnputer hardmisire for use in school elassroops in orditr to

11 promote modem competence operation and use of new '
12 technologies, and thereby to improve students' academic per-

: formatter in both technical and other Gelds.

rt tvrrw Ns

15 SEr. 102. For purposes of this title
Iti (1) the term "Seeretary" means the Secretary of
17 Eduratiodt 1

-,44 (2) Ow term "localr educational agency': has the
1.9 meaning provided section 198(a)(10) .of the Elpmen-
20 tary and Secondary Education- Art of 1965;
21 (3) the term "State educational agency" has the
22 meaning provided in section 11)8(11)(17) of such Act;

(4) the terni "average daily attendance" has the
24 meaning provided in section 198(a)(1) of suet Art;
25 (5) the term "computer hardware" means

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(A) a data processor which

li)' ran hr programed in at least three

standard computer liiii,ritgts;
.4

(ii) has aI ramloin access memory ciliate-

ity of at loam sixteen thousand bytes; nt

Rti (iii) is or can be conmeted vit a

7 seteen for visinil display;

1 8 (11) in connection with snch a (18111 processii

9 (021 display scree Mid (ii) 0IW or more disk or

1 iii id

1l ((') any equipment necessary for the installa-

12 tioi of elluipent described in subparagraph~; (A)

113 and (10: and

114 (61 the term -State- means each of the fifty

15 States, t he District of ( leaentibia, Puerto Itieo, (Na,
.4

American Samoa, theiVirgin Islands, the Trust Terri-

1,, 17 tory of the Pacific Islands, aml the Northern Mariana

IA Isla nds.'

19 At,t,ocATioNt Oh PuNts

'24+ SE. 103. (a)(1) From per rennin of the amount ap-

4)1

0')

propriated pursiiant to section 107 for any fiscal year the

Seeretay shall allocate to each State educational agency an

23 anfinint for monitoring and enforcement winch bears the

, 24 flifl ratio to such 5 per eentum as the 211.110tInt, MI0111(1 t

25 the local educational agencies in Aim State under paragraph

REST. COPY- AVAILABLE
9
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1 (2) for such fiscal year bears to it he sum of the amount alto-

eated to local educational agencies in all the StatOs under

3 such paragraph for such lisqiil`year.

(2) From the reittainder Of the amount appropriated pur-
r

t to section 107 for any fiscal year the Secretary shall

allocatC to each eligible local educational agency HI 11101111(

7 which hears he same rat-io to such remainder 1ti the 111111)

R of children in average daily :wend:imp in the schools of such
tt lova! edit initial agency hears to the . um of such children in

10 the schools all local educational agencies.

I/l (h) Not withstanding subsection (n)(2.), the allocation of

19 any local educational agenoy shall he reduced to the extent

13 that assistance,under this title hasbeen or \you'd be in excess

14 of the amount necessary for such agency to acquire one unit

1 of computer hardware for each thirty children in .average

It; daily attendance in the Seltols of such agency.-
.

17 Lcm, A.19,1.R.ATtoN FOIL FuNti
Si'.lK 10, (a)(1) A local educational agency shall he eli-

19 giblc for an allocation under section 103 it it has on file with

20 the Stat Jcagional tgeney a current application, approved
sl1

4 /i)

by the State educational agency, describing, the computer

hardware procurement program to be eonduetedlwith assist-

23 ante firoyided under this title. Stich application shall

24 contant--:

BEST COPY VILABLE
10I
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1)

it)

11

:6

5

(ik) assurances that the local educational agency

ill 'allocate, funds among the shool with* its: district.

so that

(i) hind* are provided first to those schools

with the least computer hardWare per student

(ii) funds are not proOded to !WV school after
v.

such school has the equivalent of one unit of com-

puter hardware for each thirty children in average

littilv attendance at Such school: .._

..,
(10 an identification of the compute!: hard re

which are already available i. the schools of 's I '

12 agency, it specification of the e nputer hardware to be

13 acquired with funds provided under, this title'hring the.

14 next funding period, and assurances tliukthe acquisition

cost of such hardware will be reasonable and in accord:

16 'mice wiiihavelt guidelines as may be prescribed by the

Secretary by regulation; and

18 (C) describe the programs and procedures which

the local cdtteatiOnal agency hakileveloped to ensure

20 the participation of parents in the establishmen of its

computer hardware acquisition prograni and in the de-

22 velopment and implemenfatio'n of a curriculum for the

23 use of such hardware.

J

BEST .COPY AVAILABLE
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1 12) Stich all application fluky be amended at 11111' -tittle to

2 desetibe changes in or additions to the activities originally set

3 forth in the application.

4 (b) An application of.amendment thereto shall he al)

provIsd by the Slate educational agsfiy unless such agency

determines that the application does not provide for the use

7 of such hinds in a manner which meets the requirements of

H this titb,s or is inconsistent with such requirements as the See-
.

9 rotary may prestsribe by regulation. Nu snch determination

shall be made except after noticts and opportunity for a hear-

1 1 ing is given to the applicant.

12 STATE RESPONSIBILITIES

13 tit,(. 105. (a), Each titan. _Which desires to have its lova!

14 educational rig-PIP-los qualify for assistance under this title

15 shall have on file with the Secretary an apcation submitted

ll; by its, State educational :Tetley. Eaelt such application shall

contain (1) satigactory assurances .flutt the State editcational

agency will comply with the requirements of this section; and

19 42) such informatibn as the Secretary considers necessary to

20 Aletertnims wit41w,- such assura es will be carried out

21 (h) A State edticational agency shall not finalr (l Jtp

32' prove, in whole fir in part, the application of any lOcid educa-

23 tional agency under section 104 without first affording such

24 agency reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing.

25 (c) EacitState educational agency shall
,

3

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(1) adoinisigruirds, CODS1S(Vill wit Ii 111111111111111

standards prescribed by- the Secretary, for monitoring-,

3 with the funds provided under section 103(a)(1), the 4-

- fectiveuess Of computer hardware
:

procurement pro-.
5 grains assisted' uuder this title;

'6 (2) adopt written procedures for nseeiviug- coin-

plaints regarding such programs;

(3) estasblitth procisdures for notifying the Secretary

9 of 1111V failure by a local educational agency to comply

10 . with this title, regulations prescribed 1.4relinder, or

I I 1111V provision in its applientiim-, and

I9 (4) make provision for audits of expenditures of

funds received under this title to determine, at a mini-1:3

14. mum, the fiscal 'integrity of and subgrant finan- ,

15 vial -transactions and reports, a mpliance with ap-
4

Ai 1.6 plicable statutes, regulations, and terms and conditions

17 1 of the grant. or subgrant.

I

18 (d) Each State educational agency shall submit, at $msh

19 times and in, such detail as the Secretary may require, such
11

.204 reports as may be necessary to enable the Secretary to carry

21 out this title, and shall keep such records and afford such

22 access thereto, as the Secretary may require-.

23 PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN FROM PRIVATE SCHOOLS

24- SEC. 106. (a4 To the extent consistent with the number

25 of children in the school district of the local educational

BEST COPY AVAILABP
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agency who are enrolled in private elementary and secondary

2 schools, such agency shall, after consultation with appropri-
.

3 ate privoe school representatives, make provision' for Mehl&

1 mg special educational services and..arrangements (such as

5 dualsettrollment, educational radio and television, and mobile

(I educational services and equipment) in which such children

7 ca& participate and which meet the requirements of this title.
ItIla 8

Ekpenditures for educational servirTs and arrangements pin-.

9 snailt to this subsection for children in private schools shall

I() be equal (taking into account the numhirr, of children to be

11 seri\ed and the needs of suclochildren) to expenditures for

19 children enrolled public schools of such agency:\

13 (b) If by reason of any provision of law a local ednca-..
14 tional agency is prohibited from providing or the participit-,

15 Lion of children from private schools as required by subsection

16 (a), or if the Secretary determines that a loeryducational

17 agency has substantially failed or is unwilling to provide for

18 such pafticipation on an equitable basis, the Secretary shall

19 waive such requiremvand shall arrange for the provision

20 of services to such children, which shall be subject to the
a,

21 requirements of this section. Such waivers shall he subject to

22 cbnsultation, withholding, notice, and judicial review itt ac-

23 cordance with section 557(b) (.3) and (4) of the Education

24 .Vonsolidation and Improvement. Act of 1981. gm'

:41P
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AtrritmtizAT107 (IF APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 107.. There are authorized to be appropriated to

3 carr(Att this title $300,000,000 for y4 of the fiscal years

4 1984 through 1993.
r.

5 TITLE IITEACHER TRAINaftl INSTITUTES

NATIONAL SCIENCE N ATION PROW?. A M

7 Si. 201. (a) From the amount aprpriatod pursuant.

8. to section 203 for any fiscal year, the National Science Fottn-

9 dation shall arrange, through grants and contracts with non-)

10 profit professional scientific or engineering itrganizations,

once museums, regional science education centers, State edu-

19 cational agencies, and instisrutions of gher education (inchtd-

13 ittg community colleges), for the development and operation

14 liv such entities of short-ter or regular sessiob institutes for

15 advanced study to improve the qualifications of individuals

. 111 who are engaged in tir preparing to engage in the teaching,

17 or supervising or training of teachers, of the operation and

18 use of new technologies.%

19 (h) In making grants and contracts under subsection (a),

20 the National Science Foundation shall give special considera-

21 tion to institutes training teachers, or supervisors or trainers

22 of teachers, serving or preparing to serve in elementary and

23 secondary schools enrolling-lubstantial numbers of culttirally,

V4 economically, socially, and educationally handicapped youth

BEST COPY AVAILABLE .15
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1 or iu,rprograms for children Limited English langung-e

2 proficiency.

3 RT1PENDS

4 SEt., 202. Each individual who attends an titute op-

5 crated under the provisions of As tittrrsludi be eligible affer

application therefor) to receive it stilton' at the rite of $275

7 per week for the period of attendance at such institute.

8 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

9 SEC. 201. There are authorized to be appvopriated to

10 carry out this title $20,000,000 for each of the fiscal years

11 1984 through 1993.

12 TITLE 111INFORMATION DISSEMINATION ANI)

13

14

EVALUATION

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

15 SEC. 301. (a) For the purpose of providing advice IA
p

16 technical, assistitntT State and local educational agencies

17 on the expenditure of funds under title 1 of this Act and on

18 the acquisition of suitable computer software, the National

19 Institute of Education and the National Science Foundation,

20 in accordance with an interagency 'agreement between such

21 Institute and such Foundation, shall-

22 , (1) evaluate available computer hardware and

23 software, in terms of its usefulness in the classroom;

24 (2) disseminke the results of such evaluation; and

. BEST COPY AVAILABLE A
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(3) develop InotIrl computer educational software,

and make such model software (811(1 its design prein

ices) available to computer softvviire producer` lnd

tribtors, leachers, and seltool administrators.

(h) The Institute and the Foundation shall ('flew 010 the
v
functions tlescribH iu 111114,, xplis (1), (3) of subset'-

tion (a) urider grants or ("01111 funds a) propri-

sd tinder subsection (e).

9 () There are aqt horized to he appropriated to trirry ot

10 this sertion such sums as may be ticessiiry ferf each of the

it fiscal vtsars 1913,1 thrmigh 199:3

i' entvATE EVAMIATION AND DISSEMINATION CENTERS

I:3 SEC. 302. (a) The National \Science Foundation shall,

1.1 through grants to or contracts with nonprofit professional sei%

viitifie or engineering organizations, seienee museums, re-

gimd science education centers, public television, State edit-

17 rational agencies, and institutions of higheredneation (inelud-

18 iug commultilV leges), conduct., assist, and foster research

19 and expe'rimentation n am] diss Initiation of, model; of in-

20 struction in the operat,ion and use of couputers. In s(slectin

''t such entities for such grants or contracts, the Foundation

22 shall give priority to those proposals-

23 (1) prepared with the active and broad comimmitv

involvement of such groups as parents, 'teachers, school

25-" boOds and administrators, and local business; or
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1

H. R. 1134.
git )

To amend title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to
provide, for ones a more National Centers for Personal Computers in

Education.
of

IN TuE 11011S.E OF RErRESENTATIVFS

A1lY I, I 9F43

Mr Dow N Y of Now 'York introduced the following hill, which was referred to
'44 the Committee tin Education and 1,abdr

ryftILL
To amend title of t 141,1ementar'y and Secondary Education

Act of 1965 to provide for one or more National Centers

for Personal Computers in Education.

Re it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That title II] of the Elementary and Secondary Educhtion

4 Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 2941 et seq.) is amended by adding

5 at the end thereof the following now part:

6 "PART NCOMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

7 "PROGRAM AUTHORIZED

8 ^"SEc. 393. (a) Subject to the availability of funds to

9 carry out this part, the SeerAtary shall award grants for the

19

5
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1 establishment and operation of National Centers for Personal

Computers in Education (hereinafter in this part referred to
fki- as a 'Center') to instruct students iu the use of petsonal corn--

1 rioters and to develop programs designed to utilizeutl
5 computers and microcomputers as ederittibnal tools at till

tf; educational levels. No grant may be awarded under this part

except to a persA or entity which has submitted an applica-

\8 tion ;.under section 391.which bits been approved by the Sec-.
pi, retftry. Any grimt awarded undp- this part shall, subject to

10 the availability of funds under this' part, be sufficient to

kit 'permit the recipient to operate a Center for a three-year
12 period beginning with fiscal year 1982, subject to the deter

inination by the Secretary at the end of each fiscal year of
14 operation of a Center that the reciiipent has complied with the

15 assurances contained in the application for the grant.

16 "(h) The responsibilities of dny Center funded under this
17 part shall be to,

18 "(1) identify sources of courseware materials and
19 prOyide information about suchtaterials to interested
20 pap(les;

21 "(2) develop courseArare materials for use in

22 areas in which available courseware natedals are
23 inadequate;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
20
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"(3) identify and deve,lp curriculum materials for

instructing yens at all cducritional levels in the uses

3 of computers; .40

"(4) provide special teacher training and denufn-

,

stration computer systems to schools at all educational

ti levels that have a large proportion of minority

7 studiiits;

8 "(5) develop meihods for enabling handicapped in-
.

9 dividuals to use computers for communication and edu

10 cational purposes;

11 "(0) conduct programs demonstrating the various

12 educational uses of computers which shall include, but

13 not he limited to

14 "(A) the provision of computers in the class-

15 room for student usei, may include as many

1(1 AS one computer per four students,

17 "(B) the establishment of a laboratory that

uses computers to simulate live experiments, and

19 "(C) the establishment of a computer library

20 . that would allow students to brit-ow personal

21 computers for use outside the classroom;

22 "(7) assess the relative quality rind merits of corn-

23 mercially kvailable microcomputers ,and disseminate

24 sot assessments to educators;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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4

"(8) monitor new developments in educational
1

2 technology, including microcomputqrs and video disc
3 systems, and disseminate informatimi about such (level-
4 opments to educators;

"(9) develop ,teacher training materials, irrluding
6 computer programs, films, slides-, pamphlets, and audio

id video cassettes, that will-
8

9

I()

12

13

'14
15

16

17

18

20

"(A) instruct educators about personal com-a
puters and their uses to enable them to determine

the lumina of financial resources and personnel to

conunit to the use

tional system,

"(B) instruct educators

of computers in their ethics:

in the methods of
using computers to enhance the learning experi-

ences of their students in- the classroom, in labora-

tories, and at home, and

"(C) instruct teachers in computer program-

ing and in the development of courseware

materials;

"(10) establifh a demonstration laboratory to ex-
21 hibit examples of personal computer systems and
22 courseware materials to. enable educators to personally
23 observe the operation of such computers and
24- courseware materiali;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 22
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1 "(IV publish a periodic newsletter to disseminate
ip

2 information on computers, computer training programs,

3 and courseware materials;

4 "(12) assist Congress and' interested Federal

5 agencies in developing a program for, 'establishing re-

6 gional centers for personal computers in education, that

7 shall include, but not be limited to, a ifopriato goals

8 and designs for such centers; tr.

9 113) solicit from subscribers totlie: newsletter es-.
.

10 tablished under paragraph (1 0-of this section informa-

1 1 tion concerning their computer education needs;

12 "(14) assist Congress and Federal agencies in

13 identifying areas in which Federal funding will acceler-

17/ ate theeducational irnotet of emerging computer

15 technologies;

16 "(15) undertake any studies requested by Con-

17 gress or Federal agencies relating to educational uses

18 of computer technology;

19 "(16) establish a mechanism to inform the com-

20 puter industry of the nputer needs of the Nation's

21 educational system and to receive from thoornputer

22 industry information concerning recent developments in

23 cmputers;

24 "(17) monitor devel4ments in the area of inter--

25 communication among users of personal computers and
40"

23 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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devise means of utilizing intercommunication to inform

2 educators of 4.W Potential uses of personal computers;

3 "(18) assist interested local libraries in establish-.
4 in programs to provide personal computers and video

5 disc systems to the public; and

6 "(19) establish a inothik'communitypersonal4
7 miter' center in one local shopping mall which shall--
8

9

10

11

"(A) provide a site for field trips by groups

of local students,'

"(B) provide demonstrations of the educa-

tional uses of personal computers to patrons of the
12 mall,

13 "(C) conduct courses for community residents

14 on the operation of personal computers, and

15 "(D) provide computer progr;tms and books,
16 magazines, and other information about computers

17 ' on loan to the public.

"APPLICATION

19 "SEC. 394. Any person or entity desiring to receive a

20 grant under this p rt shall submit to the Secretary an appli-.
21 cation for the establis nent rind operation of a Center. Appli-_

22 cations under this sectidn 11 be submitted at such time, in

23 such forin, and containing su t information as theSec-reary

24 shall prescribe. An application shall not be approved unless

25 it

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 24
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1 "(1) provides that the Center will be administered

2 by, or under the supervision of, the applicant;

3 "(2) provides for the performance of the responsi-

4 bilitios described rectum 393(b); F.

ft 5 "(3) Sets forth policies and procedures 011 will

ensiR-c adequate evaluation of the performance of the

7 Center;

8 . "(4 provides for suc fiscal control and fund ae-

9

, .

counting procedures as may be necessary to assure

proper disbursement of and accounting for Federal

11 fundsvaid to the applicant under this part.; and

12 "(5) provides for making an annual report and

13 such other repiiis in such form and containing such in-

14 formation as the Secretary may reasonably require! and

15 (or keeping such records and affording such access

16 thereto as the Secretary may find necessary to assure

17 the correctness and verification of such reports.

.18 "REPORT

19 "Sec. 395. Each recipient of a grant provided undo

20 this part shall transmit a final report to the Prosidenf. not

21 later than January 1, 1987. The final report shall contain a
.1

22 detailed statement of the activities of the Center operated by

23 the recipient, together with recommendations of w -to use

24 personal computers'to improve the educational system of the

25 United States.
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.1 "nimmerionn

'SEC. 3M. For purpRses of this part--

3 "(1) the term 'courseware materials' nuums odu-

2

catioual materials for use with personal computers and

5 includes, lint, is not limited- to, computer programs and

student-teacher workbooks that prokyide-

7 "(A.) simulated laboratory ;experiences i the'.

natural and social sciene(+s,

9 "(11) discovery. learning in matheinatics,

(l) "((3) drill and practice in communications,

mathematics, and science`

12 "(DJ educational games that. provide learning

experiences, and

14 "(E) matt als to develop problem-solving

IS skills in mathematieS and science;

6 "(2) the term 'microcomputer' means a digital

17 computer constructed ninutrily of microelectronic

18 components;

19 "(3) the term 'personal computer' means a micro-

20 . computer that. is portable, costs less than $2,000, and

21 needs only an electrical outlet for use; mill

22 "(4) the term 'computer' means a microcomputer

23 or a personal computer.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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444 " ,-.

"AUTHORIZATION OP AVPROPRIATilON8

2 `( '",SE6. 397. Fh rd is authorized to be appropriated to

3 oftii7f 'cmt tliu\,proviifieils of this part $4,000,000 f41-, the fiscal

4 year ending- 8optemb0-. 30',- 1-984. Stuns appropriated under
,.

5 this'-section shall ''remain yn.vailikhle until Se her 30,

6 1986.".
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To est ah a National Educational Software Corporation to promote the &wel-

d distribution of high-quality, interactive, and educationally useful
tware, and (or other purposes.co:mutter s

IN Tim' 1101TSE OF REPRESENTATI

JANUARY 24, 19M4

Mr. thutu introduced the following bill; which was referred jointly to the
Committees on Education and Labor and Science aniVerlinology

A BILL
To establish a National Educational Software CorporaNn to

promote the development and distribution of high-quality,
interactive, and ,educationdllv useful computer software, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

lives of the United States of An&rica" in Congress.assembled,

3 snow!' TITLE

4 SECTION 1, This Act may be cited/Its the "National

5 Educational Software Act of 1984".

6c FINDINGS

7 SEC. 2. The Congress hereby finds-
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that computers can play ii valuable role in en-

.) !lancing the quality of education in this. Nation;

3 (2) that high-quality, interactive, and educational-

lv useful software is essential to enable the tremendous

416 r educational potential of computers to he realized;

(3) that the vast majority of educationally oriented

computer software now available is of less than ale-

ti (plate quality; and

9 (4) that a national effort is needed to encourage

It) the development of high finality, interactive, edncation-

ally useful software for our Nation's schools.

12 ESTABLIBIIM ENT OF ottroRATIoN

1 I SEC. 3. (a) There is established within the (lovernment

14 a National 'educational Soft ware Corporation (hereafter ,in

15 this Act referred to As the "( orporation").

If; (b) The Corporatipn shall be operated under the general
ti

17 direction and supervision of a board of directors which shall

18 consist. of

19 (1) the Sivretary of the Department of Education,

20 the Director of the National Science Foundation, and

21 the Director of the Office of Science and Technology

22 Policy, or.their designees for this purpose; and

23 (2) twelve individuals appointed by the President

24 with, the advice and consent of the Senate as follows:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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3

(A) four individuals shall be individuals en-

gaged ti the teaching profession N10, as n group,

teach at elementary and secondary schools and in-

stitutions of higher edneation:

+fil three individuals shall be individuals in-

t; volved in the administration 01 educational instill!-
)

8.*

10

11

lions;

((') three individuals shall he individuals who

are experts in the application of computer teelmol-

Op. to elmsation; and

(1)) two individuals shall be individuals who

12 are experts in the venture financing of high tech-

13 11010gY companies.

ri xcept for the individuals specified in subsection

15 (b)(1) of this section, no individual who is a full-time offieor or

16 employee elf the Federal government may be appointed to

17 the board of directors of the Corporation. A vacancy in the

18 hoard shall be filled in the manner in which the original ap-

19 pointment was made. Members of the hoard may be removed

20 by the President for good cause.

21 (d)(1) Exeept as provided in paragraphs (2) and (3) of .

22 this subsection, those members of the board of directors ap-

23 pointed pursuant to subsection (b)(2) of thil section shall be

24 appointed for terms of six years.

a,
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1 (2) Of the me ers first appointed pursuant to such sub--
2 sect ion

4 years;

(A) three shall be appointed for a term of six

5 ,, (B) three shall be appointed for a term of five

6 %ears;

7 01) three shall be appointed for a term of four

H years; and

9 ( l)) three shall be appointed for a term of three

years.

(3) Anv member ,of the board of directors appointed to

12 fill a vacancy occurring before the expiration of the term for

13 which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed only

14 for the remainder of such term. A member may serve after

15 the expiration of_his term OW his successor has taken office.

(e) The President shall appoint the Chairman of the

17 board of directors from among those members appointed pur-

18 scant to subsection (b)(2) of this section.

19 (f) The board of directors shall meet at the call of tile

20 Chairman or a majority of its members Ton members of the

21 board shall constitute a quorum. A majority vote of the board

22 shall be necessary to approve the actions of the Corporation

23 under this Act. Members of the board may vote by written

24 prbxy or written assigmnent of proxy.
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1 (g) The hoard of directors shall appoint ail execn)ive

2 director who shall he responsible for the management turd

3 administration of the Corporation.

4 (10 Members of the hoard of directors appointed by the

5 President shall each be paid at a daily rate equal to the daily

11 equivalent of the rate of basic pay payable for grade (1S-18

7 of the General Schedule and shall he entitled to travel ex-

8 poises and a per diem in lieu of subsistence in accordance

9 with subchapter I of chapter 67 of title'n, [Tinted States

10 Code.

11 (i) Members of the board of directors vdt. are full-time

12 officers or employees of the Federal flover tent shall re-

I3 ceive no additional pay by reason of thei service on, the

14 hoard,

PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS OF T(U CORPORATION

1(3 Smc. 4. Subject to the availability of appropriations

17 therefor, the Corporation ,

18 (1) develop criteria (or the selection of high-qual-

ity, interactive, and educationally useful computer soft-

20 ware;

21 (2) secure investment capital for projects, selected

'22 by the Corporation as warranting its assistance, to de-

23 velop such software;
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1 (3) make appropriate and reasonable investments

2 in projects for the development of ;inch software, sub-

ject to the limitations contained in this Act; .

1 (4) enter into contracts and make grants to assist

5 in the development of such software;

(3 (5) establish, or provide for the establishment of, a

7 clearinghouse to disseminate information on such soft-

8 ware to educational institutions and agencies; and

9 (6) engage in such other operations and activities

10 as the board Of directors determines to be Vecessary

t 1 and appropriate to encourage the development and use

of such software.
/

13 oHNEttAl. ACTIIORITIEN THE CORPORATION

I4 SEC.5. In earrying out its functions under section 4, the

r!..orpo2tion is authorized

! 6 ( l) to adopt and use a corporate seal, which shall

17 be judicially noticed;

(2) to sue and be -;41.4 in its corporate nary.

19 (3) to dopt, amend, and repeal bylaws governing

`20 the conduc of its business and the performance of the

21 powers and duties granted to or imposed upon it by

22 law;

23 (4) to acquire, hold or dispose of, upon such terms

and conditions as the Corporation may determine, any

3
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)

1 property, real, personal, or inixed, tangible or intangi.-
) hip, or y interest therein;

3 () to invest funds derived from fees and other

revenues in obligations of the United States and to use

5 the proceeds therefrom, including earnings and profits,

6 as it shall deeni'apprepriate;

. 7 ((i) to indemnify directors, officers, employees, and

8 agents of the Corporation for liabilities and expenses

9 incurred in connection with their Corporation activities;

U) (7) to purchase, discount, rediscount, sell, and ne-

11 gotiale, with or without its endorsement or guaranty,

19 and guaraglee notes, partioipation certificates, and

13 other evidence of indebtedness (provided that the (7or-
..

poration shall not is its awn securities);

15 (8) to make and carry out such contracts and

agreements as are necessary and advisable In the con-

I. 7 duet. of its business;

18 (9) to exercise the priority of the (4overnment of

19 the (Tinted States in collecting debts from bankrupt, in-

20 solvent, or decedents' estates;

21 (10) to determine the character-of and the neeessi-

22 ty for its obligations and expenditures, and the manner

23 in which they shall be incurred, allowed, and paid, sub-

24 jeet to provisions of law specifically applicable to Cloy-
.

25 ' eminent corporations; and

38-180 0 - 84 - 3 34 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1 (1 I) to take such actions as may be necessary or

2 appropriate to carry out the powers herein or hereafter

3 specifically conferred upon it.

4 ettomtoNti CONCERNIN INVESTMENTS BY THE

cotteonATIoN 4

6 SE('. 6. (a) Any investment made .(1, the Corporation

7 under section 4(3) in a project for the development of high-

8 quality, interactive, and educationally useful software !oust

9 be basediton a finding by the board of directors that

10 (1) the proceeds of the investment will be used

11 oily to cover the initial capital needs of the project,

12 exempt as otherwise specified in this Act;

13 (2) the project has a reasonable chance of success;

14 (3) the Corporation's investment is necessary to

15' the success of the project because funding for the

16 project is unavailable in the traditional or venture capi-

17 tat markets, or because funding has been offered on

18 terms that would substantially hinder the success of

19 the project; and fK7

20 (4) tlire is a reasonable possibility that. the Cor-

poration will recoup at least its initial investment.

22 (b) No investment shall be made by the Corporation

23 unless the board of directors determines that a reasonable,

24 good faith. effort 'has been made to secure a professional in-

25 .vector, in lieu of the Corporation, to make an adequate in-

35
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vestment in the project, and that such effort was unsurcess_

2 H. Subject to the requirements of this Act, nothing shall

prohibit the Corporation from making an investment in a
4 project as a coventure with professional investors if The Cor-

ti poration determines that its investment is appropriate to the

project's success.

7 (r) The Corporation shall not make any investment by

8 which it exercises or has the power to .exercise any voting

9 rights tinder an equity security.

(d) For purposes of this section, the term "professional

investor- means tutu b2111k , flank holding company, savings

1" institution, trust company, insurance eompany, investment

1:1 companw registered under the Investment Company Act of

14 1940, pension or profit-sharing trust or other financial insti-

ll) tution or institutional buyer, !Uprise() tinder the Small Busi-

16 ness Investment Act of 1958, or any person, partnership, or

17 other entity of whose resources a substantial amount is dedi-

18 cated to investing in securities or debt instruments and whose

111. net worth exceeds $250,000.

20 AtcrtioRmATtON OP APPROPRIATIONS

21 Sec. 7. There is authorized to be appropriated to carry

22 out this Act $15,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1985;

23 1986, and 1987. .
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Chairman PERKINS. We have a distinguished panel of witnesses
today. Our first witness is the Honorable Albert Gore, Jr., sixth
District, Tennessee, accompanied by Chancellor Joe 13. Wyatt, Van
derbilt University, Nashville, TN.

I am delighted to welcome you hen.; Congressman Gore and you
proceed in any manner you prefer.

[I- pared statement of Albert Gore, Jr., follows:1
PREP RI) STATEMENT OF HON AIIIKRT CORK, A RRPIIRSENTATIVE IN CONORMS

FROM TOR STATE 01' TRN NE:MIRK

Mr. Chairman, .1 am grateful to you and the subcommittee for holding this hear-
ing on a matter which is becoming one of the most important issues in education_
This country must rapidly accelerate the speed with which our young people are
learning to use computers, and using computers to learn. More specifically, we must
provide the hardware and software that will make that objoct lye possible.

I believe that my bill, 11.R. 4628, which establishes a National Computer Educe-
titm Software Corporation, mid those of my colleagues, Mr. Wirth and Mr. Downey,
are_significant steps in the right direction-toward improved educational opportuni-
ties at every level, toward enhanced job prospects for our graduates entering a rap-
idly changing economic environment, and toward a national improvement in pro-
(luctivtiy and international connxititiveness.

Last September I held two `lays of hearings in my Science and Technology Sub-i
committee oninvestigations and Oversight on the issue of computers in education_ I
will be sending each member of the Committee a copy of the final reports of those
hearingq, but want to take a moment to recount what we learned.

The testimony was startling. Although computers have more potential to improve
education than any invention since writing, that potential is not being realized at
all.

There are three reasons why it is not: 11 unavailability of hardware and equitable.,
distribution of hardware; 2) inadequate treating of teachers in how to use computers
most effectively; /Ind 31 most importantly, the lack of high-quality educational soft-
ware. It is this third problem that H.R. 4628 is designed to address.

The Secretary of Education, Dr. T. H. Bell, provided dramatic testimony about the
grossly inadequate software used in most schools. Ile testified that practically all of
the educational software now available is no more than "electronic page-turning,"
consisting of low - level, drill-and-practice programs; that many academic disciplines
have vtkluallly no software programs; and that incompatibility of different software
and hardware language systems threaten any speedy improvement in what is ac-
knowledged to be a haphazard use of educational computer tools.

Further complicating this problem is the widely 'diffused, uneven marketplace,
which is essentially made up of thousands of necessarily unconnected local school
systems. Local educators and administrators are legitimately wary of investing large
sums of local school budgets in newfangled high technology that has been touted as
the cure for all their instructional problems. So what is made available is the lowest
common denominator in educational software. The few good programs are hard to
find and even harder to translate into different formats.

Simply put, our schools are being swept up in a tidal wave of technology without
any idea of how to make wise use of it.

My bill is designed to make a modest, but, hopefully, a significant improvement in
the availability of educational software. It establishes a National Educational Soft-
ware Corportion, made up of government and private corporate and institutional
representatives. The Corporation would have the authority to provide venture cap-
ital support to high-quality, interactive educational software projer which have
great promise but inadequate private funding.

These software ventures would be expected to provide the Corporation a return on
its investment, with profits made available for new projects. In that regard, we
would expect the government support to set up the Corporation $16 million in my
billto become a revolving fund and essentially have a zero cost to the government.

However, the educational benefits from this modest investment should be enor-
mous, in the form of innovative new computer tools for teachers and students
throughout the country.

There is a clearly successful precedent for government participation as a provider
of capital for private technology ventures. The Corporation envisioned in my bill is
based on' a model begun several years ago by the Massachusetts Legislature, which
set up the Massachusetts Technology Development Corporation to stimulate new
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high technology companies and new ventures in that Stole To tell you more aboutthat model, and other aspects of the potential fir our National Educational Soft-
ware Corporation, I want to introduce, at this time, your next witness Joe 11 Wyattis currently Chancellor of Vanderbilt' University in Nashville, Tennesseee. Ile pro-vided insightful testimony during my bearings last September and, subserently,has worked closely with Inc to develop Hit 4628, to establish the Software erpora-hon.

Prior to coming to Vanderbilt in 1982, Chancellor Wyatt was Vice-Presid7 g;Administration of Harvard University. During his tenure he WW1 a senior lein computer science. and a standing member of the Faculty of the Institute for Edu-
cational Management. In 1976, he was appointed to the board of the Massachusetts
Technology Development Corporation, later became its vice chairman and chairmanof the Corporation s Investment Advisory Committee I think you will agree thatChancellor Wyatt brings extraordinary credentials to the discussion about how toimprove the use of computers in our sclusAti. I am extremely pleased to introduce
Chancellor Joe Wyatt to the Committee this morning

STATEN :NT OF HON. ALBERT GORE, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN('ON(' tESS FROM THE STATE OF TENNESSEE, ACCOMPANIED
BY CHANCELLOR JOE 14. WYATT, VANI)ERBI11' UNIVERSITY,
NASHVILLE, TN
Mr. GORE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciateyour courtesy and that of Congressman Miller for hearing us thismorning. This matter is one of extreme importance to the countryand I am very grateful that this subcommittee has the leadershipand participation on this matter.
This country has a tremendous interest in accelerating the speed

with which our young people learn to use computers and the speed
with which they use computers to learn. More specifically, we mustprovide the hardware and, software that will make that objectivereachable.

This bill, H.R. 4628, would establish a National Computer Educa-
tion Software Corp. The three bills you mentionedmine and those----offered by Mr. Wirth and Mr. Downey, together represent signifi-cant steps in the right direction toward improved educational op-portunities at every level, toward enhanced job prospects for ourgraduates entering a rapidly changing economic environment and
toward a national improvement in productivity and international
competitiveness.

Last.September, my Subcommittee on Investigations and Over-sight of the House Science and Technology Committee held 2 daysof hearings on the issue of computers in education. I will provideeach member of this subcommittee and your full comnfittee a copy.of the final report of those hearings.
Let me take a moment to tell you what we found out. The hear-

ings were based on two assumptions: One, that computers offer agreater potential to improve education than any other technologi-
cal development in history; two, that that potential is simply notbeing realized We found that there were essentially three reasonswhy the potential is not being realized today. First, the unavailabil-ity of hardware and the inequitable distribution of hardware.There are not enough computers in schools, stated simply. Wealthy
school districts are much more likely to have computers than lower
income school districts. That's the first obstacle for reaching ourobjective.

The second obstacle i inadequate training of teachers in how touse computers most elle tively in 'the classroom. The third obsta-
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kcleand in my view the most. serious obstacleis the lack of high
quality educational software.

The first two obstacles I mentioned are being addressed in other
billsCongressman Wirth's bill, Congressman Downey's bill, the
bill introduced earlier by Congressman Stark that passed the
House in the last Congress and still is awaiting action in the
Senate. Those are designed to address the first two problem.

The third problem, the lack of high quality educational software,
is what this bill is focused on. A lot of our testimony centered on
thig problem, and it was startling. Our lead-off witness was the Sec-
retary of Education, T.II. Bell. lie said that more than 95 .percent
of the currently available educational software is almost totally
useless. Many of the experts who testified before the hearing char-
acterized the current educational software as essentially "electron-
ic page-turning." That is, it puts a screen up for the student to read
and when the student finishes reading that screen he goes on to
the next screen. That has some value but not much because it
doesn't take advantage of t e special ability of computers to inter-
act with students and actu Ily teach. These programs are used for
low-level dill and practic but they are not anywhere near the
value that we think that tl ey should have.

We also found that many academic disciplines have virtually no
software programs at not even the electronic page-turning
kind. We also found a tremendous incompatibility between differ-
ent software and hardware language systems and that incompati-
bility threatens to thwart any speedy improvement in this situa-
tion.

One of our witnesses described this problem in an interesting
way. You are familiar with the statement, Mr. Chairman, that soft-, ware is to computers as records are to phonographs. A record
player doesn't do you much good if you don t have a record play
on it. Well, a computer doesn't do you much good, if you don have
any software to play on It.

One of our witnesses used tit analogy and took it a little bit
further. He said, "Imagine a music industry where the record play-
ers available played not only 331/2 rpms, 78 rpms, and 45 rpms, but
you had 100 other rpm categories and no single record player
would play more than one rpm record and they all had a roughly
equal small slice of themarket. That's not too'different from what
the educational computer market looks like today. As a result,

\ someone who wants to produce a high quality educational program
can look forward to marketing that program in only a tiny slice of
the total market and, as a further result, the most talented writers
of software are not attracted hits) the educational market, They are
going towat the business market mostly.

Moreover, e found that when those companies that have a
larger positi in the market find a good software product, they
often tend to esignl its architecture or its basic design in a way
that locks it i to their machine, to encourage school districts that
make an initi I investment in their hardware to stay with their
machines whe they get ready to purchase m re or trade up to t40,
next generation.

That makes it very hard to take those le good programs and
translate them into the other formats that other school districts
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have. Well, simply put, our schools are being swept up 11,1 this: tida;
wave of new technology and they are finding :t very difficult to
make wise and constructive use of the new zochnology.

This legislation is designed to make a modest. but. hopefully. sig-
nificant improvement in the availability of high qua: Ay education
al software. It establishes a National P,ducatiotuil Software on-p.
made up of government, private. corporate and institutional repre-
sentatives.

The corporation would have the authority to provide seed !none.: ,
or venture capital support, to. high quality interactive edacational
software projects wbich have great promise but inadequste fund
Mg. These software ventures would be expected to provide the cor-poration a return with profits made available for new projacts We
would expect and hope this corporation to have over the long
term, a zero coot to the Government.. The educational benefits
should be enormous in the form of innovative. new computer tools
for teachers and students throughout the country.

The precedent for this mechanism was the Massachusett.$ Tech-
nology Development Corp. which was set up in the State of Massa-
chusetts to stimulate new high technology companies and new vontures in that State. Essentially, none of ties projects could go for-e
ward unless they were able to attract. private venture capital be-

,-osuse the bulk of the funding would come from the private sector.
boardof this corporation. howevin. would evaluate the pro-

posals submitted against educational criteria, against the ease with
which they could be translated into diffe,-7eni formats and then giveits imprimatur or seal of approval. Wit% would venture capitalists
be more willing to put money into a project of that kind? Simply
because the evaluation conducted by this board' would lower their
risk threshold. This model has worked with tremendous successwhen it was tried in Massachusetts

At this time, I want to introduce to you Chancellor Joe B. 'att.He is now Chancellor of Vanderbilt University He was at Harvard
University at the time he served on the Massachusetts Technology
Development Corp. and he testified during my subcommittee shearings last September. SubbequentlY, Chancellor Wyatt and Ihave worked closely together to develop this legislation and he hasprovided critical ideas necessary to bringing this bill before youtoday.

During his tenure at Harvard, he was a senior lecturer in com-
puter science ond a standing member of the faculty of the Institute
for Educational Management. In 1976, he was appointed to theboard of the Massachusetts Technology Development Corp. andlater became its vice chaimian and chairman of the corporation's
Investment Advisory Committee.

1 think you will agree that Chancellor Wyatt brings extraordi-
nary credentials to this discussion of how to improve the use of
computers in our schools. I am pleased to introduce to you at this
time Chancellor Wyatt.

Chairman PERKINS. Before he starts, Mr. Gore, are you rushedfor time?
Mr. GORE. No, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Can you sit in with Mr. Downey and Mr.

Wirth later on this morning? They are here for the same purpose.
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They have got their own bills and I would like to get this thrashed
out today.

Mr. GORE. An right. Fire.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Wyatt.
[Prepared statement of Joe B. Wyatt follows:

PREPARER STATEMENT OF jot II. WYATT, CHANOELLAM, VANDERIIIIT UNIVERSITY

Mr. CHAIRMAN, I am most pleased to have been invited here to add my strong
support and' enthusiasm for a legislative initiative by Congressman Gore, which 1
helped 'draft, that enables the private sector and government to work together on
perhaps the most exciting new opportunity in the future of education. I speak of the
use of computers and related technology ay. an adjunct to the teaching and learning
process.

There is broad support today for the hypothesis that computers and minted tech-
nology, in the hands of informed and able teachers, can improve learning consider-
ably. And there is general agreement that technology's dramatically impeoving per-
formance coupled with declining costs will encourage its widespread distribution
and use in American schools at all levels. But as Congressman Core has already
told you, there is also a general consensus that the development of imaginative and
effective software for the educational' use of computer technology, is seriously lark-
ing. Teachers, principals, school superintendents, college professors and administra-
tors, and Ow Secretary of Education all agree with this.

The most effective educational software is interactive and therefore responsive to
the level and pace of individual students. Nell software, implemented in computer

.systems with optical disk storage, graphic and text overlay displays, and voice re-
sponse and recognition units, would dramatically increase the interaction between
teacher and students. These systems do not suggest that students should just sit
alone, confined to stare at a video display tulle for their learning. Indeed, the most
successful application involve the active use of the technology by the teacher as an
adjunct to lectures and demonstrations in the classroom as well as in small group
discussions among students and in individual conferences between teacher and stu-
dent.

The best of the few interactive educational software systems that do exist have
required the devotion of considerable effort and talent. Each is the product of a
gifted teacher and a small group of specialists working in close harmony for ex-
tended periods of time. Very often, substantial technological resources are also re-
quired. Forming and nurturing such small groups is indeed a fundamental problem.
And even after good. software is developed, the authors often do not understand or
are disinterested in the issues of marketing, distribution, and support so necessary
for widespread use in education, Thus, there is need for special efforts to encourage
the development of superior educational software and to provide strong incentives
for its widespread dissemination and use. Experience from the successful transfer of
high technology hardware from the laboratory to the marketplace in this country
has suggested a method to encourage viable efforts to form and flourish.

House Resolution 4628 proposes the establishment of a National Educational Soft-
ware Corporation. The concept is based on a very successful model for the stimula-
tion of investment in small, high technology companies in Massachusetts. The Mas-
sachusetts Technology Develoyment Corporation (MTDC) was founded in 1978. At
that time, such companies were languishing in Massachusetts, the birthplace of
high technology. In only five years, it-has become the lead participant in more than
$37 Million of venture financing for twenty-two highly innovative young companies.
Beginning with a capital fund of $1.5 Million, M'I'DC has invested $4'Million in com-
panies and attracted another $33 Million in investments in the game companies
from conventional private sector sources. In other words, every dollar of public in-
vestment has produced over $6 of new private sector investment in these small com-
panies producidg technology.

The National Educational Software Corporation proposed by HR 4628 would be
established and modestly capitalizhe purpose of investing in start-up, and
add-on businesses specializing in interactrVe educational software. Candidate busi-
nesses would siibmit business plans describirfg the software and the approach for
developing, marketing, and distributing the softlpre to both public and private edu-
cational institutions. A twelve member Board of Directors, composed of educators,
business executives, venture capitalists, and government officials would appoint a
small staff of investment analysts headed by an executive director, to review and
screen proposals. as well as provide advice to fOrmative businesses. In the final proc-
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088 of review for proposals deemed particularly stronkf, the investment staff willseek private co-investors including private venture capital firms, bunks, and other"sophisticated investor." Those proposals considered to be sound both th the invest-ment staff and a suitable co-investor, would be recommended to the Board for ap-proval. The Board then would either approve, reject, of reject with suggestions for
refinement, each of the proposals it received. For those investments approved by theBoard, financing could take the form of secured debt, convertible debt, and equity inwhatever mix is considered appropriate for the particular investment. The terms ofthe investment made by the Corporation must be equal to the investment made bythe private co-investor. Although its principal purpose is investmbnt, the.Corpora-tion also will be authorized to make some limited grunts, in aggregate less than live
percent of its annual budget, to fund small projects related to interactive education-al software. The general objective of these small projects will be to assess specificareas of need, valuate the effectiveness of certain computer-based education sys-tems, and otherwise stimulate the development of imaginative educational software.Probably the moat novel aspect of the methodology proposed in HR 4628 is thatthe National Educational Software Corporation would become an equity investor inbusinesses, in the same manner that has been so successfully employed by the Mas-sachusetts Technology Development Corporation. In other words, the Corporationwill benefit monetarily from successes of its investments and. over u period of time,might become self-sufficient. If the Corporation eventually fulfills its purpose to theextent that it is no longer needed to stimulate educational software development, itcould be sold to become a private enterprise, or it could liquidate its investments inthe public and private financial markets.

It is important to note, that the Corporation is not a research agency. It will notbo dispensing research grants, but will be an investor in business ventures that pro-pose promising educational software projects. It will normally function as the leadInvestor for ventures that submit outstanding business plans for the development,
implementation, and marking of educational software materials. It is expected thatthe Corporation would maintain no interest larger than its co-investors, and would
normally allow the co-investor to represent the Corporation on the boards of thebusinesses in which investments are made. However, it would retain the right to be
an observer at any board meetings arid would also retain the right to elect to take aboard seat, if special circumstances warrant in the opinion of the Corporation'sboard of directors. In order to assure the successful continuation of businesses that
show promise after start-up, the Corporation will have the authority to participatein follow up investments, to add capital, and to expand participation in promisingventures.

For purposes of evaluating its own investment opportunities, the Corporation willdevelop selection criteria and establish an information clearinghouse function relat-ed to the state-of-the-art in educational software development. It is not intended,however, for the Corporation to develop criteria for all software products or becomean information clearinghouse for matters unrelated to investment opportunities.Moreover, the Corporation would make no investments alone. It would be requiredthat a private venture capitalist join each investment on a co-equal basis; that is, aprivate venture capitalist would invest at least as Much as the Corporation, on anequivalent basis, before the investment could go forward. It is not expected, how-ever, that a potential investment would have been mused all capital for a project.before the Corporation could consider its participatio
Nearly everyone agrees that dramatic improvement in the quality and productivi-ty of education is a national priority, a priority that concerns the largest cities andthe smallest communities in America. Several national Commissions have recentlydeclared the state of mathematics and science education to be a national crisis.Reading And writing skills have also declined to the extent that one 'authoritativestudy suligests that hip school and college graduates of today are less well educatedA than their parents. It is likely that an immediate contribution to the solution of thisproblemcould result from the development and widespread use of interactive educa-tional software, particularly at the high school level.
Some important progress is already being made at du! college level. For severalyetrs, s score of colleges have augmented their time-shared computer systems withinteractive educational software. With. the advent of microcomputers, many other'colleges are beginning to develop interactive software for in-house use in teachingmathematics and ssience, including calculus, statistics, biology, and chemistry. Andsome of the most diciting new developments apply interactive software in the artsand humanities, teaching expository writing, law, and music compoSition. But mostof these experiments are quite new, and very few examples of use exist outside the

author's own school. The infrastructure for further developing, testing, marketing,
(1,
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diitributing and using the best of those software efforts Is V111111y0111r at hest And
there will be resistance to change in the schools that will be overcome only through
successful experience with such an infrastructure Suceessful models an, much too
few in number

Loss a criticism of past practice, more II realization. that education becomes in
creasinkily complex and demanding es our society advances both culturally and SCI
entifically. FIR 028 rtnIresents an Important step toward harnessing the strength of
the federal government with the imagination of gifted educators and the entrepre-
neurial energy of the private sector to address one of the most important problems
of the 20th century. !animist the 21st century as well

Joie B. Wyatt was a founding Director of the Massachusetts Technology Develop
ment Corporation, Vice Chairman of its Board of Directors and Chairman of its In-
vestimibt Advisory Committee, while. at Harvard University Ile is now Chancellor
of Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee

STATFMENT OF CHANCELLOR JOE H. WYATI', VANDERBILT
UNIVERSITY, NASHVILLE, TN

Mr. Wv Arr. Mr. Gore, thank you very much for the introduction..
Mr. Chairman, 1 thankr you 2pery much for inviting me here hp
speak -on behalf of this particular piece of legislation which I

helped draft.
There is certainly broad support today for the notion that com-

puter and related technologies can provide a breakthrough in the
delivery of education and in the teaching and learning process gen-
erally: We. see that technology developing very rapidly from the
standpoint of hardware to the point at the present time where we
are able to interface optical disk storage units and other devices to
microcomputers. That will allow imaginative and effective use for
teachers and for students acting in concert with one another.

The most effective educational software is interactive. That is, it
is able to simulate the interaction, one-on-one, between teacher and
student. It is able not only to simulate that, but provide materials
in a way that is provocative, is interesting, and is quite useful.
However, none of that functions wtehout the development of com-
puter programs. That is the area that we refer to as computer soft-
ware. The graphics, the video disks, the voice response and recogni-
tion unitsnone of that can function without creative- efforts on
the part of teachers andispecialists in these technologies.

What we have here in essence is a problem of technology trans-
fer. We know that in universities today these devices and their pro-
totypes are being used to develop early on material for use in
teaching in colleges and universities. We see this used in areas
ranging_ from medicine, statistics, calculus, law, to -teaching com-
puter science itself.

The idea is to provide a vehicle by which the best of these effgrts
can move from laboratory to classroom use in the schools. That is
the basis for the idea of the educational technology corporation
that would provide venture capital for small businesses that are
engaged in this transfer from laboratory to use.

Let me tell you a few words. It is.an unusual structure and one,
in fact, when Governor Dukaki4 in Massachusetts brought the idea
to me a number of years ago, I was concerned about its value be-
cause it was my first opinion that only businesses that could not
get financing in what one might referto as legitimate venture cap-
ital areas would come to this enterprise. In fact, what we discov-
ered-in the several years of functioning of the Massachusetts Tech-
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nolggy DevehApment Corp., which, by the way, is still functioning,was that. we acted as an interpreter,, if you will, for the private ven-tre capital area. We were operating with the objective of stimulat-ing the startup of high technology companies in Massachusetts
that had languished in the early 1970's. We were not restrictingour activities to the computer software area. We looked at virtuallyany kind of technology business.

In years, starting with a capital fund of $1.3 million, the Mas-
sachusetts Technology Development Corp. invested $1 million instartup companies in Massachusettsbout 22 of themand at-traded another $33 million ip investments'in these same compa-nies from conventiNol private sector sources. tn other words, foreach dollar of public fund that were invested, we raised $6 or pri-vate sector investment in these companies. In addition to that, the
Massachusetts Technology Development Corp. took an equity posi-tion in these companies so that, in fact, either through equity ordebt, there was a true investment and funds art being returned asthese are successful and grow and are put on the public market.
The funds are actually replenished in the capital fund for einvest-ment.

The first one of these investments did go into the public market
a few months ago and an initial investment of $200,000 yielded an$800,000 return that goes back into the fund for reinvestment andother of these companies are in the very successful pipeline for the
public market.

Now we have here a very specialized problem and that special-ized problem is that there is virtually no formal marketplace forthe development of educational software. Venture capitalists do notview, generally, the development of educational software as thekind of opportunity that they view Ow development of computerand related. hardware. It is simply a marketplace that is undevel-
w oped. It is my belief that the establishment of the National Educa-

tional Software Corp. would establish a market, would establish avehicle by which venture capitalists could be brought to realizethat what we have here is an opportunity 'of at least a decade andprobably longer for investment in the transfer of the skills andtechnologies of educational software from the laboratory to themarketplace.
So the proposal is to establish this corporation very-much alongthe lilies and structure of the Massachusetts Technology Develop-ment Corp. Candidate businesse would submit business plans..de-.

scribing the software and their_ iproach for developing, marketing,and distributing the software. This, by the way, is an area where /1the most creative people who are doing development very ofteninfact, most oftenlose interestthat is, in transferring their cre-ation into the area of active use, maintenance, and operation.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you at that point. Have you hadany reaction from private companies as to the establishment of this

corporation?
Mr. WYATT. Let me respond that in the case of the Massachu-setts experiment, we had a very positive reaction. That is, all oftheno company that ever registered an opinion on the matterwith either the corporation or the Governor two Governors-1-ob-

jected to the operation of this enterprise and, in fact, found it sale-.
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tory to the development of the high technology industry generally.
I have had no negative reacOop on this proposal myself. Perhaps
Congressman Gore has had so e.

Mr. GORE. If I may respond, Mr: Chairman. I have had a good bit
of extremely positive reaction from small computer software com-
panieswho have expressed real interest, have asked for copies of
the legislation, have asked for private meetings to describe its
intent and purpose and two of them have said that they are eager-
ly waiting for this kind of opportunity. I think that it would be
viewed very positively in the business community and just as im-
portantly, like the Massachusetts Technology Development Corp.,
the venture capital market is eagerly awaiting some way toget a
better understanding of how to find their way through this maze. I
think we would get a very positive reaction.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, .illbert, I gip wondering whether some
of these private companies ate thinking that this federally funded
corporation may stifle competition by favoring one company aver
another. have you gotten any reaction like that?

Mr. GORE. Well, they shouldn't think that because hone of the
proposals approved by this board would be able to o forward_until
the private venture capital market haft come in and participated in
it to a much larger degree than the GOvernment.

Now, if a company didn't want or feared that it wouldn't get
through this. process it has free reign to go to the venture capital
market on its own, g.. to the customers on its own. In any event,
the projects coming o of this process would have to go to the cus-
tomers and compete with other businesses who hadn't participated
in the corporation's process.

Chairman PERKINS. Excuse me for interrupting you, Mr. Wyatt.
Go ahead. -,

'questions
WYATT. That's quite all right. I think you are asking impor-

tant' questions and questions that each of us have had about this
matter as we go forward. But I do believe they can be answered
very satisfactorily and the illustration that we are using -in fact,
modelanswers those questions all in the affirmative.

I would like to say that perhaps the most novel aspect of this
.methodology is that this corporation would become an equity inves-
tor i* these businesses itY the same manner as that employed by
the Mavchusetts Technology Development Corp. In fact, if the
corporation eventually fulfills its purpose, it is felt that the market
has been established that the venture capital activity is operating
on its own, then this enterprise could be liquidated and its invest-
ment sold in the public or private financial market.

Now, it's important probably to note some things that this (corpo-0
felon is not. It is not a research agency to replace any of the exist-
ing research agencies. It won't be dispensing research grants. It
will be an investor in business ventures, a comvestor with private
venture capitalists. It would normally function as the lead investor.
That is, doing the initial evaluation, filtering out those proposals
that don't look sound for one reason or another or don't look like
exactly the right bind of investment and, in fact, in the Massachu-.
setts case, the ratios of pro osals to business financed is Something
like 50 to ,l. But it would, i fact, function as the lead investor so
that when these businesses ere presented to the conventional, pri-
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sate venture capital market, they would have, in fact, some reduc-
tion of risk so that it would maximize the opportunity for the pri-
vate venture capitalists and the businesses, and most importantly,
for the development of this educational software.

It is expected that the corporation would maintain -no interest
larger than its coinvestors and normally would allow the oinvestor
to represent the corporation on the boards of the businesses in
which investments are made. It certainly needs the right to take a
board seat if the board of the corporation feels that's necessary.

It would also have the right to follow its initial investments to
add capital and th expand participation. It obviously would need to
have functions that would 1110W it to understand tie marketplace,
to do eviftuations of software that already exists for its own pur-
poses in the process of investment.

I think virtually everyone agrees that has looked at the prolilfni
that our educational system needs a dramatic improvement in pro-
ductivity and quality and that, in some respects, technology canassist in that. But, in fact, we know from a of our experiments
that no matter how much -irirdware we put out in the field and in
the classroom, it is not going to function at all without software
and it won't function well without very high quality and imagina-
tive software and, for the the good of all of the legislation that is
proposed to distribute hardware, we believe that strong efforts are
behind schedule already in the development of educational soft
Ware.

Now, some important progress is already being made at the col-
lege letel. It is my own view that the transfer of this high quality
materitt can occur most efThctively initially at the high school level
and that, in fact: calculus, statistics, biology and clavistry, proto-
types are already available and, in fact, some of the most exciting
new developments deal with topics in the arts and humanities,
music composition, expository writing and the like. In fact;' if we
give the proper incentives, I believe that the bright minds in this
country and the' entrepreneurial instincts will respond to produce
success.

So this is not a criticism of any of the current proposals for the
distribution of hardware. -Rather, it is, ,I believe, a necessary ad-
itmet and one that will be required to harness the strength of' the
Federal Government with the imagination of gifted educators and,
perhaps, most important of all, the entrepreneurial energy of the
private sector to address perhaps what is the most important prob-
lem of this century and the turn of the centtrry as well.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Wyatt. Come
around; Senator Lautenberg. Congressman Downey, you can come
around to the table, too. Just stay right there, Al, if you will. We
will hear from the Senator and then we will hear from yoU, Tom.
Go right ahead, Senator Lautenberg.

STATEMENT OF lION. FRANK R. LAUTENBERCA U.S. SENATOR,
FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Senator LAUTENBERU. Thank .you, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee. Colleagues on behalf of an improvement in our edu-
cational system, 1 .am pleased to be here and have the opportunity

-r
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to share with you my .iews on computer education do offer
my congratulations for recognizing the need for public discussion of
the issue.

Con Viler education was one of the issues which I raised in_my
first speech in the Senate and it's one I have made a priority in the
past year. Last September, 1 introduced a bill dealing with comput-
er education. Last month, I introduced a revised and improved ver-
sion of the bill, S. 2532.

This morning I would like to take a few minutes to discuss the
basis of my interest in computer educytion and briefly toOutline
my legislative proposal. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I
would like to submit a longer statement for the record.

Chairman PEHHINS. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record.

1Prepnred sIatement of Frank It Lautenlasrg follows:

PREVAREO STATEMENT 01, I ION FRANK It AUTENRE110, A I.! S SENAToa how Inv:
STATE or NEW JERSEY

I tun very pleased to be here today and to have the opportunity to share with you
my views on computer education I congratulate you for recognizing the need for
public discussion of t his issue

Computer education was one of the IStilleti which I 11118ed in my film:len speech in
the Senate It IN elle I have made a priority over the past year Lost September
introduced a bill dealing with computer educat am, and last month I introduced a
revised and improved version of the bill, S 2:-:t2 This morning I would like to tAke
a few minutes to discuss the basis of my interest in computer education mid briefly
to outline my legislative proposal With your permission, Mr Chairmon, I would
like to submit a longer statement for the hearing record

ha tlw world economy of tomorrow, comparative advantage will be increasingly n
Cu Lion of innovation, adaptablihtv, and technical prowess. In this country we are
blessed with a resourceful, independent. and creative people, and an economic
system that rewards enterprise and untiative With the right public and private
policies, I believe that America can continue to be. no effective competitor in the
intermit ional market place

Education, training, and- resenrch are essential ingredients to keep this 'country
up to the mark The rash of reports issued last enr by the C0111111111810111 on Excel-
lence in Education, among others, show n serious oneern that education in the
is uot equal Jo its task Business lenders are worried too A recent article by the
chairman of the Notional Association of Mminfactiirers underlined this-concern He
said, "For the first time in our history, we may produce a generation less educated
than its predecessor More olnrmingly, it may possesi: the wrong skills- ear simply
inadequot e ones for the jobs o he future."

I share thnt concern, and wont( like to have us begin to make strides toward revi
tolizing and reinvigorating Americ n'educnt ion computer education will be a part
of that process. 4

Educators need to begin to nevi curricula and teach the skills so important to
our clumgmg eomonly. We must r sive away from rote learning to on emphasis On'
the collection, manipulation and use of data so important to an information-laved
economy. With careful planning, computer education can be integrated with the
regulnr Curriculum 1111(1 eb111111e the teaching Of all subjects

One simple examPle can show the way that computers can improve the teaching
of a traditional subject. One of the hest ways to learn to write well is to do a lot of
writing, and to revise, edit, and rewrite Childrqn, not unlike the rest of UK, sneerer
luctant to do the necessary rewriting They do not want to have to copy the materi-
al over and over again. Word processing programs on computers have revolutionized
this process The basic text has to be- typed into the computer only once_ Alter that*
changes are the only words that have to he newly typed Suddenly rewriting be-
come:: fun instead of n burden

The hill, S 25:12, that I have introduced, along with Senators Dodd, Kepnedy,
Byrd and Moynihan, is the result of consultations with educators, parents, legisla-
tors, and other concerned citizens. Entitled the Computer Education Assistance Act,
this bill provides for to competitive matching grant program. Among the highlights
of the, bill are atr-Nniphasis on careful planning fu'I the incorporation of computer
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education in the school curriculum, and the importance of teacher trimung mid research for the Use of computers in schools.
The grant program is authorited for seven years, nt million a year for thefirst four years and such sums us necessary tor am additional three yours. It provales assistance to schools for planning, purchase of computer hardware and soft

wart% and inservice teacher training 'The funds will be allocated to the states half, on the basis of the school age population and half on this bolus of the Tule I formu-la. used for Ind to disadvantaged school ehddroo
Each suite will maim grants to local school districts Applicants must assure thatat least half the funds are targeted on schools with the greatest need for computers

School districts will be required to do some fairly extensive planning The grantsore to be matched, with the Federal share set.at 75% and tho non-Federaf at 15%The bill provides $20 million a year for 7 years to this National Science Foundir
to establish teacher training institutes 'Nese institutes would provide more in

raining for teachers than the in-service programs supported by grants underTi 4. I of this bill.
Title III of S 2532 authortes funds for the National Science Foundation and Nationol Institute of 1.:durntion to provide assistance to organizations with the expel-tits. for conducting research in computer education 'They would evaluate existingmaterial and develop new Hat W8 re and approaches to inst 111Ct 1011
My bill is similar in intent and structure to 11 R 357, the bill kntrodueed in theHouse of Representatives by Congressman Tun Wirth 'Has principal difference is inthe grant program The length mad amount of the authorization in the two billsdiffer. as do the formai' for distributing the Rinds to the states, the range of usesfor which the 11.111(18 can he used and the requirement for matching funds.
Congressman Wirth 111141 1 share the same goals Clearly Congressman Wirth hastaken a leadership role in the !louse along. with this Committee and CongressmenDowney and Gore
'file grant programs in my bill and the Wirth bill differ in several respects Letme explain the points of departure
A number of studies of computer eduention have indicated that there is already alarge difterence in the availability of computers het witii well-off and poor districts.To address that equity, S 25:12 divides the grant funds nmong the states accordingto the proRortion of poverty-level children as well as the general school-age [minda

Lion.
Under the grant program in my hill, funds can be used for the purchase of soft-ware as well as hardware, and for punning and in-service teacher training The in-centive and funding for planning is essential if.computer education is to achieve itspromme hlexibiIity is 11 ISO important, to allow schools to determine the proper mixof equipment and services that they need to develop the program they want toachitwe. Schools that have enough computers can concentrate their resources on ob-taining new software or on planning under the provisions of My billFinally, S 25:12 requires a 25% matching share from giant recipients. This re,quirement will make the limited Federal funds go further At the same films, poorerschool districts will not be penalized beconse the matching share can be in servicesor donations, not just cash.
Computer education 14 110 substitute for the :t Its Putting computers in the class -room is not a panacea for the problems facing American education today. But, elm.-fully designed computer education programs can clearly help. I mil pleased that this

committee recognizes the need to explore computer eductitioil, l hope that youconsider this legislation before you today and approve somoeforin of assistance tohelp the schools enter the information age
For the record I would like to submit a more detailed. statement On ti 2532 whichI made at this time it was introduced.
I will be glad to take any quest ions
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Cong reffsional ri_Ecord
Ars:ePl/1,11AnS Of- 1116 981' (0N6Ru.....,,t)till \LN`,11IN

,

I..! Ifs

lly Mr. LAUTENDERO (for him
self. Mr. Dorm Mr. ICENNRDY.
Mr. BYRD. and Mr. MOYNIIIAN).

8 2532. A bill entitled the "Comput
er Education AasisUnice Act of 19114".
to the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources.

O.' Atil !MIA ON.WliptsILSBAY,

)enate

courursa KICRICATION4 411114STANct ACT or 1064

Mr. LAUTENDF.R0 Mr President.
the quality .of American education is
vital to the strength of our Nation.
Our competitive position in the Inter-
national economy Is dependent on the
Willy of this country to produce well-
educated, skilled, and creative workers.
We must provide adequate resources
to support top notch education of our
children or be prepared to face the
consequences. Many educational and
industrial leaders have noted that our
schools are falling behind in this task
and that AlllfiC/111 education need;; to
be reinvigorated.

Computer education will be part of
that reinvigoration Process- Last Sep
(ember. I introduced lerislation to es
tablish a program of Federal assist
mice for schools to develop and int
prove computer education programs I
considered that bill. S. 1849, a Working
draft. subject to changes and improve
ments based on the suggestions and
recommendations of educators, par-
ents, legislators. and other concerned
citizens. The bill that 1 am introducing
today. along with my colleagues Sena-
tors DODD, KENNEDY. BYRD, and MOYN-
IHAN Is the result of the consultation
process. It provides an improved path
to the same goals articulated lb the
earlier version of the bill.

The Computer Education Assistance
Act Of 4984 continues to provide for a
Competitive grant program for plan-
ning, purchase of computer hardware
and so arc, and teacher-training It
maintaW the emphasis of 8. 1849 on
careful planning for the incorporation
of computer education in the school
curriculum.

The reves41 version of the bill also
olaceremphasis on the importance of
teacher training and research for the
use of computers in schools by draw-
ing heavily on provisions in S. 1869, in-
troduced last year by Senator ,Donn

and Hit
sentative

AMU 4, l'/H1 N., 11

3750, sponsored by Reim.
WIRTH OIle HMI/ section of

the bill authorizes assistance for
teacher-ttainig institutes for elemen
Lary and secondary school teachers
The second new section of the bill pro
vides for evaluatiOn of Computer hard
ware and o.:ware and the develop
went of nl.w software. The develop-
ment of model instructional programs
Is also authorized.

At time when new Federal expend
Mires are viewed with great skepti
clam, the kind of investment I am pro-
posing will pay for Itself many times
over in a more productive citizenry
This investment is particularly Minor
tart in schools with concentrations of
poerty-level children who must not
be deprived of the benefits of a mod-
ernir4turrieulum.

Co ter education is no substitute
for the three R's. Putting computers
In the classroom is not a panacea for
the problems of American education.
But, carefully designed computer edu-
cation programs can clearly help. This
Is why planning for the appropriate
role of computer education Is as im-
portant as buying new hardware and
software. Thoughtful consideration
must be given to the integration of
computers into the curriculum Com
puter education planners must first
consider the overall goals for their
school. Then, they must decide how
computers can help them meet those
goals. For some purposes, old, tried.
and true methods will continue to be
best. For other purposes, computers
offer exciting possibilities for trans-
fOnning the curriculum and the way It
is taught.

Computers can be used by students
In every subject in every grade, Stu
dents can use word processing pro
grams to Improve their writing by edit

Ing and revising more easily than they
do now. They can learn to simulate
-what if- situations in history classes
so that they Lan understand more
clearly the factors that affect human
behavior and eVents, They can learn to
use graphics to present data in a clear
and meaningful way.
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These Wes of the computer in
schools would go far beyond the teach
big of computer literacy-a baste un
derstanding of how a cOmputer works
and how to operate it--and program.
ing. Computer literacy in school
should be a begilming for computer
education, not an end. Computers are
more like pencils than books. As edu-
cators come to view computers In this
way. as t001S, they will begin using
them in exciting and mind-esceanding
ways which is their true promise.

Thinking of computer education in
broader terms will require coordina-
lion with curriculum planning. It is
more than computer literacy, pro-
graming, and drill and practice pro-
grams. Once children learn how to op-
erate a computer. they should have
access to a wide range of application
software for use in word processing.
spread sheet analysis, and data base
analysis, all of welch can be used more
generally than highl3e specialized in
structional courseware.

Use of computers in schools is grow
lag. but the need for Federal seed
money is convincfng. From the fall of
1980 to the spring of 1982. the number
of microcomputers in public schools
tripled. Hy early 1983 slightly over
half of all public schools had at least
one microcomputer. -

However, although more than half
the Nation's schools have at least one
microcomputer, that Is also the most
that a large number of these schools
have. Furthermore, little Is known
about the kind and amount of WU-
ware or courseware that these schools
are using with their computers.

A recent study, using January 1983'
data, looked at the lungunt of time
that microcomputers arc actually used
in schools. Looking only at the schools
which reported at least one microcom-
puter, the survey found relatively few
students obtaining access to the com-
puters and (or relatively short periods.

In elementary schools. 18 percent of
the students used the computer in a
week and 13 percent used one in sec-
ondary schools. The students who did
use the computer spent 20 minutes a
week in elementary schools and 45
minutes a *eek In secondary schools.
These figures are for the median
school, so some students had more
access, some less.

To understand how small this
amount of access Is, consider what it
would mean if students spent so little
time with either pencil and paper qr
textbooks. The computer revolution in
the schools is. In its infancy, despite
the enormous press coverage.

38-1.80 0 04 - 4

- The Computerleducation Assistance
Act of 1984 will estatflish a program to
assist -States and local school districts
in developing the ambitious computer
education program that Is needed. The
program will authorize 3150 million a
year for the first 4 years and such
sums as necessary for an additional 3
years for grants to schools for plan-
ning, acquisition of hardware and soft-
ware, and teacher training. The funds
will be allocated to the States half on
the basis of the school age population
and half on the basis of the title I for-
mula, used for kid to disadvantaged
schoolchildren. Each State will make
a rants tolocal school districts, which
must assure that at least halt the
funds arc used to serve title I eligible
children and that funds are targeted
on schools with the greatest need for
computers.

School districts will be required to
do some fairly extensive planning.
This will include:

Setting goals for computer education
in the schools and relating these goals
to the overall educational objectives of
the district;

Instructional priorities for the use of
computers;

tieliodttleS (or placing computers in
the elementary and secondary schools:

Criteria for selection of the hard
ware and software:

Planned revisions in the basis cur-
ricula of the schools designed to incor-
porate the use of computers. and

After school availability of the com-
puters for use by parents and stu-
dents.

The Federal grants are to be
matched, with the Federal share set at
75 percent and the nonFederal at 25
percent. The non - Federal share can
come from public or private sources,
and may be in cash or kind. Local dis-
tricts that can make arrangements
with businesses_ and industries to
donate equipment, personnel, or cash
will not have to use their own funds
for the matching share. Private school
students would be eligible for assist-
ance.

The bill provides 820 million a year
for 7 years to the National Science
Foundation for the establishment of
teacher-training institutes. These in-
stitutes would provide more IndePth
training for teachers than the Inserv-
ice training that the title I grants will
support, Proper preparation of teach-
ers Is crucial to the success of a com-
puter education program. These Insti-
tutes will offer teachers an opportuni-
ty to learn about computers and the
best ,methods for using them In the
schools.

1
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Evaluations of existing hardware
and software and research and devel-
°Went on new software and Instruc-
tional models will provide much of the
underphtning for new programs of
computer education. Title III of this
bill authorises the National Science
Foundation to provide assistance to or-
ganirations that haVe expertise to
carry out this research.

The planning reSulrement In this
legislation Is extremely Important

-Schools need to take a careful look at
the role of computers in the total4mr-
riculum. They also need to consider
such questions as whether to institute
saturation programs at a limited
number of schools or to provide com-
puters In every classroom In a particu-
lar trade throughout the district. The
bill does not set a goal for a specific
ratio of students to computers or daily
access time per student.

Plans are to Include afterschool
availability of computers for parents
and children. This would permit par-
ents and children to spend additional
time working on the computers and
gaining familiarity with them. Such
afterschool programs would be espe-
cially helpful to those without access
to computers at home. The children
who do not hatve computers at home
are vary likely also attending schools
which are least likely to have comput-
ens.

The benefits of the growth in com-
puters are not evenly distributed
among schools serving different socio-
economic groups. One study has found
that 70 percent of the schools In more
affluent areas had at least one micro-
computer. while only 40 percent of the-
schools in poorer ars as were so
equipped. Another study found that
twice as many students in well-to-do
urban areat said that they had ever
used computer in school as students
in disadvantaged urban areas. The
number of computers in homes far ex-
ceeds the number In schools and the
lion's share of those computers are An
more affluent homes, Including many
with children. The additional exposure
to computers in the home creates fur-
ther disparity between rich and poor
children.

The funds under the Computer Edu-
cation Assistance Act of 1984 will be
used In all schools, buts at lout half
the funds will be targeted on schools
with poverty-level children. Priority
also lb to be given to schools with the
greatest need for computers. By estab-
lishing the targeting requirement and
the priority for underserved schools,
the bill alms to concentrate its re-
sources in a...way that benefits schools
and children that are falling behind In
computer usage, Funds will be alio-
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cated to the States half on the loafs of
school age children and half on the
basis of the number of poverty-level
children.

The grant funds can be used for
planning, acquisition of hardware and
software, and teacher-training. Each
district will decide the mix of uses to
which they will put their funds. This
provides school districts with a great
deal of flexibility.

In addition. the non-Federal match-
ing share can be in-kind, such as dona-
tions of equipment or personnel serv-
ices from private sources or from
public agencies. This provides adds
Ilonal flexibility and an Incentive for
local school districts to involve the
business community in their planning

Mr. President, the program of plan
ning and grant assistance for the ppr
chase of equipment, training, and re
search authorized by this bill will pro
vide Sedcral seed money for computer
education programs. A great deal of
flexibility Ls allowed and the result
should be better education for all
children. This result is ImporUslit for
the growth and success of our children
and our country.
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Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Thank you. In the world economy of to-morrow, comparative advantage will be increasingly a function ofinnovation, adaptability and technical prowess. In tills country, weare blessed with a resourceful, independent, creative people and aneconomic system that rewards enterprise and initiative. With theright public and private policies, I believe that Arnevica can contin-ue to be an effective leader in the international marketplace.Education, training and research are essential ingredients tokeep this country up to the mark. The rash of reports issued lastyear by the Commission on Excellence in Education and othersshows a serious concern that education in the United States; is notequal to its task. Business leaders are worried, too. A recent articleby the chairman of the National Association of Manufacturers out-lined this concern. Ile said, "For the first time in our history wemay produce a generation less educated than its predecessors.More alarmingly, it may possess the wro ig skills or simply inad-equate ones for the jobs of the future."

I share that concern and would like u, to begin to make stridestoward revitalizing and reinvigorating American education. Com-puter education will be a major part of that process. Educatorsneed to begin to revise-curricula and tench the skills so importantto our changing economy. We have got to move away from rotelearning to an emphasis on the collection, manipulation and use ofdata so important, critical, to an information-based econonv. Withthe right kind of planning, computer education can be integratedwith the regular curriculum enhancing the teaching of all subjects.One simple example can show the way that computers can im-prove the teaching of a traditional subject. One of the best ways tolearn to write well is to do a lot of writing and to revise and editand rewrite. Children, not ui ( the rest of us, are reluctant to dothe necessary rewriting. The t want to have to 'copy the mate-rial over and over again. rocessing programs, very simple,on computers have revolutionize this process. Basic text need onlybe introduced once. After that, the changes arc simply the wordsthat need revision. Suddenly, rewriting becomes fun instead of aburden..
1 had a direct and personal experience in visiting a school inNew Jersey. It's railed the Computer Laboratory. Children about 8,9, or 10 years-old were working with to series of terminals in frontof them and when I asked one of the children what they werelearning, h' said to me, "Arithmetic:" When I asked another childwhat she was learning, she said, "Spelling and English." The factof the matter is that, as I see it, the computer ought to be more ofa pencil than a book, a tool, for conventional learning.The bill I have introduced, S. 25:32, along with Senators Dodd,Kennedy, Byrd, and Moynihan, is the result of consultation witheducators, parents, legislators, and other concerned citizens. It'scalled the Computer Education Assistance Act and this bill pro-vides for a competitive matching grant program. Among the high-lights of the bill are an emphasis on careful planning for the incor-poration of computer education in the school curriculum and theimportance of teacher training and research for the use of comput-ers in the schools.
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The grant program is authorized for 7 years--T$150 million a year
for the first 4 years and after that such sums as necessary for the
remaining 3 years. It provides assistance to schools for 'planning,
purchase of computer hardware and software and itservice teacher
training. Our focus, our mil )hasis, is on the plannitig and training
phases. The funds will be located to the States, half on the basis
of the school age popula on and half on the basis of thit title I for-
mula used for aid to diva dvantaged schoolchildren.

Each State will mak grants to local school districts. Applicants
must assure that at le half the funds are targeted on schools
with the greatest need fo computers. School districts will be re-
quired to do fairly extens e planning. The grants are to be
matched with the Federal sha set at 75 percent and the non-Fed-
eral share at 25 iwrcent. The ill also provides $20 million a year
for 7 years to the National Sci ,nce Foundation to establish teacher
training institutes. These ins itutes would provide more indepth
training. for teachers than t e inservice program supported by
grants un fer title I of this bill.

Title111 of S. 2542 authorizes funds for the National Science
Foundation and the National Institute of Education to provide as-
sistance to organizations with the expertise for conducting research
in computer education. They would evaluate the existing material
and develop new software and approaches to instruction. My bill is
similar in intent and structure to 11. N. 3570. the bill Mtroduced in
the I -louse by Congressman Tim Wirth. The principle difference is
in the grant program. The letigth and amount of the authorization
in the two bills differ as do the formula for distributing the funds
to the. States, the range of uses for which the funds can be used
and the requirement for matching funds.

Congressman Wirth and I share the same goals. Clearly, the Con-
gressman has taken a leadership role in the House, along with this
committee, and Congressmen Downey and Gore.

The grant programs in my bill and the Wirth bill differ in sever-
al respects. Let me explain the points of departure. A number of
studies of computer education have indicated that. there is already
a large difference in the availability of computers between the well
off and the poorer school districts. To address that inequity, S. 2532
divides the grant funds among the States according to the propor-
tion of' poverty level children as well as the general school age pop-
ulation.

Under the grant. program in my bill, funds can be used for the
purchase of software as well as hardware and for planning and in-
service teacher training. The incentive and funding for planning is
essential if computer education is to achieve its promise. Flexibility
is also important to allow schools to determine the proper mix of
equipment. and services that they need to develop the program they
want to achieve1/4,Schools tHet have enough computers concentrate
their resources.on. obtaining new software or planning under tKe
provisions of triv6ill. Finally, S. 2532 requires a 25-percent match-
ing share from grant recipients. This requirement will make the
limited Federal funds go further. At the same time, poorer school
districts will not be penalized because the matching share can be in .
services or donations not just cash. V
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Computer education is no substitute for the three It's. Putting
computers in the classroom is not. a panacea for the problems
facing American education today. But caref4illy designed computereducation programs can clearly help. 1 ant pleased that the com-mittee recognizes the needrto explore computer education. I hope.that you will consider the legislation before you today and approve
some form of assistance to help the schools enter and compete inthe information age.

For the record, as I mentioned, I will be submitting a more de-tailed statement, which I made at the time the bill was introduced.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer any ques-tions.

Chairman PERKINS. Senator Lautenberg, let me ask you if youcan remain with us a few minutes. I understand that CongressmanDowney will have to leave. very shortly and we want to get his
statement and interrogate him a little bit.

Go ahead, Congressman Downey.
[Prepared statement of:Thomas J. Downey follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP 1-10N. THOMAS J. DOWNEY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONRIIIIISS
FROM TUE STATE or NEW YORK

Mr. Chairman, a year ago I appentbbefore this Subcommittee to present a state-ment in support of 11.1t. 1134, rie bill which I introduced to create the National('enters for Personal Computers in Esducation. I appreciate the Subcommittee's con-tinuing attention to this bill, and I welcome the opportunity to speak briefly aboutthe bill this nmorning.
I believe that the need for this bill has increased since it was first introduced in1978. Although no one doubts the importance of computers in education today, thereis little concrete assistance given to school districts, administrators and teachers inovercoming the many liblems they encounter in integrating computers into theschools of the Nation.
A recent study by the Center for Social Org,anization of Schools at The JohnsHopkins University found that though the use of microcomputers WEIS growing ischools, most new microcomputers are being purchased by schools that already usecomputers_ It would seem that the greatest difficulty lies in the initial introduction

of computers into schools. Once that bridge is crossed, then further develoment ofcomputer use is relatively easier. It would also appear that the gap between moreaBluent schools, that already have committed themselves to computers, and poorerschools, that may not have had the resources or the expertise' to use computers, is
increasing. H.R. 11:14 would help those school districts which have not yet begun touse computers by providing them with information on available software andcourseware.

When the Superintendent of Schools in Houston recently addressed the First Edu-cational ASsembly of the National School Boards Association he related the experi-
ence of Houston. The Houston schools have made a strong commitment to comput-ers and plan to use computers and videodiscs for fifty percent of the school's instructional news within five years. The Superintendent's advice to the assembled super-intendents was "Have a plan, Make sure you have an expert or hire one." If weestablish the National Centers for Personal Computers in Education we will relievesome .of the pressure on smaller school districts, and poorer school districts, to hire.their own experts. The National Centers will be able to assist them in developingtheir own plans. I think that this is an important and attainable goal.

Lot me briefly recapitulate what H.R. 1134 does. it establishes the National Cen-ters for Personal Computers in Education under a grant program of the National
Science Foundation. 'rho numkr of Centers will depend on the a inhibit, funds. The
purposes of the Centers would be to identify existing educati nal computer pro-grams and develop new educational courseware; to develop teat er training materi-als; and to monitor and 'disseminate new materials in ethic ionnl technology. 1would like to highlight one particular function of the Centers; the Centers will setup a mechanism to inform the computer industry of the specil C computer needs of
education. We must keep in OW that the development of new computer technologyis a two way street. If industry is able to ascertain the particular problems and
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needs of educators, it will be better able to respond to those needs The grant shall
last for three years, at theep o rich time each center will have to evaluate the
program and publish a report on its1 plemo ptation.

Mr. Chairman, establishment of th Nattorial ('enters for Person#Computers in
Education would be a first step in de ling with the much larger issue of computers'
effect on education. We must make a strong commitment to support the best use of
computers in our schoolrooms that is possible. That is why I also sponsored the
Computer Literncy,,Act of 1983, II.R. 37rt0, which was introduced by my distin-
guished friend from Colorado, Congressman Tim Wirth. I strongly support Mr.
Wirth's bill and am encouraged that it deals with many brotyler computer issues.

I think that it would be entirely appropriate if the specifications contained in
H.R. 11:14 Concerning the National Centers for Personal Computers in Education
were to be incorporated into Title Ill of II.R. 3750. This would provide a comprehen-
sive approach to the problem of the development and dissemination of computer in-
formation and it would also allow a closer interaction with the activities of the Na-
tional Institute of Education which has already begun to develop some of the means
necessary to disseminate such information. I believe that the Nation's schools will-
benefit greatly from such a strong and comprehensive approach.

Finally, I would like to commend the Members of this Subcommittee for their con-
tinuing attention to the needs of educators and students. I am sure that together we
can fashion a bill that will bring the fruits of computer technology to all schools and
students in the United States. -

STATEMENT Oh' 110 . THOMAS J. DOWNEY, A HEI'VESENTATIVE
IN CONCRF, S FROM THE STATE Oh' NEW l'ORK

0Mr. DOWNEY. Mr. Chairman, unless somebody tells, you some-
thing different, I can stay- 'til 10 o'clock at which time the Ways
and Means Committee goes into session.

Chairmlin PERKINS. Go right ahead and then we will interrogate..
Mr. DOWNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. A year ago I appeared

before this subommittee to present a statement in support of H.R.
1134, a bill which I introduced to create National Centers for Per-
sonal Computers in Education and I appreciate the subcommittee's
continuing attention to this bill. I welcome the opportunity to
speak briefly about it this morning. .

I believe the need for this,bill has increased since it was first in-
troduced in 1978. Although no one doubts the importance of com-
puters in education today, there is little concrete assistance given
to school districts, administrators and teachers in overcoming the
many problems they encounter in integrating computers into the
schools of the Nation.

A recent study by the Center for Social Organizatiop of Schools
at the Johns Hopkins University found that though the use of
microcomputers was growing in schools, most new microcomputers
are being purchased by schools that already use computers. It
would Seem that the greatest difficulty lies in the initial introduc-
tion of computers into schools. Once that bridge is crossed then fur-
ther development of computer use.is relatively easier.

It would also appear that the gap between more affluent schools
that already'have committed themselves to computers and poorer
schools that may not have had the resources or the expertise to use
computers is growing. H.R. 1134 would help those school districts
which have not begun to use computers by providing them with in-
formation on available software and courseware.

When thc superintendent of schools in Houston 'recently ad-
dressed the first educptional assembly of the National School
Boards Association he related the experience of Houston. The
Houston schools have made a strong commitment to computers and

i
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plan to use computers and video disks for 50 percent of the schools'
instructional needs within 5 'years. It was the superintendent'sadvice to the assembled superintendents to "Hove plan. Makesure ydu have an expert or hire one.- If we establish the NationalCenters for Personal Computers in Education, pressure on smallerschool districts and poorer school districts tohire (heir own expertswill be decreased.

The National Centers will be able to assist them in developingtheir own plans. I think that this is an important and attainablegoal.
Let me briefly recaptrtulate what H.R. 1134 does. It-ftstablishes

National Centers for Personal Computers in Education under agrant program of the National Science Foundation. The number ofcenters will depend on available funds. The purpose 4. the centerswould be to identify existing educational computer programs anddevelop new educational courseware, to develop teacher trainingmaterials and to monitor andtdissemipate new,materials in educa-tional technology.
I Would like to highlight one particular function of the centers.The centers will set up a mechanism to inform the computer indus-

try of the specific computer needs of education. We must keep inmind that th velopment of new computer technology is a two-way street. If .ndustry is able to ascertain the particular prob-lems and nee s educators, it- will be bater able qi respond tothese needs.
The grant shall last for 3 years at the end of which each centerwill have. to evaluate their own program and publish a report onits implementation.
Mr. Chairman, establishment of the National Centers for Person-al Computers in Education would be a first step in dealing with themuch larger issue of computers' effect on education. We mustMake a strong commitment to support the best use of computers in

our school rooms that is possible. That is why I have also cospon-sored the Coputer Literacy Act of 1983, H.R. 3750, which was in-troduced by my distinguished' friend from Colorado, Congressman
Wirth, I strongly suppfort Mr. Wirth's bill and encot*age that itdeals with many broader computer issues.

I think that it would be entirely appropriate if the specificationscontained in my bill concerning the National Centers for PersonalComputers in Education were incorporated into -title III of H.R.3750. This would provide a comprehensive 'approach to the, prob-lems of the development and the dissemination of computer infer-mation and would also allow closer interaction with the activitiesof the National Institute of Education; "Which has already t)egun todevelop some of the means necessary to disseminate such informa-tion.
I believe that the Nation's schools would benefit greatly fromsuch a strong and comprehensive approach.

. Finally, I would like to commend the members of the sutcominit-tee for their continuing attention to the needs of educatorPand stu-dents and I am sure that together we can fashion p bill that willbring the fruits of computer technology to all schools and all stu-dents in the United States.
Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask Senator Gore here this morning,
do you want to keep your bill separate and not merge it with the
other bills here? Do you have some feeling along that line?

Mr. GORE. Well, first, Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for pro-
moting me the easy way. I am working on it the hard way.

I would be content with the judgment of the subcommittee on
that measure. I think that there are differences betweep this legis-
lation and the others that are being considered. This one has a
more narrow focus in that it is directed just at the educational soft-
ware problem. I think the answer to your question would depend in
part on your expert judgment as to legislative strategy. If you
think its chances are increased by merger, then, of course, I am all
for that. Otherwise, I prefer to keep it separate. But I will accept
the subcomtnittee's judgment.

Chairman PERKINS. Senator Lautenberg, I don't see much differ-
ence in your approach and Mr. Wirth's approach except that your
bill seems to favor the poorer districts of the country perhaps to a
greater degree. Am I correct in that analysis?

Senator LAUTENRERG. Mr. Chairman, in part because we are
saying that 50 percent has to be directed toward the poorer schoo
districts. But I think there is another difference though, ag
many of our objectives are similar and would eventually, I tijl
be merged, and that is that our focus is on the planning side.
we are saying to the school disc is is, "Think out very carefully
how you intend to use this. We believe that hardware alone is
the answer and, frankly, we don't believe OW soayare alone is the
answer. The curriculum has to include all of ffiese parts of the
tripod and that is the teacher trainers who are equipped to do the
training, the software and the hardware." So we are talking about
the planning process as the critical element in this. I want the
schools to tell us how they intend to use it, not to just throw hard-
ware out there. If you give a nontrained person an airplane, it
could be the best functioning airplane in the world and it's not
going to do them any good. The same thing is true, very frankly, of
computers.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, Mr. Downey, do you believe that your
bill could be blended in with Mr. Wirth's bill?

Mr. DOWNEY. Mr. Chairman, I do. I think it could find a hap0
resting place in title III of Mr. Wirth's bill. The goals, as distin-
guished from Congressman Gore's bill, are much more similar to
what Mr. Wirt4Ars-trying to do. So, I think that we are little more
specific with retpect to the use of courseware and software and the
need for centers than Mr. Wirth's title III, so I think we could find
real accommodation there.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller, you have been sittin here the
whole time.

Mr. MILER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want t thank the
members of this panel for their work. Last year there were a lot of
speeches about computers and technology and the n etl to do cxr-
tain things about it. I am delighted that all of you ha e stuck with
this subject. I think you have presented what I hope 11 become a
package for this committee to report out because I think that the
concerns that you address and that others will address later this
morning must be addressed and that is there appears to be a basic
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mismatch between the educatiAal institutions in this country and
the availability and the utilization of this technology for Warning
purposes. After watching all of the commotion last year, it doesappear that computers are something that you are simply going to
lay on school didticts and they are going to use to their highest
and best use.

We would. do well, 1 think, to take a little additionfil time to find
-out how the school districts are prepared to use this, whether they
are prepared to use them, whether there will be safeguards for the
investment that we are prepared to make. Also, 1 think, Albert,
that your legislation to encourage, to the extent that we can, if it's
feasible, the private sector in the educational field.

Early on, when we had hearings out in California, it appeared
that some of the educational programs. might have been there to
dazzle Members of Congress more than they were to educate the
students. I am concerned now a couple of years later that we might

t have come as far as we could possibly come. Perhaps by at
t providing some prospect of a market for people who want to

up .rade the software, we might be able to do that.
would just finish by saying that, Mr. Chairman, 1 would 'hope

that we would also understand finally that the utilization of com-
puters is not going to be properly done absent the willin mess ofthe instructors in our school syst > is to accept them told to usethem. I thhik that whether we ht ,e the national center, whether
we provide training programs, s Senator Lautenberg does, we
must address that issue because we talk about computers being
user compatible or friendly. If they are not friendly or compatible
,to the instructors in the classrobm, they will sit idle as later wit-
nesses will show us, that they alit, used very few hours of the school
week or the school day.

So, I would hope that the committee would have the desire to in-
corportite the best aspects of these three or four different pieces of
legislation and really put forth a thoughtful proposal that can be
utilized and not simply our desire to look like we are participating
in this technological revolution with respect to education. I know
that we have some plans to mark up several piecesof this legisla-
tion. I would hope that we would find a way in which we could in-
corporate them into, finally, a package that addresses the educa-
tional needs and desires for computer literacy.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the testi-

mony and the bills. I have essentially one open-ended question for
all of the witnesses. As I read your bills, 1 contrast them, for exam-
ple, with the bill that passed this House last year, H.R. 1310, which
is the Math and Science Improvement Act, which, in fact, provided
more or less block grants for math and science around the country,But then it permitted use of those funds, in part if they so choose,
for computers and their applications and fbr hardware and soft-
ware acquisition, I would detect that the thread' that Seems to berunning through our billS thatdifferent from ..what was in thatbill would be that you would errivourage a nationally directed acqui-
sition of computer 'hardware, as well as development of curricula
and software development. Some of us on the committeeit was re-
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fleeted in part in II.R. 131() --would tend to assist school districts
with some extra funds, but would leave to the local school districts
discretion on how to apply and how to develop the curricula. Is
that generally the difference?.

Senator LALITENiut.no. If I might, Mr. Bartlett., that is not the
intent of out bill. It is intended to encourage the development by
the local school districalof the curriculum and the program neces-
sary to use the technology for general teaching. We create a train-.
ing facility or a training program just to make sure that there are
teachers, there areinstructors, available to handle the course work
and we matEe the demand, again, of the school district for a plan or
a program or implementation.

So, our mission is to make sure that the local school district is
very involved, that they havea critical element for us is to train
people to work with these tools and to make sure that they know
what they are doing when they get into the classroom to work with
the students. We prefer the loud initiative wherever we-can get it..

Mr. Dowm:v. I wouldn't change that at all other than to say that
my legislation doesn't contemplate that there is a national answer
to a lot of different problems. So, I think that you will find that
different school districts obviously need different things. With the
national centers, I contemplate that they would be regional in
nature so that they would be adapted to a region's needs and that
school districts can draw on the expertise available there for their
own purposes, that this would not be saying, "Yes, here is the ideal
way to learn math or science or to understand English," but that
there are a variety of ways to do that and those variety of wayg
would be available at a regional center near the locality.

Mr. BARTLETT. If thsqv were ways to perhaps introduce some
flexibility into your bill, that would not be outside of your inten-
tions? Let me give you an example. On the top of page three of 'Ir.
Downey's bill, you describe the responsibilities of the center, and
one of the responsibilities would be "to identify and develop cur-
riculum materials for instructing students." So, you contend that
that would not be national curriculumixbut,,regional curriculum,
which is still not school district curriculum?

Mr. DOWNEY. Absolutely.
Mr. GORE. If I could respond to your first general question. This

legislation, KR. 4628, is not designed to have a national directed
effort. It is designed to bring to bear the resources of small busi-
nesses, entrepreneurs, high tech startup companies and venture
capitalists to bear on the solution for this problem.

I think that, if I can give a Oroader j(hilosophical answer to the
question I think you are getting at, eventually, over time the forces
of the market would work this problem out, but it would probably
take a very long time because of the nature of this market. When
you have school districts, principals, and teachers ill across the
country with almost 100 different formats in the hardware they are
using, all scrambling for a few good educational programs, venture
capitalists are not interested in participating in that kind of
market. They are just not doing it. They are going to other parts of
the computer market. The talented software writers are not spend-
ing their time and effort going after the educational market be-
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cause there are much more lucrative opportimitiesand the market-place looks very chaotic to them.
I stress that eventually, over time, it would undoubtedly sortitself out, but if we can hasten- the time when we take full advan-tage of thin technology in improving education, bhe returns for ourcountry are going to be remarkable.
What this bill does by contrast to the earlier effort passed lastyear is to try to draw the entrepreneurs and (1w ventures capital-ists toward a more concentrated focus on educational software_"Mr. BATLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, if 1 might.
Chairman Ptatiats. Go ahead, Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. 'Just in that vein, as we put forth under SenatorLautenberg's bill a substantial amount of money for the purchaseof hardware, what is the interillediary between the school districtthat goes out to purchase hardware that has it plan to use that andrecognizing whether or not that's going to be compatible, assumingthat we could develop educational software us you would like to do.I don't know if that's Mr. Downey's national centers because Ithink there are already school districts that have made purchasesof hardware that now find out that it cannot be utilized. There is aproprietary interest in developing software for only certain kindsof hardware.

Ilow do we address that'? You have millions of schoolroo ls, ifyou will, and ninny unsophisticated purchasers and 1 guess amjust terribly concerned that we end up with a lot of hardwar . Wewent through this' years ago with education aid and we ended tpwith a lot of tape recorders and slide projectors-Arehed ,nway nthe closet because they were never quite used or there was nofollow-on program.
1-' I like the package that is here but 1 am very concerned that itbolcome integrated so that the Federal Government doesn't lay out$150 million to buy obso et t' equipment or equipment for whichthere is no follow-on pro am.

Senator LAUTENDERC. Mr. Miller, the observation is a proper one.You said something in'youit earlier remarks that I had to reflect onfor just a moment. The programs that you saw ()mating out thereyou thought maybe were developed to dazzle the Congressmen.Since I come from the computer corporate world, I am more daz-zled by the process of the Congress than I am by the programs thatIv 4,

we would be looking at.
.It's our intention'that this not be $150 million worth of hardwarepurchase. As a matter of fact, we specifically in our bill encouragethe planning process to take place by allowing sonic part of thosefunds to be used specifically for planning, to encourage the districtsto go ahead and call on consultants. We would like to see it donethrough the State departments of education. Ttat's where we thinkthe assignment ought to come and for the priorities to be estab-lished by those groups.

I offer our bill, $150 million, not an enormous sum of money byany yardstick; for 4 years to tr-y and model something for thefuture. Four years is a short period of time and, again, not a terri-bly large sum of money, to see what happens when the school dis-
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tricts have an opportunity to work with the hardware of their
choke.

Now, there certainly haytto be a recommendation to say, "Listen.
Don't take this piece of hardware that WIIS developed last week by
three young peopleand I won't say California, but. New Jersey or
someplace elseand they may not have the capital -or the resource
to continue their business. Some kind of guideline has to be there.

But I think the gujdeline is going to be essentially, "What kind
1----of programs, what kind of teaching instrument. is this goit g i be,"

and I believe that the process of review and on -I me work t it we
will find out where we ought to be apportioning the money be-
tween hardware, software and, again, teacher training.

Mr. MILLE:R. My concern is there is a lot of little school districts,
as Toni points out in his te4ktiniony, that will not have the exper-
tise. If you even mid the literature around the personal computer,
a lot of things that are said to be !MB- or Apple-compatible don't
turn out to be igi compatible. They don't quite work that way. They
need modifications. My concern is how do we get the match be-
tween the software that Congressman core has addressed himself
to that I think is essential 'and the fundamental need of a school
district to have the resources with which to purchase the hardware
so that., we don't have people who end up with something that is
not manageable or cannot be utilized to its highest potential.

There are horror stories in this industry about people who have
made investments major corporations that have made invest-
ments in information systems only to find out that it never met
their needs and are pulling them and putting in new ones. Its an
evolving industry and I am afraid that we look at it sort of in the
static approach that, "If you could just get yourself this hardware,
this software and a student. you could work it out and have better
educated product.- I don't know if this technology allows for that.

Mr. Cola:. If I could address that just briefly. This chaos ai(d in-
compatibility in the market is part of the reason why venture cap-
italists, entrepreneurs, soft are writers are now staying away from
the educational market. I irt of' the incompatibility problem on
which your question is pr nised has to do with the design of the
software. If you take the ve leading formats that are currently in
use in schools today, you et, design a piece of software in a fashion
that makes it relatively ea y to translate that software from its
original format into the fi mats compatible with the other four
leading systems. 43.

Unloatunately, today it's commonplace when a good program is
developed for the architecture of that program to be designed in a
way that locks it into one specific format and makes it very diffi-
cult to translate it into the others. To the extent that the criteria
used by this board established in the software corporation would
inclut .* ease of translation and compatibility, you would stimulate
a flow of high quality educational software that was not format-
specific, but. could be replicated into the different formats that are
in use.

So, in part, this provides an answer to that problem. One final
comment on this. The subcommittee ought to havein my view, I
think it's critical to have a clear view of exactly what the nature of
the currently available software is. Sonic programs dazzle--
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Mr: MILLER. Let me ask you I am going to get very fundamen-tal here.
Mr. GORE. All right. Go ahead.
Mr. MILLER. If we passed a Federal law that said, "Schools willbe only allowed to buy an IBM Personal Computer," would the

market in software develop itself because the potential to play onthat record player, as you pointed out earlier, is simply so greatnow that people are going to respond to that. My concern is that
we have people buying $39 computers and $3,900 computers-

Mr. GORE. Well, that's precisely what's happening in the busi-
ness market today. It's all flowing toward IBM-compatibility.

Mr. MII,LIER. 1 understand that.
Mr. GonE. Down the scale that is not happening. There is still amuch greater diversity.
.Mr. DowNEv. George, if I can try and deal with your question be-

cause I think I have an answer for it. It is something that I have
seen in school districts on Long island. The threshold decision as triwhat computer to buy for the school district should be answered bysomeone who has no axe to grind, no product to sell. That is thewhole purpose of the national center or the regional centers be-cause you would be able to go there and make the threshold deci-sion with impartial experts who would say look, "You have got aschool district where your children are falling behind in reading, oryou have these other problems, we suggest that this is the systemand this is the type of course that you might want to look at," asopposed to what the superintendent of the Houston schools told theeducators, "Look. Have an expert." A lot of sch Is are never goingto be able to afford experts. Frankly they are n going to have themoney to be able to make mistakes. That is re purpose of ourbillto make sure that school districts, in tha ense, are guided tothe right type of equipment and to the righ type of coursework.

chairman PERKINS. Congressman Wirth, we are delighted to wel-
come you here this morning. We have had, I think, a very healthydiscussion. I mentioned to Congressman Downey about the blend-ing of his bill and your bill together and to Senator Lautenberg
that perhaps his bill would serve some more needier sections of thecountry than your bill, but we are delighted to hear from you atthis time. We want to take some action7when we get these hear-ings completed on these bills.

Mr. Gore has stated that he has no objection if his bill can beblended in and we may just do that. I had previously understood-that Mr. Gore thought maybe his bill should be reported separate-ly. We will try to carry out your wishes along that line, Mr. Gore,
if you still think it should be reported separately and we will haveto report two bills.

Senator LAUTENBERIIi. Mr. Chairmandvis it possible for me to beexcused? We have a markup.
Chairman PERKINS. Yes, thank you very much, Senator Lauten-

berg. We appreciate your coming here this morning. You have been
very helpful to us.

Senator LAUTENDERG. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. You take his seat, Mr. Wirth.
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i.

STATEMENT OF LION. T1MOTIIY E. 1VIRTII, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONCRESS, FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Mr.' WRTII. Mr. Chairman, my apologies for not being here. The
reason that we are hear with thin legislation is a question of edu-
cated computer literate haves and computer literate have-nots in
this society. I just came from a session related to the Federal Com-
munications Commission's recent order in which we are going to
have, if we are not careful, telephone haves and telephone have-
nots and that' why I was late and delayed and my apologies. The
issue is very much the same. You all have talked about that and
we appreciate your continuing concern to make'sure that all chil-
dren in this country have access to this future. The question that
we face, obviously, is how do Nvf do this'?

One issue is the hardware and I think Senator Lautenberg has
addressed that and how do we get hardware into poorer schools
and how much is that going to cost? That is probably an issue of
levels of money and not a question of process.

The other two issues are more difficult, I thinkteacher training
and the question of broad expertise. The teacher training issue, I
understand, has not been extensively discussed this morning. As
the chairman remembers, we went through a great deal of time in
the 1960's in the United States focused on teacher training and
teacher retraining. That is one of the things that we know how to
do and we know how to do it very effectively.

Now, the bill that. I have offered, combined with Congressman
Downey's bill, provides that kind of a base in expertise and ap-
proachbuilding on what we already do to retrain 1.eachers. Realis-
tically, we are not going to go out and recruit a lot of new comput-
er, math, and science teachers in this country. We are going to
have to retrain what we have. Let's get on with that business. We
ciui do it relatively inexpensively and with great effect.

The third part of ow equation which you were talking about
when I came in, the questions of-the software.and the compatibility
issues, are always difficult. Mr. Dowey and I, I think, have come
to an agreement on how to put the, two approaches that we have
talked about together providing basically a clearinghouse and in-
formation.

A different approach, is that suggested by Congressman Gore, set-
ting up a somewhat private corporation, as l'unclerstand it, to per-
haps help direct the marketplace more aggressively than Mr.
Downey and I would suggest ought to be done, but these are, I
think, separable issues, as you were suggesting.

I have a more complete statement, which I would hope would be
included in full in the record, if I might, and I will stop here. I ap-
preciate very muoh your having this hearing and your continuing
concern, Mr. Chairman.

To .summarize, we have three basic issues: Have and have-nots
we want to make sure that there is not that kind of division; No. 2,
retraining of teachers; No. 3, compatibility. I think all of those
issues are addressed if we could knit these three pieces of legisla-
tion together.

[Prepared statement of TiMothy E. Wirth follows:]
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PRICPARED STATICAMNT OY tION TIMoTilv WIRTH, A REVREnENTATOM IN NtUt Knn
FROM MK STATE: of ('otoitAno

Mr. Chairman, I would liko to first express my appreciation to you and the mem-bers of the Subcommittee for holding this hearing to dinCuan a very important issuefacing our nation's scluxilir computer literacy I would also like to thank your stafffor the help and advice they have given us.
Our nation is undergoing a transformation unlike any we have witnessed sincethe industrial revolution -the information revolution-. and the speed with whichthis is mewling is startling. The number of computer-related jobs will rise to 30million by 1990. Basic computer skills are becoming a prow(' ite for a largenumber of new jobs iii our economy as the computer becom n office machinealmost as common as the typewriter. Yet, according to a recent. study, there areonly 325,000 microcomputers in use hir instruction of America's million studentsJust as alarming is the disparity that is becoming increasingly evident when onelooks at which student have Cho opportunity to benefit from the information revo-lution. In schools in hi It income areas, it has been estimated that there is roughlyone computer per 100 s udeuts however. in the nation's poorer school districts. thisratio increases dramatically to approximately 200 atadeltti per computer Whilethese ratios have improved in recent years, poorer schools continue to lag behind.threatening the development of a chow of technically illiterate Americans who willbe effectively shut out of competition for jobs in a rapidly changing economyThe problem of computer literacy is much broader, however. than simply furnish-ing schools with computers. As we learned in the 1900's there in dotential for greatwaste by merely placing new equipment in schools without adequately trainingteachers how to use the equipment. Particulnry in these times of fiscal restraint,such waste must he avoided. In addition, a concern voiced by virtually every educa-tion official who has addressed the issue of computer literacy is the lack ofsoftware aid the difficulty of obtaining information on what computer hardwareand software would best meet an individual school's needs. The problem of comput-er literacy must Ix, dealt with through a three-pronged approach addressing each ofthese areas.

These probleins were highlighted in a report entitled Educating Americans eta. the21st Century,/ recently by the National Science Foundation's National SikeaceBoard. While the use of modern information technology offers tremendous potfflitialfor improving education, the report said, there are certain problems which must bedealt with, Such as the income gap between those who do and do not have access tocomputers, the need for training teachers to use these new technologies, and the gapbetween what is being produced and what teachers actually need to teach our chil-dren.
In addition to these two serious problems which must be addressed, I would liketo point out that there is a third justification for this legislation. Research on com-puter-assisted instruction indicates that computers diti be an effective learningdevice. f would like to submit for the record results of research concluding that coin-puter-aided instruction can raise the academic performance of elementary studentsby as much as sixteen percent and of high school students by as much as thirteen.percent. While more research is needed before firm conclusions can be drawn, theseresults are an indication of the positive impact computers can have on the educa-tion of our natidn's student.

The Computer Literacy Act represents a comprehensive approach to each of thesek problems. The bill has four purposes. Title I would provide schools with the funds topurchase computer hardware. This money would be spread evenly throughout ournation's schools so that every student will have. equal access to the equipment, withpriority going to schools with the greatest need. A direct grant approach, ratherthan providing tax Mgentives to corporations who choose to donate computer toschools, was chosen as The most efficient and effective means to achieve these educa-tional objectives. Specifically, the tax code approach provides no assurances schoolsin poorer districts would have the same access to such equipment as would schoolsin wealthier districts, and there is no guarantee that schools would obtain equip-ment best suited for their educational needs. Furthermore, a tax code approach doesnot address the remaining issues of teacher training and information sharing.Title 11 would establish teacher training institutes to instruct teachers in the useof computers. These institutes are modeled after those created by the National De-fense Edcuation Act tNDEA), which the Congress passed in response to the Rus-sians' launch of Sputnik in the late 1950's. Like the program established under theNDEA, teachers who attend these institutes would receive a stipend as a substitutefor income is lost as a result of attending the institute.
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Title Ill would encourage the development of model courseware, as well as call
upon the National Institute of Education tN1E) and the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) to provide grants or contracts to evaluate existing hardware and soft-
ware and to disseminate this information to our nation's schools As you know, Mr.
Chairman, there are several bills pending in the House on the issue of information
sharing and software development. While all of these bills have the same goal in
mind, aigniflcally different means have been proposed to achieve these objectives
After studying the issue, I concluded that NIE is partically well-suited to fulfill the
information-sharing function. The Institute currently has in place an extensive
mechanism through which it communicates to schools across the country. Ily plug
ging into their existing network, information on computer technology can be trans-
mitted to schools in a very effective manner. without creating any new program or
mechanism_ The NSF is well-suited to evaluation of existing hrdwami and software
given its highly qualified staff, as well as the experience they have in this area.
However, the re were aspects of legislation introduced by my colleague, Rep
Downey, whi improve on the provisions of 11.R 3750 In particular, Rep. Downey s
legislation, I .R. 1134, outlined in more effective kind specific detail the objectives of
any effort to improve the sharing of information. For these reasons, Mr. Downey
and I have agreed to an approach which we would be happy to recommend to the
Committee which we feel will combine the best of both (ills. We have worked with
Chairman Perkins and his stuff on this issue, and would lx, happy to ilea-tuts this
further with other Committee members who may be interested I would like to
thank Mr. Downey and his staff for their help in this effort.

Finally, the bill would establish model adult training progranfs in which comput-
ers, when not being used by students in the afternoons after school is out, can be
used to teach adults and prepare today's workers for an economy that will soon be
upon 1,19.

This legislation has broad support, having been cosponsored by 80 members of the
House and endorsed by the National Education Association, the National PTA, the
American Association of School Administrators and the Rural Education Associa-
tion.

In closing, 1 would like to again thank the subcommittee for their attention to
this issue fuel for holding this hearing, and I would be happy to entertain, questions
any member may have.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you, Tim, what's your best judg-
ment about the type of bill that we can enact this year?

Mr. WIRTH. On the one hand, if you were to take Mr. Downey's
bill and my bill and put it together, over a 10-year period of time
we. are talking about a not insignificant expenditure of money. On
the other, we are talking about a cost over the next 10 years that is
One-seventh the cost of last pattern, a carrier battle group, in the
water.

Chairman PERKINS. While you are on the cost factor, do you
think we should enact a more or less modest bill to get it through
the House Chamber? ,

Mr, WIRTH. Well, f would hope that we could go to the House
floor, Mr. Chairman,. with the idea of what, in the ideal world, we
ought to do and then point out that we live with reality. But I
think it is our responsibility, and it is also my own belief, that you
make the case that you thihk is the right case to be made and you
carry it as far as you possibly can. When we get to the House floor,
I think the bill will inevitably get pared down, but it is our respon-
sibility to say, "This is what we believe is the right formulation."
We do that going up to the House floor and when we get onto the
House floor, make the changes that I think you and I realistically
understand have to be made. .

That's the toughest issue. Beyond that, it seems to me, the com-
ponent of information, as Mr. Downey has been suggesting, the
notion of teacher training and the notion of how you get the hard-
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ware into the schools, as Mr. Lautenh rg and Mr. Downey and Ihave all sugliested, are very easy t t tagettrr in a .single bill.Chairman PERKINS. Well, he Committee approvt'sthe substantial local grant program, do ou feel that it would floaton the floor, or should we cut it down considerably iiild perha0blend your bill together with Mr. Downey's bill? lust give me yourviews along that line right now.
Mr. Warta. I think Mr. 1)owney's bill and my bill are niergeoblebut they don't really focus on the cost issue us much as the compat-ibility issue. Mr. Downey and I have come, to agreement, workingwith your staff, as to how the two bills irt) together. That leavesaside, however the question of cost. I suspect we are going to get onthe I -louse f1 or and say that we better do it perhaps more -modest-ly than I this any of us in this room would like to see us do in theideal world, but we don't live in that ideal world. So maybe we willhave to phase in the grants to local school districts in some fash-ion.

Chairman PERKINS. Back in 1965 when we enacted the Elemen-tary and Se4mdary Education Actof course, we did not have allof the computer technology then that we have todaythere was agreat hue and cry throughout the Nation about inadequate e(. uip-ment, outmoded equipment. At that time, -we didn't ow schooldistricts to carry over funds. Over $1 billion was spent o equip-ment in the early years. Then dozens of witnesses came it herelater told us.about how little that equipment was utilized. In otherwords, we just threw so much money away back in those da s, So,we have got to guard against throwing money down rat holes.These bills are all deserving bills and we have got to take acts +nin this area. We just want to take the best action, that's my judg-ment.
Mr. WIRTH. I think you are absolutely right. Mr. Chairman, youwill remember that I had the privilege of running the title I pro-gram in the late 1960's and we were very aware of that point, ofwarehouses, storerooms filled with audiovisual equipment and soon that was bought with title I money because school districtsdidn't know what to do, which is precisely why CongressmanDowney and I address the compatibility isstie,- the question what'sFood, what isn't goock, and how do you use it, and the teacher train-ing part of it. Those were Otter lessons, I think, that we learnedfrom the 1960'show do you use this equipment and how do youtrain teachers and develop curricula around it? That may argue foras you point out, more of a walk-before-we-run operation in termsof moving computers into the classrooms. On the other hand, wehave had a lot of experience in an awful lot of communities in thecountry where very, . very effective computer education courseshave been set up.

My own backyard, Adams County, CO, is, I tifink, the first schooldistrict in the cotintry where computer literacy is a requirementfor graduation. We have a lot of models like that around the coun-try that can be used.
Chairman PERKINS. I was a classroom teacler myself back in1933, right in the heart of the Depressiewfor 9.60 a month'. I de-cided that nobody could make a living aethat wage and I got awayfrom it. I taught in the Knott County School. System. But I am very
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conscious of the way that the present Congress is constituted and
the difficulty we will have on the floor if we leave in any loopholes.
We have had all of that experience with socing a lot of money
wasted in our lifetimes and that problem concerns me to a great
degree and we want to scrutinize it and make sure that we get
something that will float on the floor. That's what I am interested
in. Go ahead, Al.

Mr. GORE. Mr. Chairman, yes. I wanted to clarify one point. In

my earlier response to your question about the possibility of merg-
ing H.R. 4628 with the other bills being considered by the subcom-
mittee. I expressed the preference to keep it separate but I ex-
pressed some deference to your judgment and advice.' Perhaps I
could take the opportunity to pursue that advice after this forum is
completed later today, but my preference is to keep it separate.

Chairman PERKINS.u Go ahead, Mr. Downey.
Mr. DOWNEY. I have nethilg to add to the- eloquence of my col-

leagues' previous statements, r. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Miller.
Mr. Miu.F.u. Tim, if I could ask you, does your legislation require

any local match? Senator Lautenberg's bill doesit s a 75- 25 propo-
sition. My understanding is you don't.

Mr. WIRTH. I don't believe we do.
Mr. MILLER. One of the things that we have tried to do in this

committee in this general area is to try to-encourage the participa-
tion at the local level, in some instances of local industries, and
other organizations, to provide a public/private match because, in
some casesI know in a number of districts in Californiasome of
the computers, in fact, have been provided by industries as art of
a training program and we 'want to recognize that. rict
can go out and get that kind of participation by the #rivate sector,
we would be willing to recognize that and also the issue of whether
or not there ought to be some burden on the [odd districts in terms
of participation in this effort.

Mr. WIRTH. Itt the ideal world I think the gentleman is absolute-
ly correct. However, as you know, one of the problems of poverty is
that people are poor and they don't have money, however. One of
the problems that we have got in some school districts is a vicious
cycle where there aren't businesses in those school districts that
can help fund it, and there aren't local matching moneys that can
help a very poor district to provide its own equipment. The capac-
ity for that match isn't there versus other districts where there is a
great dear'oT money. .

Mr. MILLER. Well, we have boilerplate language for those dis-
tricts in this committee. [Laughter.]

1- Mr. WIRTH. That's exactly the kind of4roblem that I am con-
cerned about, that if you. don'tasitart)kidh the assumption that
there are a great number of districts in the country that simply
can't afford to do it, those kids are going to get behind the eight
ball before they even start. If you don t start from that assumption,
they may well get left out and that's why we do it that way. .

Mr. MILLER. I understand that, but by the same token, there is a
recognized disparity in terms of districts that have these resources
and don't and, historically, when we have gotten involved in educa-
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tion, it's to try to provide some tilt towaLd the have-nots so thatthe same opportunity is available. I this that's our concern--towhat extent we can save some resources. Those who can afford tohelp us, do tio and for those who can't., that's been historically therole °Pt:he Federal Government.
Mr. %writ. I couldn't agree with yolt more. Let's just make surethat we build some of that tilt in so that those districts that can'tafford it get help, and those districts that can, are the ones that areencouraged to participate.
Chairman PERKINS: We ave had some Republicans here, too,this morning, but we don't ve any at the present time. Mr. Bart-

lett was here and took part in our interrogation.
Mr: We would have Republican school districts partici-pate in this as well, Mr. Chairman, I'm sure. [Laughter.)
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of you distinguished gentle-

men this morning. You have been very helpful to us and we intendto take some action in this area.
Mr. WIRTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. All right. We have got some other witnesseshere today on the same subject, a panel. We have got Mr. MarcTucker, Director of Project on Information Technology and Educa-

tion, Washington; DC; Ms.-Judy Anderson, teacher, East \Consoli-dated School District, St. Paul, MN, accompanied by Robert Pope;and Ms. Dorothy K. Deringer, vice president for Atari LearningSystems, Sunnyvale, CA.
All right. Our first witness is Mr. Tucker. Go right ahead.
!Prepared statement of Marc Tucker follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARC S. TIMM& DIRECTOR, PROJECT ON INFORMATION

TECHNOLOOY A ) F 'ATION

Thank you Mr Chairman. I am Marc S. Tucker, rector of the Project on Infor-mation Technology and Education. The Project is fun Carnegie Corm:::lion of New York, a private foundation. For the last two yearsin the use of computers in our nation's schools and working with local, state andfederal policy makers to help them make sure that computers are used to the great-est possible advantage Mr our students. 1 very much appreciate the opportunity topresent my views on the bills being considered by this committee.
What the Congress does this year about computers in our schools will make a bigdifference. The bills you are considering represent very different conceptions of ho*comAters should be used for education, Much of the language contained in NR1134 and Hit 4628 assumes that computers should be used as teaching machines anddefines the problem in terms of creating high quality software and training teachersto use it. That represents, in my judgment, a profound misunderstanding of thetential of mputers t imprpve education. Software is not the problem, butCongress rdceeds as i it is, it would make it virtually certain that compu willcontribut little, if anything, to the ediwation of our students.

One b11 HR :175(1, has a good, deal of promise, because it recognizes the potentialof the con ec as a powerful tool in the bands of students and therefore definesthe problem mainly in terms of dent access'to computing capacity.. Whether ornot computers live up to their bi Oa the schools is more than. anything else afunction of how many computers the Schools have and how they choose to use them.We are, in "the schools, treating computers like books. As if they could not be usedwithout learning their language, as if they were texts to be viewed or read. But
computers are much more like pencils than books. They are tools, just as pencils aretools, but far more powerful extensions of the mind. What we are doing in theschools is like giving courses in pencilthe history of pencil, structure of pencil,social implications of pencil, ethics of pencil. We know that pencils are tools, so womake sure that our students have pencils. We do not give them pencils for twentyminutes a week Computers are vastly more powerful and versatile tools than pen-..
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cils, and, as the future unfolds, people who, are not versed in the use of computers
will be far more disadvantaged than those unversed in the use of pencils.

Before exploring the implications of using computerA as tools in the chi room,
however, it might be useful to share some information about the current s e of
computing in our schools. First the numbers. At the be inning of the current se ool
year there were about 325;000 computers and terming s being used in the sch is
for instructional purposes, up from a little over 50,000 two years earlier. More high
schools have computers than junior highs, more junior highs than elementary
schools. Only 14% of our school districts are without computers; 68% of our Schools
have at least one. Last year, among high schools, twice as many of those serving.the
well to do had computers than those serving low income children; since .then, the
gap has narrowed, but there is a long way to go to make up the difference.

But growth rates can be misleading., Our schools are not stuffed with computers.
On average. our high schools have 41 computers each, junior highs 7 and elementa-
ry schools 3.5. 325,000 machines do not go far when there are 45,000,000 school chil-
dren in this country. But even these numbers are misleading, because not all of the
available machines are in use, and those that are are not in use throughout the
school day.

A study by Henry Jay Becker of Johns Hopkins University tells the story. In the
ef' typical elementary school, the computers are in use only Ilihours a week, at the

secondary level only.13 hours a week. In one-quarter of our elementary schools pnd
one-fifth of our secondary schools, the equipment is used only an hour a day. Not all
students who use computers get to use them every week. but, in our average com-
puter-using elementary' school, those students who get to use computers in any
given week get to use them for.less than thirty minutes. In our high schools, fewer

, students in the school usually get to use computers at all. but those students get a
little more time on the machines.

Even more important is the questiop of how these computers are used. 80% of
students' time on computers is. devoted to two uses, 57% for computer literacy,
which mostly means learning computer programming, and 23% for computer- assist-
ed- instruction, which mostly means drill and practice, much yf it in arithmetic.

In my opinion, these applications are generally a waste of time. Only a handful of
people' make their-living writing computer code in this country. While there is cur-
rently a shortage of professional programmers, most experts believe that, by the
time most of our current students leave school, we will need many fewer program-
ners than we now have. It makes no sense to train millions of students to program
if we are doing it because we think they will have to program computers in order to
use them.'The vast majority of people who use computers in the workforce, induct-.
ing many who use them in very sophisticated ways, never write computer programs,
but instead use packaged programs written by others. Though it is doubtless. useful
to know how to program in order to modify packaged programs Mier necessary, it
is very much more important in the workplace to know how to use packaged pro-
grams.

The teaching of programming in the schools is a relatively recent phenomenon.
But computers have been used to deliver instruction for many years. In the last few
years, delivery has shifted mainly to microcomputers. For the most part, however,
what the student sees on the screen is the olkl paper and pencil workbook, with the
computer turning the pages. Though students who get their drill and practice on
the computer do better than students in conventional classrooms, another method
older students tutoring younger studentsis both a more effective and less expen
sive way to improye the basic skills of low-achieving students. Computers are being
used for this function not because they do the job better than anything else, but
because using them is trendy.

Not all computer-assisted-instruction is drill and practice in arithmetid, spelling
and naming state capitals. There are programs available to teach physics, chemis-
try, economics, more advanced topics in mathematics and a wide range of s er
topics. Educators complain about the quality of these programs and haste s Awkitztvgovernment support to develop betters ones.

But there is no reason to believe that the current generation of computers 1, tt,

ever be very good at delivering instruction, like a computerized text. Lack of fun.
for software development is not the problem. Computers are good trainers but poor
educators. Using them to deliver-serious instruction is to Misunderstand what a

'computer is and how it can best be used.
NoW, it turns ouf that if you think of the computer as n tool in the hands of the

student, rather than as a device for delivering instruction, then computers can be
very powerful aids to the learning process. In this context, we can see that we al-
ready have most of the software we need.
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Take Ring, for example. Most studentsTom kisiugarten through high school,rarely o asked- to write more than a paragraph.. They almost never are asked toedit 1 rewrite what they wrote. Tile wondepe not that many studvts write
badly, but that they learn to write at all. .Second graders can learn keyboard skills, the operation of disk drives and mint-
ers and the command Structure of reasonably powerful word processing programs ina few hours. Once they have done that, as Judy Anderson will tell you, they...can go
on to use computers equipped with word processors to write and edit, all throrfghthe grades. If they have accesss to electronic dictionaries,. thedadruses and gram-mere. they can tint only learn how to write well, but their spellinirwill quickly im-prove and their vdtabulary will grow. Schools equipped with word processing soft-ware for their computers can stop teaching spelling and vocabulary with flash' cards, and the rules of grammer from the text. Teachers can instead concentrate oncoaching students in the are of writing, instead of on the mechanics, because thecomputer will be providing constant feedback and support with the mechanics. Stu-
dents in such classrooms will be_far better writers than those without access to com-puters equipped with word processing software, because they will be able to write
and editing- more and with far less effort than they do now.

Or take data. Irireasingly we live. in a world in which the sophisticated use ofdata is critically important, whether It is used by the owner of the local tire shop tomatch his inventhry with the customer's car or the factory foreman for statistical
quality control. Whether or not you know what data is relevant to the problem youface, where to get-it, how to'format it, and how to analyze it will spell success orfailure for the local construction contractor as well as the farmer.

With currently' available data base management software, spread 'sheet softwareand simulations in their computers, future home builders could learn how to ana-lyze stress in load hearing structures, future farmers could learn how t# calculate
the most efficient feed mixtures for individual caws, and could develop abetter intuitive feel for the way Newton's laws of motion work.

An increasing number of schools are using computers in the manner I have just
described. 'Fhe principal reason more are not 'at:ling so is that there are so it.v com-puters. Using computers in the way I have just,decribod means using them in virtu-

,.

ally every course in the curriculum, from the firs grade through the twelfth. And itmeans using them a lot. Student's writing will improve dramatically if they useword processors, but not if they get access to word processors for oely twenty min,
utes a week." If we want to use computtirs to improve students performance in writ-ing, science, niathematicsin virtually; every course in the curriculumthen we
must have lots of computers, something on the order of one computer for every fourstudents.

Secondly, we must be prepared to work very hard at changing the curriculum.
Usiticrword processing software as I have suggested implies a wholesale revision of
the way writing is now taught and a very different role for the teacher in the class.
room. Much the same can be said for using data base software in the social studiesclass or simulations in science. .

Though we will have'to develop some software, particularly good computer basedmodels and simulations, the main challenge is to provide enough machines farschools to-tree effectively the software we have, and then to reshape the curriculumto match and to train teachers make th6 most of that curriculum. HR 3750 would
move us substantially toward these goals and I am very hopaul that you will reporta bill that is built on the foundation it provides. Thank yob.

STATEANT OF MARC TUCKER, DIRECTOR, PROJECT ON
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY A-ND EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. TUCKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Marc Tucker,. Di-
rector of the Project on Information, Technology and Education.
Thq project is funded by the Carnegie Corp. of New York, a privatefoundation. For the last 2 years I have been examining the use of
computers in our Nation's schools and working with local,.-State,
and Federal policy makers to helpt4em make-sure that computers
are used to the greatest possible advantage for our students.I very much appreciate the opportunity to present my views on
the bills being considered by this committee.
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What the Congress 'does this year about computers in our schools
will, in my judgment, make a very big diffigenee. The bills you are
now considering represent very different---4 don't believe comple-
mentary, I believe very differentconceptions of how computers
should be used for 'eatication. Much of the language in H.R. 1134
and II.R. 4628 assumes that computers should be used as teaching
machines and defines the problem in terms of creating high quality
software and training teachers to use it. I believe, incidentally, that
those are precisely the views that plagued earlier types of teaching
machines and if we treat these machines as teaching machines,
they will all wind up in the closet. .

That view of what computers are represents, in my judgment, a
profound misunderstandin of the potential of computers to im-
proveeducation. Software, in my opinion, is not the problem. But if
Congress proceeds as If it is, it would make it virtually certain that
computers will contribute little, if anything, the education of our
students.

One bill, Mr. Wirth's bill, 1.R. 375(
of promise because it reeogni .
powerful tool in the hands of
the problem mainly in terms of
ity. Whether or not computers'

. is more than a ything else a functio
schools hav and, even more linwertan , how they choose to use
them.

We Are in the schools' treating computers like books, as if they
could not, be used without learning their language, as if they were
texts to be viewed or to be read. But computers are much more like
pencils than they are,like books and they are, inciden in my
view, not at all like phonograph players, the analo used earlier
this morning. They are much more like pencils. T1 ey are tools just
as pencils are tools, but far more powerful. They are extensions of
the mind. What we are doing in the scbools is like giving courses in
pencil, or if you like, courses in record layer the history of
pencil, the structure of pencil, the social implications of pencil,
ethics of pencil. We know that pencils are tools so we make sure
that are students have pencils. We do not give them pencils for
only 20 minutes a week.

Computers are vastly more powerful and versatile tools than
pencils and, as the future unfolds, people who are not versed in the
use of computers are. going to be very Much more disadvantaged
than those unversed in the use of pencils.

Before expldring the implications of using computers as tools ip
the classroom though, it might be useful to share some information
about the current state of computing in our schools.

First the numbers. At the beginning of the current school year,
there were about 325,000 computers and terminals being, used in
the schools for instructional purposes, which was up from just a
little over 50,000 2 years earlier. More high schools have computers
than junior highs and more junior highs than elementary schools.
Only 14 percent of our school districts are without computers.
Sixty-eight percent of our schools have at least one.

Last year among high schools, twice as many of those serving
the well-to-do' had computers than those serving low-income -chil-

), has n my view, a good deal
t, ial of the computer as a

its and, therefore, defines
nt atcess to computing capac-
to their billing in the scbools

ow many computers the
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dren. Since then th© gap has narrowed, but there is a long way to
go to make up the difference.

All of that sounds terrific. The growth rate is just going right.
straight up through the ceiling. But growth rates can be mislead-
ing. Our schools are not stuffed with computers. On the average,
our high schools have 11 computers each; junior highs, 7 elementa-
ry schools, 3 2. 325,000 machines don't go far when there are 45
million school children. But even these numbers are in. leading be-
cause not all of the available machines are in use. odes of the
past, by the way, some are already in closets and th e that are in
use are not in use throughout the school day. In fact, far from it.

A study by Henry Jay Becker of Johns Hopkins University tells
the story. In the typical elementary school, the computers are only
in use 11 hours a we. At the secondary school, only 15 hours aweek. In one quarter of our elementary schools, in one-fifth of our
secondary schools, the equipment is used on an hour a day.

Not all students who use computers get to use them every week.
In our average computer-using elementary school those students
who do get to use computers if: any given week get to use them, for
less than 30 minutes. In- our high schools, fewer students in the
school usually get to use computers at all, but those students get a
little more time on the machines.

Even more impOrtantmuch more importantis the question of
how these computers are used. 80 percent of student's time on com-
puters is devoted to tArtr uses-57 percent for computer literacy,
which mostly means learning computer programming and; 23 per-
cent for computer-assisted instruction, which mostly means drill
and practice, much of it in arithmetic. .

In my opinion, these applications are generally a waste of time.
Only a handfuLpf people make ,heir living writing computer code
in this country. While there is currently a shortage of professional
programmers, most experts believe that by the time most of our
current students leave school, we are going to need many fewer
programmers than we_ now have. It makes no sense to train mul-
lions of students to program if we are doing it because we think
that they will have to program computers in order to use them.
The vast majority of people who use computers in the work force,
including marry who use them in very sophisticated ways, never
write computer programs. But instead they use packaged programs
written by others. ,

Though it is doubtless useful to know how to program in order to
modify packaged programs when necessary, it is very much more
important in the workplace to know hoW to use packaged pro-
gfams.

Now the teaching of programming in the schools is a relatively
recent phenomenon, but computers have been used to deliver in-
struction for many years. In the last felt' years,"delivery has shifted
mainly to microcomputers. For the most part, however, what the
student sees on the screen is the old paper and pencil workbook
with the computer turning the pages of the book, as one of the ear-
lier witnesses noted. Those students who get their drill and prac-
tice on the computer do better than students in conventional class-
rooms. Another method, older teachers teaching younger students
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is both more effective and less expensive as a menets of improving
the basic skills of low-achieving students.

Computers are being used for this function, in my view, not be-
cause they do the job better then anything else. They don't. But
rather because using them is trendy. It's a way to respond to the
ways of the public that schools use computers.

Not all computer-assisted instruction is drill and practice in
arithmetic and spelling and naming of State capitals. There are
programs available to teach physics, chemistry, economics, more
adyanced topics in mathematics and a wide range of other topics.
Educators complain about the quality of these programs and they
have sought Government supfkot to develop better ones. You saw
the results this morning.

But in my opinion, there is no reason to believe that the current
generation of computers will ever be very good at delivering in-
struction. They are not-the next after instructional television. They

dare not an then version of 16-millimeter film projectors. That's not
it at all. withstanding the testimony of Congressman Gore, I
am here to to I you that there is no shortage of venture capital for
software devel pment. None.

I was just a few months ago in New York City talking to one of
the biggest publishers in the land and was told that they alone
were prepared to put up more than $100 million for software devel- )
opulent just like that, but they don't see a market for it. There is
nothing in that proposal that will produce a market for it. That's'
the problem. Two years ago the market for software was $27 mil-
lion. This last fiqir the total market for software was a little over
$40 million. As one friend of mine said, That ratio-

Chairman PERKINS. Let we a§k you at this point,, which bills do
you prefer?

Mr. TUCKER. I prefer Mr. Wirth's bill and I am about to explain
w1Iby a lot.

Computers are good trainers but poor educators. Using them to
deliver serious instruction is to misunderstand "what a computer is
and how it can best be used. It turns out that if you think of the
computer as a tool in the hands of the student rather than as a
device for delivering instruction, then computers can be powerful
aids to the learning process. We have most of the software we al-
eady need and that's why I prefer Mr. With's bill.

Take writing. Most students from kindergarten through high
school are rarely asked to write more' than, a paragraph. They
almost never are asked to edit and rewrite what they wrote. The
wonder is not that many students write badly, but that they learn
to write at all. Second graders can learn keyboard skills, the oper-
ation of disk drives and printers and the command structure of rea-
sonably powerful word processing programs in a few hours. Once
they have done that, as Judy Anderson, will tell you in a moment,
they can go on to use computers equipped with word processors to
write and edit all the way through the grades.

If they have access to electronic dictionaries, thesauruses and
grammars'; they cannot only learn how to write well, but their
spelling will quickly improve and their vocabulary would grow. If
we had word processors on computers and we had lots of them in
the schools, teachers could stop teaching writing with flethcards.
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They could stop teaching spelling lists and vocabulary lists andgiving grammar drill. What is really interesting to me is that whenYou do that in the elementary school program, you are not teach-ing writing. Most of our elementary school teachers don't teachwriting. What teaching writing really aknounts to, what it ought toamount to is teaching kids how to express complex thoughts in anarticulate, compelling way and giving kids spelling lists and vocab-
ulary lists and grammar drills doesn t do that. With word process-ing equipment in our classrooms, teachers could teach witting.Or take data. Increasingly we live in a world in which the sophis-ticated use of data is critically important, whether it is used by theowner of the local tire shop to match his inventory with the cus-tomer's car or the factory foreman for statistical quality control.Whether or not you know what data is relevant to the problem youface, where to get it, how to format it and how to analyze it willspell success or failure for the local construction contractor us wellas the farmer.

With currently available data-based management software,spread sheet software and simulations in their computers, futurehomebuilders could learn how to analyze stress in load-bearing
..structures; future farmers could learn how to calculate the most ef-ficient feed mixtures for individual cows, which. some are doingnow in a little town in western Minnesota. And everyone could de-velop a better .intuitive feel for the way Newton's Laws of Motionwork.*

An increasing number of schools are using computers in themanner that I have just described and the principal reason thatmore are not doing so is that there are so few computers. That's
the bottomline. Using computers in the way I have just described
means using them in virtually every course in- the curriculum, notjust in computer literacy, from the first grade through the 12thand it means using them a lot. Students' writing will improve dra-
matically, I believe, if they use word processors but not if they get
access to word processors for only 20 minutes a week.If we want to--use computers to improve students' performance inwriting, science and mathematics, in yirtually every course in thecurriculum, then we have to have lots oficomputerssomething, Ibelieve, ultimately on the order of one computer for every hour stu-dents. Second, we must be prepared to work very hard at changingthe curriculum. Here, I think Mr. Miller is absolutely right. Justcasting computers on the landscape, they will all windup in closetsunless we pay attention to the curriculum.

If we, just for example, use word processing software, as I sug-gested, it implies a wholesale revision of the way teachers teachwriting. The word processing software is available. If they continueto do the grammar drills and hand out the spelling words and dothe grammar the way they currently are, there is no advantage atall in having word processing software on computers availability tokids. We need to totally re-evaluate the writing curriculum to takethe best advantage of the equipment.
Much the same can be said for using data-based software in thesocial studies class or simulations in science and all of that is why Ithink that ehe teacher training provisions in Mr. Wirth's bill make.a lot of sense.

38-180 0 - 84- 6
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Though we will have to develop some software, particularly Food
computer-based models and simulations, the main challenge is to
provide enough machines for schools to use effectively the software
we already have and then to reshape the curriculum to match that
and tp retrain teachers to make the most of that curriculuip.

H.R, .3750 would move is substantially toward these golds and 1
am lak hopeful that you will report a' bill that is built on the

, founalljon it provides. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Tucker.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, if I might. Unfortunately I am going

to have to leave here at 10:30.
Chairman PERKINS. Go right ahead.
Mr. MILLER. One of the things th concerns me, if 1 understand

what you are saying correctly, i that there is an insufficient
numbs of computers in our schools' and coupled with that, an in-
sufficient understanding of how to 'best utilize computers, that
those two things are tied together.

Mr. TUCKER. Right.
Mr. MILLER. I guess, historically, we would say;
Well, districts are free to out and buy whatever they want and they will make

a decision, whether it's by informed members of the school board or uninformed,
and a decision will be made and they will tell the parent, "We have done you a
favor. We have purchased computers for the school."

One of my concerns is that we could end up with just a whole
host of problems in this if we are interested in the nationalization,
if you will, of access to computers by students and teachers. Why
don't we just have a national competition for a computer that
meets certain educational specifications and see what the best price
is that we nd get on with the purchase of the hardware
and get on ja, training instead of letting each and every juris-
diction determ don't know that much about computers, but as
I read most of t literature, there is sort of a certain basic set of
features that are necessary to drive most of the software that
would be of concern here. But what we are going to do is we are
going to throw this out into the so-called "free enterprise system".
and, in fact, you won't allow for the broadest dissemination even
within a school district, possibly even within a State, of educational
materials. Isn't there sort of a GI issue that we could come up
with?

Mr. TUCKER. There is, of course. What you are suggesting is ex,.
actly what the British did. The BBC computer-

Mr. MILLER. That's what I understood.
Mr. TUCKER. The BBC computer is the Acorn computer and it is

a nice machine. There is no doubt about it. But the degree to which
you think that the compatibility issue is the problemand some
people think its a critical problemis mostly a function of what
you think the computer is for.

Why is that? The reason is this. Eighty percent of what I think
could be done with the computer in every class in the Mimi, in
every course, at every grade level, could probably be done with four

0 software packages, what the people in the software industry call
"productivity packages," which are already available, The funny
thing about that is that they are available for almost all of the ma-
chinks that the schools are now buying,except for the ones that you
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can practically put in your pocketthe under $300 or under $200
MOB.

Mr. MILLER. My concern at this 8 ge is not really----
Mr. TUCKER. It is an absolutely 1 concern if you think of the

machine the way you think of a m on projector or a phonograph.
That is, it's got the instruction on it and you load it onto the ma-
chine and it delivers instruction to students. But I think that is a
dumb way to use computers. There is no evidence that they are ef-
fective teachers. I think it is impossible, physically, for the current
machines to become effective deliverers of instruction, but they are
phenomenal machines when you load with a small number of pro-
ductivity packlges and use them in the way that I just described
and Judy Anderson and my friend right here[indicating Robert
Pope, Ms. Anderson'ss-t\identlwill tell you about. Incredibly effec-
tive.

If you use them that way, with data-based programs, then the
compatibility issue becomes much less important. But you are still
on the right point. That is, the wholewhat everything depends
upon is what It is in the heads of the people in the schools. That is
not only what the noakist appropriate use is, but having access to
some information and experience of others about what kind of ma-
chine do twant to use--

Mr. MILLER. One of my conce ns is that we have a limited
amount of money to spend, whether it's $300 million in Mr. Wirth's
bill or $150 million a year in Senator Lautenberg's bill. Computers,
to-some extent, remind me of stereo equipment. People seem to
have a great tendency to overbuy. They buy speakers that you
could take the plaster off the walls with, but nobody iv,kuld listen
to it, but nevertheless you engage in that. As I look at tlAe comput-
er market, there's the same tendency, I would assume, to overbuy
but till we need to do is meet the criteria that you have established
for these elementary programs./

How do we make sure that the dollar goes as far as it possibly
can and still provide the quality and the ability that you are talk-
ing about?

Mr. Tuctma. One of the things, I think, in terms of the legisla-
tion that you have in front of you that is very important is how a
computer is defined. There are definitions of computer and of com-
puter software in the bills that you have in front of you and some
of them alarm me a lot because they talk, for example, about being',
able to run three languages, which suggests to teachers and school
administrators that the principle purpose of having a computer is
to be able to progtitm it, which I think is wrong.

Consider another image which you could have which is that the
computers have to come with a standard set of productivity soft-
ware. That is, an integrated word processor, data-based manager,
spread sheet and so on. That would convey an entirel different
image to school people of what computers are all about. .The BBC people, by the way, about these issues. One of
the interesting things that the was say that the Acorn had to
have a communications port litiilt into it, a port which would
permit the machine to be usel in a local area network with other
machines.
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So, I think without going the .whole route---that is, without
saying, "We want something to come forward and bid On the only
machine which can now be sold to schools,- which is, in 'effect,
what the British did. You can attack some of these problems in the
way you define the computer and zippr to software in the hills
alit you write. I think that aspect of tl bills needs a good deal
of attention in the context of precis( I15e wfut you arc' (hiking- about.

You can do virtually all of what no 1,1!1 be done there and still
provide a lot of interplay in the. n or, in my opinion, for the
manufacturers and the cutrcprene .. I get very scared about
standardizing things in the fields of computing and telecommunica-
tions because they are moving so fast. I think standardizim;t things
at this point mostly puts you in the position of making sure that
the schools are going to get out-of-date equipment. So I would avoid
that and look more to the definitions in these hills, however you
construct them.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Chairman PERKiNS. All right. Let's 0 ahead, J tidy Anderson.

STATEMENT OF .1I'D1' ANDERSON, TEACHER, EAST CONSOLIDAT-
ED SCI1001, DISTRICT. ST. PAH.. MN, ACCONPANIED 141
ROIIERT POPE. STUDENT, EAST coNsolAnivrcn ELEMENTARY
Ms. N DEPtiON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Judy Anderson

and, in addition to testimony, I would like permission to also enter
into the record the attachment.

Chairnum PERKINS. Without objection, all prepared statementswill be insertd in t lie record.
fl'repnred statement of Judy Andrrsmf and the attachment fol-

low:

PREPA RFD STA ITNI EN r Juin: ANnEnsuN Commyrt.:n SeKcinusT, Emr CoNsounATEn
Et.t.:to cis:IA[1Y S(11001., ST PAUL, MN

Thank you, Mr Chairman I am Judy Anderson. I am ti computer specialisb
East Consolidated Elementary School m St Paul, Minnesota, where I have spent
the liist three years developing n model elementary computer lab My work as a
teacher is summarized in a fourpage article by Joe Nathan in the April issue of
"Learning Magazine-, entitled ''A Computer Specialist at Work.'' The Minnesota
Educational Computing Consortium lugs been my mentor. I sin the author, develop-
er and programmer of EZ Logo, an introductory Logo program for young children,
includitT a disk.and documentation published and distributed by ME('('. My work
with MI'.('(' has resulted in two awards. I received 1.111 awnrd MECC's State Teach-
er's Programming Contest for EZ Logo. A nomination by' Don Rawitseh, Direolor of
litter Services at MECC, and Joe Nathnn, author of Free to TNich, led to my reeek
mg a Certificate oLMerit in Electronic Learning's Educator of the Year Awards Pro-gram. I have taken advantage of several Opportunities which hdlowed from these
amards I and n contributing editor for a yearlong, eight-part series of articles on
staff development: ni "Electronic Learning Magazine.- I htive broad experiences lo-
cally as lecturer and instructor, serving ninny institutions: Ilninline University, Ma-
calester ('allege, College of St Thomas, University of Minnesota, and the Sc'ie'nce
Museum of Minnesota Recent ly 1 have accepted other invitations to lecture and in-
struct around the nation. As a member of the faculty of the Learning Institute this
mummer, I will tench n three-semester-credit course entitled. "Making the Computer
Your Teaching Ally,- at five universities around the country. My comments today,
however. reflect my personal views, rather than the views of any organizntion
have consulted

You asked me. Mr Chairman. to comment on three bills bolted on my experience.
On reading them I find myself more in-sympathy with Computer Literacy Act ofI 98:i. it R han the others, partly liecause it fosters equal access to t he devel-
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opment Of computer skills for minorities and women, and is more lil41 to contrib-ute to our nation's economic strength
Inequitable disparity i8 evident in our schools today when one looks lit which stu-dents area being givon the opportunity to participate M computer related activities

and which leachers are being trained as corn pt specialists Often high mathematical ability Mid achievement are the criteria used to select students and teachers forcomputer experiences. Current research clearly demonstrates the disparities between men and women in mathematics and how this disparity has produced n gapIn the opportunities for men and women. That gap will broaden if mathematical
atrility continues as 0 key flictor m selecting students and teachers for participatingin the information revolution

Dtsparities also exist fur minorities The facts from the May 26 Wall Street Jour-
.

nal are statling 72.6(74, of the country's richest schools have instructional comput-ers, while only 5.5% of the ppoest schools have computers One might argue thatthis distribution of sophisticated resources is justified by tesserting that low-income,
low-ability students are mucli less able to benefit from it computer envtronment. Myexperience has been to the coat tory

The riist Consolidated students are conviuiag proof of how 114oinputer eavironmeat promotes student competence in the use of new technologies. and consequently
improves student's academic performune in 1111 subject areas East Consolidated isan inner city school with a model elementary computer lab in an older, low income
area. With 100 students and 23 computers (a ratio of 30 to 1), each student yisits thefah fqr 30-0 minutes every other day for the entire year Cln§sroom teachersremain in the lab with their students in order to relate the computer activihea'vrah
classroom projects and learn inure about computers from bonds-on experience andassistance from the computer lab specialist (and the childretaWhile the most widespread use of computers today is computer assisted instils.rain at the elementary level and programming at the secondnry level. at East Con-solidated we do very *little or either Computer literau for our students is riot an-other subject. Computer literacy for them is the lability to use the computer as aproblemsolving learning tool to kindle information more efficiently and effectivelyin doing their clmisroom activities Toid software provides ale environment for thistype of computer usage

In the computer lab at East C011140hallit'd. we use about 1110 disks. Five of t hmeare commercially purchased tool software programs, and the others are storagedisks for individual students' files Tool software helps students access, organize ma-nipulate. and communicate ad-6million. Students and teachers use tool software todo things with greater ease and efficiency. They accomplish tasks they already wantto do --such as writing and handling infortoton. Word processing is an example oftool software. It does not Introduce a new activity, writing is simply accomplishedthrough a different medium _Word processors are tools writing And editing; students can easily make changes in their writings, and print out their work. Studentscome to see text as flexible and writing as a multi-staged process
Word processing is an example of a tool which primarily facilitates the productionend of the writuak; process Other types of tool software can be used to facilitateother stages of writing Database management systems. for example, can be used asprewriting tools to help students collect, organize. and discover patterns and relationships in information before beginning to write Planner also helps students withthe prewramg stage of writing by helping students decide what content to includeiiPtheir writing throt h a process of electronic brainstorming, and finally pilotingout an outline to be u ed when writing. Graphing software and spmidsheets can beused to demonstrate ind summarize' relationships. Graphics languages. programs,and peripherals co be used to illustrate students' writings in preparation for thefinal stage of the riling process: publicution.
A computer Ii equitjpx0 with thes6 types of-tool software programs can provide alearning-env tlillettl ro students of all ages and abilities n any subject area Toolsot n only helps students do the current work of the classroom, but it alsoencourag new ways of working. learning, and teaching.
This di ailed description of computer usage at East Consolidated hits a purpose Itstw orts he recognition of four important priorities;
'I he red for educators to clarify the use of computers in our schools before pur-chasi hardware, (ruining teachers, mid developing software to ayoid the ill-effectswit have resulted from reversing that order.

he need to provide at least one computer tpr every thirty students
The need to coordinate the purchase of Ilfirdtvae with the training of 'teachers.'1110 need for schools to purelmse only a few quality tool software programs to pro-vide a computer environment for students of till grades, abilities, and subject areas_
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Thor four priorities relate directly to the titlon of the Computer Literacy Act of
1983. Title HI--Information Dissentinatioa and Evaluation acknowledges Haf need
for evaluation and information dissemination: I would hope that, initially, kreater
importance and energy would focus on the implementation of this title. The role of
the computer in the classroom is still uncertain. Educators need to consider serious-
ly their reasons for using the computer. This evaluation and disaemination lays the
foundation for the other two purposes of this bill: providing hardware and teacher
training.

Hardware acquisition and teacher training aro both crucial and both related '

During the last throe years, 1 have spout a great deal of time teaching parents,
teachers and administrators about the instructional use of the microcomputer. The
key factors determining the effectiveness of my training efforts have been the avail-
ability and timing of teacher training and hardware purchases Two situations are
equally frustrating and ineffective- put-chasing hardware without providing ade-
quate; teacher training, And training teachers without providing classroom comput-
ers.

School administrations and cot amities put pressure on teachers to use comput-
ers. Many times equipment is irchased and teachers are expected to use it with
little or no training. The resul many computers are still unpacked. The other situ-
ation is also frustrating. 'Toni:hers Intend valuable time. and money taking computer
courses, yet their schools do not have funds for hardware. In either situation lunch-
era are helpless. Teachers are enthusiastic to IIarn about computers, but they face
ninny problems: computer classes are costly, few are offered, popular classes till
quickly, and the content :loos not relate to their studedts' needs.

In my view, hardware and training must be inseparable. I heartily enforce both
Title I --Acquisition of Hardware, the Title II --Teacher Training Institutes. Both
are essential, and the implementation of these titles should be closely connected.

agree with the bill's emphasis on the acquisition of hardware rather than on the
development of software, which the emphasis in the two other bills under consider-
ation. If the-computer is used iv a problem-solving tool for learning, hardware is the
issue and not software There are alma ninny examples of tools on the market
that work in educational settina and it others which are adaptable to class
room uses. Vomputer-assisted instruction: ackages, however, must be created spe-
cifically for each subject, grade level, am use. While the high development cost of
this type of software is important, the me consumer cost is even more' significant.
Tool software programs generally cost more than individual games or drill-aml-prat
tice programs, but the tools are much more cost-effective. They are adaptable to
many of all subjects, so schools need far fewer of them.

In suranutry, I strongly support the Computer Literacy Act of 1983 for the follow-
ing reasons:

It promotes equal access to computer equipment for minorities and women
It focuses on the cquisition of hardware and providing teacher training, rather

than software develop tent.
Based on my experie ce at East Consolidated Elementary School, I firmly believe

in both the goals and at roach of this excellent legislation.
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PROCESSING Amp

PROGRAMING

BY
4

A. Second Grade Class at East Consolidated School
St. Paul Public Schools

Judy Anderson, Computer Lab Teacher
Jane Hoyt, Classroom Teacher,
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Round Hides and Hata
By Todd Mndok

A house mOuso la not a very spoulal. mouao. It Is uallod a house

mouse tooaude it lives in houses. Othor miuo aro oallod ['fold

mioo. Own, will oat mice. There ia also the rat family. Rats aro

not as afraid as mioe. Rats will bits you, and onto will oat rata

and sloe. Hine and rats will sat almost anything. Thoy oat

obsess. Iliac, ()an ant through anything. Bore are some or the

things: plaatio and paper and other things. They onAsolimp things

like orates easillk Mloe oan run very at aoroms the floor and

on anything but slippery things. !goo will get soared of you if

you jump baoauso they are very soured of you. They are very

defenseless against you. At night they will leave'you alone.

Mouse traps will kill rats and mice.
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Todd' Cat and Brian'a Cat
By rian Sohroepfer

A

r

.

Brian and I are friends. We met at sohool. We both have oats at
vik

hos.. Brian's oat is et boy, and Todd's oat.1.3 a girl. They

didn't meet eaoh other. One day Todd's oat, Kitty, might befve
.

kittens. Todd's got in a fight with oat, Jut I game out

of the house, and I stopked.- I said, p 'bowl" They

didn't stop at first. Then they did. JHy oat was slOraliea badly.
lk 4

Ha was bleeding. Todd's was bleeding badly,too. Then we went
.4

home. Hy dad said, "What happened?" They verTfighting. We had

to bring, them to thee vet.-They had to have surgery very badly.

If they get hurt more, they wou'ld die. Here is bow they oan die:

ti

if a lot of sand gets into them, they will die.of 0other things,
t

like from a disease.
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Your teeth should be clean. I saw a movie about teeth. You shot

. N.11 eat fruit like orantes and ap les too. YRi should brush floss
....

C.

every dsy..Sew N44,- dentist. You should oat popcorn an harcitwal&
r

C eggs.and Cheese. You should drink milk and waeeetpo. Hero are

some
'

.

things that` are bad for yotplaqUo and ba cteria-and sugar and

ea.
I s' acid And decay.ecay. So you thinfabout ...hat I wrote, P1ea4brush your

teeth eveny day to keep them clean' You have big teeth aind__---

litlIewth. SOMP teeth have cavities: They look gpld.,Sole

e That is I

cavitie fall out. Some stlyn. but molt stay In. 011 I have to
.., ,
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About *Teeth
By Tara Tennern

a.

Tour teeth 'Should be Olean. .1 say a movie about teeth. You should

eat fruit like oranges and apples too. You should brush and float'

*very day. See your dentist. You should (ant popcorn and hardboiled

egg:, and obeeae. You ahoyld drink milk and water too. Here are

some things that are bad for you plaque and bacteria and augar

and acid and decay. 3o you think about what I wrote. Please brush

your teeth *very dpy to keep .them olean! You have big teeth and

little teeth. Some teeth have cavities. They look gold. Som

oavitlea'fall out. Some stay in, but most stay in. That is all I. .

have to say now about tooth. Good luok with yours!

T, 111TH

put
0 1
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Chairman. PERKINS. Go ahead.
Ms. ANnEitsoN. I am a computer lab specialist at East Consolidat-

ed Elementary Salop' where I have spent the last 3 years develop-
ing an elementary model computer lab. The-purpose of developing
this lab, the purpose of this project has been to investigate ways in
which elementary children cat use the computer as a tool to sup-
port the entire curriculum and then the second purpose has been
to teach to in-service teachers effective ways to do so.

Let me tell you a little bit about East Consolidated. It's an inner
city school with 700 children and the computer lab has g3 comput-
ers which sort of meets the 30 -to -1 ratio pointed out as necessary in
the Wirth bill.. Every child at East Consolidated, that is, ell 700
children, visit the computer lab every other day for 30 to .10 min-
utes and the teacher also domes to get hands-on experience
right with the children and to learn not only with the children hut
from the children and from my expertise.

We feel that this-model of in-service twining has been very effec-
tive. At East Consolidated, we don't really see the computer liter-
acy Ls another subject to be taught. WQ, see the computer as a tool,
a learning tool, a problem solving tool to hnlp children do what
they do in the classroom better and.more efficiently and effective-
ly. So we are reall* not concerned with using the comAter for
computer-assisted instruction or for programming. We are con-

-cerned with using the computer as a tool and using tool -software to
support the entire curriculum.

ord processing has been brought up quite a bit today as an ex-
ample of tool software. Our children K through six at East Consob-
dated have been using the computer as a writing tool and have
been successful at doing that. I think oue use of the computer for
writing with word processing has really made us as a staff stop and
take a look at how we teach children) writing, wh t good writing.
The answer that we have come up with and what have learned
from using word processing- is that writing is a pr ess. It involves
many stagesprewriting, composition, revision, editing and finally,
publishing. All of 'Those stages are really important and integral
and very important to'teaching children good writing.

Another thing that we have learned from using word prNessing
and in taking a look at th.curricultim and really doing some new
things is that writing really teaches children thinking and reading
'skills. When revision. becomes the important part of writing, chil-
dreir,have to stop and critically think and critically read -and those
skills are aimultanenusly being taught and retaught.

Next year we hope to use other tool software. We have solt of
concentratedput 111 of'our efforts this yearinto word prOcessing
and next yeaf- we hope to use a data-based management system for
organizing and sorting and using tiftit,,as a pre-writing activity, to
help children -organize their thoughts before .they write' about
them. We are going to take a look at some other,rograms for orga-
nizing the content.

So' I guess my final statement about how we have been using
*coinputers at East Consolidated is We hnve been using them as
tools and we have been using just m few pieces of tool software to

'''do fink We hay teaching all children in all subject areas; at
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all ability levels, with those few pieces of tool software and we have
bee doing a very effective job.

Also with those few pieces of tool software, we have actually seri-
ously taken a look at how children learn and how we can better
how we-can improve the curriculum to do that.

After looking tit the three bills and based on my -experience at
East Consolidated and working with a number of children and
teachers, I am in strong favor of Congressman Wirth's bill, KR.
:MO, because it's focus is on hardware and not software. As I have
just explained, using the computibr as a tool model, to do that effec-
tively you have to have the hardIVare. The software is there. I have

aisks in my lab. Five of those are commercially purchased. The
other' .195 are student disks, disks with student files on them. I
don't need a lot of software. The software that-I needed and that 1

use was available .1 years ago when ,I had no cbmputers, l knew
what I wanted to do, but I didn't have the hardware. I didn't have
the computers. I didn't have the tool. The software is there but
wind needs to be done is whIat. we have just said. We need to
inform teachers that it is there and how they ctu uso it and how
children can use it and we need the equipment. to (Jo it. So_ that is
whey I am in-strong favor of Congressman Wirth's bil.

1he other reason that we need hardware is for teacher tr ning.
I train hundreds, thousands, I think, of teachers in using e com-
puter as a tool anal it does no good' at all if they come my class-
esand they do come and they do enjoy what they coo but they go
back and they have no computers. I can meet with those same
people 2 months later and they have totally lost all of the informa-
tion and the skills that they have developed bemuse they just do
not have tha..equipMent there to go back and use.

Well, that's enough about East Consolidated and about how I feel
about the three bills. I have brought with me a student of mine,
Robert Pope.

Chairman. PERKINS. Does Robert, want to make a statement'?
Ms. ANtautsoN, Ile certainly does.
Ciairman. Go ahead, Robert.

ANfiERSON. Robert Pope, Mr:Chairman.
Mr.. POPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Robert Pope. I

am in sixth grade and go to East Consolidated rlementary
Chairman-PERKINS. Just a little louder. We all want to hear you.
Mr. Pork. OK. My name is Robert Pope. 1 am in sixth grade. I go

to East Consolidated Elementary School. Computers are part of our
everyday life, as you well know. They are used th places likethey
are 'used almost everywhere ;businesses, factories, schools, homes,
and lots of other plact,s. think the computers in the school are
important because they teach us how to use the computers, which I
think is important because most jobs in the future will probably be

_computer related.-
. -At school, we use word processing, like Mrs. Anderson said and

that makes'writing it lot easier, I think personally it has made me
a better writer because it's a lot easier to revisQ and I enjoy writing
more. For example, wrote this testimony usiTig one of the Apple
Tie s at our school. -

After we write our story and --9t* I, we usually illustrate them by
using one o1 the three basic illustrators that we have which is
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Logo, Easy Logo Ad a koala Pad Microillustrator. Logo is a pro-

-
gramming language that you Call get for many computers and ituses.conunands like Forward 10, which drive',' 10 dots in a row tomake a line. Easy Logo is a siinplified version that the youngerkids can easily use, in which' they just do something like type "F"'to go forward mid "11" to go right and that kind of stuff.If there weren't any computers in the school, there wouldn't beany word processing and so our writing skills wouldn't he used asmuch and we wouldn't be art well-prepared to get jobs.

Chairman PERKINS. All right. Thank you very much. You made agood statement, Robert.
Our next witness is Dorothy K. 1)eringer. Go right ahead, Ms.

('A. Identify yourself for the record. You are from Sunnyvale,A.

[Prepared statement of 1)orothy K. Deringer follows:I
PREPARE!) STATEMENT or Da Dosorny K Vies. PRICSIDENT,

LEARNING SYSTEM:ix ATARI INC , SUN N Y VA LE, ( 'A
kVA II I

EX !STING l'U 111.1C POLICY II ER E IT EXISTS I FOR PR E-001.I.KGE STUDENTS COUNTINGCOVPUTERS RAMER TI IAN MAR INC cusivirriois morn.
Tin' Gmssitipts Revolution

there is significant revolution in the use of computers in (corning, the revo-lution -tends to he taking plitee outside of our educational institutions. Between liveto seven million households now have a personal computer while about :125,000 areestimated ti) he in schools. A Gallup Survey found that while 51% of personal cohi-Inner owners surveyed use the machines to play video gnaws. 46% also said thatthey use them to teach their children spelling and mathematics.Stimulating" this out-ofchool learning are computer programs that facilitatelearning in a playful manner or what has been called edutainmenr. Computerprograms combining education and entertainment have been developed to makeeducation both interesting and fun
Computer camps are springing up all over the country. Clarkson College, for ex-ample, offers a family camp in which at least one parent moat accompany the childfor a week-long computer course. and there are over 200 Computer Town USA! sitesworldwide organii.ing and assisting whole c'ommunitie's in their effort to becomecomputer literate.
Clearly. the pressure for computers in the schools is coming from parents, chil-dren and teachers in a grassroots fashion. Those out-of-school developments are be-'ginning to have catalytic effect on schooling.

Computer:I'm the School
. The widespread acquisition of computers is a new, rapidly accelerating trend: Bythe NI of 1950, students had access to 52.01)1) comptera for instructional use. Inearly 1982, that number shot up to 120.000 computers and since estimates indicate ithas increased varly threefold.

To date schools have relied upon such a variety of funding sources, such as Chap-ter I (formerly Title I; Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEAP and Chap,ter II of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act programs of the Depart-ment of Educntion, local budgets, private donations and PTA and student bakesales. Special funding sources account for about hall' of their equipment acquisitionto dale .

Despite the funding limitations, most of the 29,000 U.S. public schools have at!gest one computer. About three-fifths of all secondary schools and one-Fifth of allelementary schools have at least one computer for instruction. Even pre-schoollearning centers are involved. The National Association of Childcare Martagementreports that one quarter of the 20.000 licensed preschools lire now using microcom-puters, However, while acquisition is increasing, use is not very intensive. Camputens are used for instruction on an average of about 2 hours per day.
Looking Ahead. Everything hos Changed but Our Thinking

Clearly, the computer is'being used a medium for delivering instruction, mm tn-., tellectnal tool' for problem solving and' information processing and as an object of
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study in computer science and computer literacy Many states are devil ,,ping long-
range strategies that will incorporate computers into schools. Four major strategies
are in evidence. First of all, and ideally, each student would have a computer for
use in computer-based curriculum or as an information resource much as one uses
the library. Dug to the expense and effort involved here, most systems are adopting
a second strategy that would provide a computer literacy program for all eudents
`Today in precollegt, educution, computer literacy is the most frequently cited in-
structional application for computers A third atratogy recognizes the importance of
computer science es a discipline: In this case all students would huVe a computer
science prwram available to them. A-fourth strategy limits computer use to teach
in selected traditional subjects either through drill-and-practice or tutorials

The presence of those computers has generated an enormous intermit On the part
of students of all ages. Irwin Hoffman of the George Washington High School in
Denver, Colorado, points out that "Some of my students are waiting to get in the
computer laboratory at 6 in the morning and are evicted by the janitor at 6 in the
evening. And they beg us to open on Saturday and in the summer. If they want to
meet with me to discuss problems, they meet me for breakfast at 5:0 am.

A variety of innovative teaching methods using computers are being experiment-
ed with For example, the "Writing to Read" program created by John Henry
Martin, a former school superintendent at Mount Vernon, N.Y., uses IBM personal
computers with voice output and color graphics to help teach children to write
before they read by having them translate phonetic sounds into writing The Educe
tional Testing Service is evaluating the pilot tests currently conducted by IBM Cor-
poration using 10,000 five and six-year olds The two years demonstration is phrned
to be completed this month.
Inequities in Computer Ilse

However, while the use of computers is increasing, striking inequities have al-
ready surfaced in school systems where computers have been placed. Ronald Ander-
son of the University of Minnesota reports that although opportunities for computer
learning in our name's schools are expanding, female, low income, and rural stu-
dents are especially disadvantaged in obtaining access to computers in school. Other
studies confirm his findings.

Gender: Twice as many boys have computers at home,nccording to Irene Miura
and Rohert Iliths at Stanford University and boys are three times more likely than
girls to enroll in a computer camp. In addition they found that a typical computer-
owing family, fathers and sons regularly use the computer for programming, games
and business pujposes.

Income: The wealthiest schools are four times as likely to have micros as the poor-
est schools according to Market Data Retrieval, a .Westport, Connecticut based re-
search firm. Moreover, Dr. Anderson points out, students in rural and disadvan-
taged urban communities tire less' likely to use computers than tudents in other
communities.

Race: While few differences exist between black and white stu nts with regard to
access to computers at school, minority schools tend to make extensive use of drill-
and-practice software while white schools are Ilkley to use computers for program-
ming, according to a study by Henry Jack Becker of the Johns Hopkins University.

14 can be said in general, access to and use of computers is greater for white males
from middle class and more affluent locales. Tho inequities caused by affluence and
social position outside of school appear to carry over Into the schools. The tradition-
al role of schools tiFristhillthe inequities and to open opportunities ispot.being ful-
filled with regard to computers. and there are other problems as well.

Teacher trainbeg
A serious factor 'inhibiting the intensive usa of computers already placed in

schools is the lack of teachers qualified to teach qualified to teach computer classes.
Computer education requirgs trained teachers.

Many of the best teachers in the United States, particularly in mathematics and
science, are leaving the teaching proftsion, and the most talented ypung people are
choosing careers other than teaching where salary scales are low in comparision to
industry. Moreover, most schools of education still do not require a course in com-
puting as a requirement for graduation. The problem is compounded now that some
colleges are forced to restrict enrollment in computer science classes to computer

- science majors due to shortages of teachers and equipment. As a result many school
systems must provide their own in-service training programs. Approximately 30
states are now developing computer literacy guidelines for teachers and most are
focusing on in-service rather than pre-service training. However, it will take many
years to rectify the pr?blem.
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Iligh.interest in computer science courses puts a specials train on schools withoutappropriately trained teachers In 1983 C B, the ollege oar survey of universitybound seniors shows a significant growth in the intermit in computer science morethan °file in ten students now intended to major in computer science. Reap tattling tothis interest, ninny schools now offer an Advanced Placement (AP) Computer Sci-ence course that permits high school students to receive college credit The course,which is designed to tench students how to write logically structured, well docu-mented, computer programs using Pascal, has presented a hardship to ninnyschools. Most teachers are not trained to teach Pascal The reason is that 98 percentof thetse schools Leach Basic while only five percent also use FORTRAN, 11.,(X7,0 andPascal. This is likely to change in the near future.
Some educators nowore starting to question the role of our traditional currcu-lum in- an information 'age and they are re-evallinting the assumptions upon whichthe currinkt Curriculum is built.

A New Computer-Itasca' School Culture
Seymour Papert at the Massachusetta institute of 'recline lotiy in Cambridge, pro-poses that computers can lie used as "objects to think with This will have theeffect of restructuring the learning environment and creating a computer cultureNow, computers are used primarily as drill- and practice instruments, because theseare the only methods teachers are familiar with To help, remedy the situation, heand his colleagues have developed an educational computer language called 1.0:O.Using this language eh ren still in elementary school linye learned to writepoetry, compose music, s geometry problems and perform other conceptually ex-citing learning -activities. "ert remarks the modems hick encour&rs with ideasand materials that stimulate higher cognitive skills, but that compuTh--based learn-ing can create a new educational culture in which there are no thresholds and nolimits to learning. In short. he says we should not teach children mathematics butrather teach them to be mathematicians

Mathentonon. The Automation of Pm-College Mathematics
The computer automation of many of the traditional paper and pencil algorithmsand the new trend toward heavy doses of problem solving in the precollege currivu-luni have led educators to reevaluate what and how we teach in precollege mathe-matics. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics in its report "Agenda forAction" urges mathematics educators to take full ndvuntge of the power of calcula-tors and computers at all levels, and recommends a program geared toward makingevery student computer literate in,the 1980's. ,
James T. Fey Associate Professor of Mnthematics at the University of Marylandat College Park, and his collogues are reevaluating, the precollege mathNiatics cur-riculum with an ()Ye on tht availability and widespread use of computers. The re-4shaping of mathematics education, he suggests, will require long nnalysis.of curricu-lum and research on learning and instruction along with the development of experi=mental curriculs,,,and extension field tests. U.S. education, while it is full of con-trasts between Of(*ory and practice, with respect to its objectives, will nevertheipssrapidly assimilate the computer into the curriclilum as a tool. Because powerfulcomputers have entered business and iodustry in quantity, Fey suggests that stu-dents learn to use the computer for tasks they are now doing by head (or nbt at all1in today's curriculm.
Some computer-based changes Fey predicts the curriculum will immix:nate are:Numerical Calculation. Numerical approximations for solutions to problem forlinear systems, matrix ipversions and differential equations are widely available forall computers and as pushbuttons (*I sonic calculators.
Symbolic Calculation, Sophistitliked programs like MACUMA and its micro coun-terpart MuMath perform symbolic algvbra and calculus a proficiently as the mostable high school and undergraduate students and, therefore, should be used as atool.
Gra-phics. Graphs are valuable tools for thinking and 'communicating. New tech-nology will make graphics'the.preferred tools for studying functions, dynamics and:1-D relationships.
Data Buses caul Networking. A refer ice works become computerized studentswill tarn to computer-based intelligent s tents for aid in problem solving informa-tion retrieval. Thus, once a student has recognized the characteristics of a problem,tkqtiery to a pational knowledge bank will summon appropriate help in problem for-tliulation and analysis. .

Technical developments are beginning to be incorporated into educational re-search laboratdries. Intelligent computer-assisted instruction, for example, comparesproblem solutions with student progress and prompts the student to consider more
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productive strategies Now object oriented languages such as Smalltalk provide rich
real or imaginary exploratory learning environments in which objects on the coin
pater screen can be programmed to conform with physical huss Those develop
ments are accompanied by the availability of computer driven videodiscs which are
used boll as a complete. intelligent learning env an and as augmented
momor-51 and low-cost graphics '

Wait Role Will Inclustry'Play?
The glowing promise of the new high technology industries, their need fin techni

cally trained workers and the willingness of schools and universities to buy comput
era even during a period of fiscal crises cause some see industry as a source of
support for implementing technology in education Several coipputer companies
have given substantial gala of hardware and training to educatith5 nationwide and

.
they have participated with the National Science Foundation in supporting research
and development activities in science and engineering education. Individuals such
as Steve. jobs of Apple Vorporation have helped to draw national interest to comput
era ut education with his hold offer to donate computers to schools While these gas
are generous, they are few when compared to the National Need

Many companies are entering the computers in-education market; there are pres-
ently 1.!:d0 publishes of educational courseware If these companies are to survive,
they must make a profit Few have the vision and the dedication of William C
Norris, the Chairman of Control. Data Corporation, to the concept of the computer
as an important learning device He has supported the Plato Cominiter-Based educa-
tion project for over 15 years while reportedly investing almost a billion dollars in it
and not yet turning a profit. The pressure for short-term profits results in an inabil
ity or unwillingness of industry to support the fundamental rethinking of what
takes place in school education The burden of restructuring of the educational
system belo, ngs to the educational community itself, along with the support of local
state and Federal governments.

The Mitutir
In a study of the impact informational technology has had on American educa-

tion, the Office of Technology Assessment of the 1.1.:k Congress cautions that if the
public schools are to survive, educators will have to adopt a narrow: less ambitious
set of goals if they are to gain public snpport. Educational futurists see demograph-
ic, economic and societal trends loading to greater conflicts and less consensus.-The
report concludes that it is clear that the use of computers and other forms of tech-
nology is far from being institutionalized at this time. A paucity' of school funds,
limited computer literacy among instructors and students, in addtional to the lack
of high quality courseware serve to weaken the impact computers have. The report
notes that it is difficult to predict when or if conditions will change. Harriet Taylor
and James Poirot of North Texas-State in Denton, Texas have a more !United but
optimistic outlook in contrast with the OTA study. They conducted it survey of ex-
perts and their findings indicate that by 199(1:

Computer literacy Will be requirodty all high schools for graduation.'
First year compater iicience courses now being taught in most colleges and univer-

sities will be taught in high schnO1.--
Computer science currieulual will taught in high
The preferred langungue instead of being nearly strictly Basic will be Pascal,

Basic and LOCO.
What would it take to pdtvide 0 million elementary and secondary-school chil-

dren access to an interactive computer for an average of thirty sininutes a day by the
year 1990? In a penetrating analysis Arthur Melmed of the: *ai

m m
lment of Educa-

tion found that the costs of equipent, aihtenance and t evelopment of 400
hourS of high-quality courseware and materials would cost 1.29 percent of the per
capita expenditure ($25 for equipment and $2A0,for courseware) by 1990, assuming
as projected per capita expenditures for instuctdn will be )2500. This ational one

pet-cent solution" would provide 40 million elementary and secondary school chilli,
dren access to an interactive computer for an average of thirty minutes at day by
1990. While this is a relatively small amount of resources to, tranform curricu-

it;ham for the information age, Wined points out that the 1.29")iercent that is "needed
is double what we currently spend on imitrutional materials (books, area, mate-
rials).

By contrast, other nations which have a Centralizeducational system, such as
France, are systetnatically moving computers into theirIrchools as part of a national
economic and educational strategy to become information societies. Similarly. it na-
tional program in tie United Kingdom has pat at least one compute(- in every p1'i-
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marry and secondary school MI Ow assurance that' every II; year old leaving schoolwill have had -hands on bxperience with a microcomputer In urn Jape.barked on a 10 year plan to have all commercial and industrial high schoolsequipped with a computer by 1981 Now there are computer's in percent of theirhigh schools A new plan proposed by the of Education will place commiters in all the nation's high schools. and a key part of the Fifth Generation committag effort is the effect that it will on education in Japan The principal differencebetween these other countingi and the United States is that they have a savor COM-Ma I meat to integrate computing into the educational process OS part of a nationalstrategy, the United States does not
It the- experts and futurists are correct. this much is clear The impact of the com-puter on learning depends not on compute' access albne Adding computers to theclassroom without restructuring our educatuntal system and its curriculum andwithout rot-Luning a. whole generation of teachers will more likely create computeranxiety than productive thinking and problem solvme The goal of computer liter-acy provides a new way for thinking about thinking Certainly.. the existing tenden-cy toward contng computers rather than 'linking computers count. must bechanged if computers tine to have no impact Olt

MIN dth'lltIWIII as heayily based on at papec that will be published the IEEE eSpectrum 21, N June 1981 The entire ulsue, entitled Beyond 198.1 Technologyand the Indivnalal. will be devoted to the use of computers in education

A.eig--.N MX I

THE 1)1CI.IN I N( I I FA'. rit SYSTEM AND RECONtM tr.N min TaxArmENT
Student scores on Scholastic Aptitude Test have been declining for the last 15years, and 1.; S schools report a general dissolution of the high-quality teachercadre, and, in particular. n growing shortage of mathmatics 1111(1 science teachers.Studies estimate that nationwide tIS high as one half of newly hired teachers wereuncertified or were unmodified tie tench these subjects. furthermore. approximately:to percept of all science nod mathematics teachers currently in secondary schoolsare either completely or severely unqualified to teach these subjects. Adding to thisdilemma is a pronounced decline in the number of people preparing to teach. Ofthose high school seniors entering college this year, only -I ri percent will enter echecation. half of what it was tat 1973 For those that do become teaLthers of science andmathematics, the incentives to leave are IlUnerOtiti Computer literacy and comput-er science programs tend to draw these teachers away from their normal teachingduties exacerhatin41roblems in these areas. Once skilled in computing. teachers re-alize they can significantly increase their salaries by taking jobs in industry. thuscreating shortages in computing, 118 well as mathematics and science. Last yearalmost five tunes more mathematics and science teachers left teaching positions foremployment elsewhere than those that retired

'I hese conditions set into motion, as our society is want-to do, n plethora of com-missions and reports on what is wrong with education and studies on how to cure it.A significant feature of each of the reports is the role of computers in education.While the reports recogntze the importance of computers, their recommendationsabout what to do vary widely
The Department of Education's National (!onimission on Excellence in Educationsees a rising tide of mediocrity and recommends immediate act + to stem it Onecluinge sou I elevate computer science to the level of a -basic" competency and rec-ommends n eAterlang computer science course s a requirement for high schoolgradual ion
'1 he Nationa Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics. Science andTechnology, offers a blueprint for achievement in U.S. schools that will make themthe best in the world by 199'i. It too culls for a seinester-long.computer sciencecourse as it requirement for grnduation In order to meet this-goal. the Commissionrecommends the establishment of teacher education and computer centers to dem-onstrate the use of technology, and calls on the Nation's schools to develop explicitplans to provide computer literacy
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching recommends a seines-ter-long technology course that would explore the consequences of technology for so-ciety It calls for teacher training in new technologies, federally funded resource.centers and a National Commission on Computer Instruction tq evaluate educa-tional software The Carnegie Report differs from others becasuse it assumes thatcomputers tar the non-specialist will be so convenient and user friendly ip thefuture that little technical skill will he required Therefore, the report's first priori-
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ty is to have students learn about the social impact that technology has had and
will have in the futu v.

"A Place Called St ()el.:by Dr John Good lad, Is based on a multi-year sillily that
calls for restructure schools and reform -of teaching' Dr Goodlad asserts that con
puter skills are necessary for all students, and says we are, beginning to recognize
that the computer must be as mach a part of tomorrow's shcools as the pencil is of
today's. The Commission' Reports have become required reading for educators and
parental Many tiatierial. state and local meetings are beinty. held to discuss these
recommendations

PPENDIX 11

Do COMPUTERS REALLY WORK IN EnucATioN?

While there is a lot to learn about the new technology, hundreds of studies have
already sought answers to this question In an analysis synthesizing the results of

indelyndent experimental studies of secondary students, James Ku lik of the I. Ini
versify of Michigan found:

Computer-baited teaching raised student scores on the final examinations from the
50th to the 63rd percentile.

Students developed more positive attitudes toward the computer and the courses
they are taking

Computer-based groups reduced substantially the amount of firm, needle for
learning by approximately one-third

Similar syntheses of research in elementary and higher education, business and
the military, likewise reveal small but significant improvements in performance
with large reductions talx.mt 30 pet-cent) in learning time to achieve objectives.

APPENDIX III

NEW TEC/INOIA/OICAl. APPLICATIONS

Computers ptovide more than just drii( and-practice in education_ The inventory
of innovative programs grows daily,

Electronic Tinker Toys
Complex machines .can talk electronically by children. Programs now avail-

able allow pre-school and elementary students to design ,and test a machine coin-
posed of logic circuits (Rocky's Boots r"), a upaehine in *Mich the world's physical
laws such as gravity can lx' varied, illinballd-Construction Set), and a factory to
produce a variety of different pails to specification IThe Factory). These prograMs
stimulate logical and creative thinking, yet have the appeal of a game. ,

A Writer's Workbench
The teacher's advice, "Revise, revise, revise" is less tediousCvhen the student uses

a compeller as a word processor. New tools such as a proofreader, thesauras and
word choice editor offer advice on how.to improve the readability of a piece of writ.
ing. Through tile application of these tools the productivity of fhe writer is en-
hanced permitting greater concentration onotyle and clarity.

SIM Illations and tool to understand real-arid phenomena
Simulations enable' students to become familiar with complex processes that

might otherwise be inaccessible, too expensive or downright dangertms. They come
in all slims and disciplines. Oregon Trail, for example, combines history with deci-
sion making for a trip, west in the 0460's. sixth Rraders survive on this westward
trek by making judicious dcecisions about (he use 'of medicine, food and supplies.
Colors and coat patterns of generations of cats art; investigated in Catlab, a labora-
tory for introductory genetics experiments which is used to supplement the classic
drosophelia experiment. In addition, SCRAM, a nuclear power reactor game, and
Odell Lake which explores' behavior of fish in a body of watrr, enable students to
explore the dynamics of the real world through cop-muter-based models. Beyond site-
uldtions, new tools such Atarilab " entible students to use the computer as a sub-,
sti.ite far expensive laboratory equipment to investigate the behavior.of phenom-
on such as temperature and light.
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STATEMENT OF DOROTHY K. DERiNGER, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
ATARI LEARNING SYSTEMS, SUNNY,VALE, CA (

Ms. DERINGER. Thank you. very 'much for inviting me to speak
here today,' My name is Dorothy Deringer. I am presently a vice,president at Atari in Which my respon§ibility is product develop
-ment for high quality learning products for the home. I have had
the privilege, however, of being a program officer at the National
Science Foundation for a number of-years. So I have spent a lot' of
those years thinkiiig about the Federal role in some_of 'these areas
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and now I have the opportunity to actually try to 1. net hing inthe box and ptit"onthe retailer s shelf.
As the industry reprdsentatiyes on your panel, I would like to

first. express thanks oraiThalf" of the industry for 'rest inthis topic. For it number' of years many of my colleagues in tt varie-ty of the computer industries have paid a lot of at t bought,,detail, and effort to try to use computers to help educatti, to help
improve education and on their behalf its well as ()II II'S, its aprivilege to be here.

I would like to speak about four things v.rty briefly. I submitted
a paper for the formal statement. T,he IEEE :-.1pectrum has denoted
their whole June issue to computers in education. That's a profess-
'lonal society inf electronics and electrical engineers and this paper-

accepted to be a statement On precollege education in comput-
Vstes3 an overview, but, I would like to talk very briefly aboutfour points.

f'ir'st, Who is using computers today for learning? Secohd, the
issue of teacher training. Third, curricular issues, rethinking the
curriculuml,think, is going to be appropriate and [mirth, some-thing that hasn't been mentioned on a national level today. but it's
extremely important that's polk.y concern.

First, who is using computers? We have to eel a lot about the
325,000 computers estimated to be in sclum There is anothernumber that is extremely important and th t thqt there Are 5
million computers in the home today and that is, a conservative es- 6tinnily. In general, a variety of studies show that the students that
have access to computers tend to be white, tend to be male, and
they tend to come from middle class or more affluent families. One
-person has charpcterized this as, 'Pik- rich learn to program andthe poor do drill and practice."

Now, regardless of what the Federal Government dohs or whatthis group does here today, a part of our society is going to learn a
great deal about computing and I think that without some k I lid OrFederal activityindustry has made many efforts to try to work,
with title (.schools, to make donations to schools, to do a variety ofphilanthropic activities to help people who don't have computing--
if we don't .consider something on a national level, I think we are
in danger of becoming a society of.technocrats and technopeasants
and I think that this is something that only the Federal Govern-
ment tats the power and the resources, has tlhe power to amelio-rate, and I think in the future that could becomes a very seriousproblem.

Second, teacher. training. We' have talked at lot about tepchertraining today. Teachers are the people on line in the classroom:
They are the ones who have it responsibility every day to do home
thing to improve the education of their students. Computer educa-
tion requires trained teachers in an entirely different way I think,than we were talking about teacher training in the past. ou learnabout computing not through it 2-day seminar: It's a long experi-
ence. You start out with 2 days. You come back timesand time
again to dedicated teachers such as you. helve heard testimony from
today. But itlakes years.

*Now, this is something that I think is also it national area of in-dustry. Industry can help. We can offer teacher training. as one of
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the computer-companies has done in a vet:), altruistic fashion. They-
have offered compuier e oration to every teacher in the country1:\
who would apply for it. Rt t it's just ..a beginnning and we are will-.
jeg and able to particivate-and help, but we Are not able to carry
The whole burden. I think that teacher yaining is really going, to
be the key to offecitively using computers in the classroom. Unless
you know how,tollo it, 1 don't care how wonderful the computer`
itv--unless you know how to use it effectively, you are not going to
get the full use and the full potential from it

We have talked a lot about software today. A number of different
people have a variety of opinions about what we need in software
and courseware. I think we have heard what seem to be opposing"
opinions. Do we need more software or don't we'? Do we need more
courseware or don't we'? I think one of ow most. wonderffil things
about the potential for computers in educhtion is that different
people have very different Opinions and none, I believe, is right or
wrong. I happen to have my own particular ideas about how com-
puters are used most effectively, but other people have different
strategies and I think 'fn the kind of educational system- That we
have, 1,vhich encourages- diversity, I think people ought o be trust-
ed to make a lot of their own choices. I think, in ma i a rapidly
nerving business, what you want to M is allow for new ideas, now
strategies, new approaches to develop. , .

I believe that it's not just whether there is course% are Or soft-
ware. I think there is some fundamental rethinking that's going to
be piing on. that presently. is going on, in how computers are going
to affect what we teach. I. would like to give you On example of a
-prothict, a Federal investment that I think we need in many, many
different topics.

When I was tkt the National Science Foundation, we gave a grant
to James Fay at the University of Maryland to take a look at how
mathematics should change because computers are available. Ila.
took some students who hadn't done very well in algebra because
of all of the. manipulations that you have to. do and he used' a com-
puter program called New Math to do the factoring for the stu-
dents rather than having them do it loy paper and pencil. lie found
with those Un.iversity of Maryland students that many students
who didn't do well before were actually 5.Ioing well when:they had
the computer to do the grunt work and the kids pallid do the think-
ing. lie and,his colleagues have produced a booklet called, "Com-

. puting and Mathematics in the Pre-College Curriculum," which is
a focal point for people all across the country to think about what

\we need. to do with s.ur heads now and what we can do with com-
puSevsand I thin booksbooks like this will change the curricula that we
!ive in our schools presently. We are going to have whole different.
strategies of what we should be doing with our heads, what we
should be doing with our time, and what we can now lend to the
Computer.

I think it's not just whether it's courseware or software that's
the issue. It's what we are teaching in our schools that computers
are stimulating discussion about. This is also something that is not

.

even lippropriate, IF think,' for industry to do. It's something which
needs ti more ecumenical approach and Federal investment' is a
way in which to effect that.

N.
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The last thing that I think is extremely important that we
haven't talked a great deal about is policy. What do we think we
should be doing on a national -level with computers in education?
What are our goals? What are our objectives? I am not talking
about this in the sense of a national education system such as you

t. might find in Britain or France or Japan in which they have made
major national commitments to computers in..educat ion. I think we
need a variety of different kinds of policy issues, policy strategies
and policy goals that can be done for a relatively 8 mull proportion
of the funds that you are talking about investing. 1 think that's an
important .addition that I would like to encourage you to think
about.

If we don't know where we are going, most any road will get. you
there and 1 think we need some articulation of the issues and the
long-term goals that we are pursuing in education in this country
with regard to computing.

Thanleyou very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. You made a very

good witness.
Now if the Federal Government were to do anything in this area,

should we emphasize teacher training or purchase of hardware or
should we really do both? Which purpose ict more important or are
both equally important? k am talking about emphasizing the,teach-
er training or the purchase of hardware' or should we really do
both? Give us an answer to that.

Ms. DiotiNumt. My particular feeling is that leacher training is
the most important part..

Chairman Num.'s. You say teacher training?
Ms. Diotmomt. leacher.training is the most important part cou-

pled with the evaluation of the curriculum. It's very difficult to be
an informed user or p chaser of computers if you don't know
what you are trying to ith them.

Now there is no ques n that there are many schools who do not.
have funds to purchase hardware and I think that that is impor-
tant. That ma# sound a little unusual for you to hear from a repre-
sentative of a computer company, but I have found that in the long

. term, people's goals and interests will be raised, they will be more
effective purchasers and an informed customer and a knowledge-
able customer i4 an excellent customer. I feel that's a rather com-
mercial way to say, but from the other side, I- think you have to
know what you are teeing- to do and training and the challenges of
training are the only way in ,rI'ich I think we can do that effective-
ly.

Chairman PERKINS. Pid you want to comment on that, Mr.
Tucker?

Mr. Tuctl. Well, I am in'Substan tial agreement. I want to re-
emphaisige something that Dorothy said a moment ago, that if by
training we mean a 2- or 3-day workshop at an elementary level in
a programming language, we might just as well save our money.

Chairman PERKINS. We might just as well forget about it, did you
say?

MI'. TUCKER. That's correct.
Chairman PERKINS. If it's just 2 or 3 days.
Mr. TUCKER. That's right. If what we mean by training--
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Chairman PERKINS. What duration (10 you aIIIIIC it Will It 11(0 10
I teach the instructors to use thest computers..)

MI' TUCKER. It (.1Cpe IRIS entirely on what voiThare trying to dothem. That is to soy, if the object of the game, for example-- to
,ret urn to an earliey example -is to revise the writing curriculum
in our elementary schools so that students learn to write not atittle, but a lot, better and then to learn how to use computers as apart of n wholly, changeiLwritimg curricu um, then I think you
know might be talking about a summer a least and a lot of con-

'filming. N.vork during the yeor and beyond hot. over time In other
. words, a sustained .effOO which is keyed t the needs, ultimately, of
particubir teachers in particular schools.

If the objective is to do something in . cience, it might be a littlebit different, but it depends on what ou are trying to do. Themajor point, it seewst to me-- and I orothy made the point a
moment ago-- is that you We not teat ling about computing. That
i . you are not .teaching somebody I iw to use z computer. The

ontl.sxt of a curriculvin which the hove thoroughly considered
( sect of the game is to teach them I o.w tp use a computer in the

and recnsidred and probably Chan ed in the process. That's moredifficult and takes a longer time.' . .

If you'do that, then you get to the problem that was talked about
even eitilier by Judy whiA is, ultimately, that doesn't do any good
hnless'they can get their hands on comphters. So, in my view, the
answer to your question, Mr. Chairman, is beali. Doing one or theother doesn't make any sense. You have got to do both.

Chairman..PuRKINS. Ms. tAnderson, d* you wont to comment on
t hat quest ion?

Ms. ANDERSON. I would have to agree that the two, hardware and
training, are inseparable. If you Want toyou pointed out earlierthat in forming some type of training to assist teachers in making
a wiser purchase. In 1 or, 2 hours, I can provide teachers with,

kenoughjust an overview of the use of computers and give them
enough information to make a wiser purchase. But as far as using
the computer as a tool fiir learning to really make an impact on
children s learning, that type of training takes time and it takes
the hardware. I have done it both ways. I have seen teacherswe
have all- seen teachers receive quite a bit of pressure from the com-munity where the community will have a bake sale or a whateversale and just dump the computers in the laps of the teachers.
Those computers don't even get unpacked. So the hardware with-out the trainingthey are just, going to sit in the packages.

The other way does not. work. I know that. That is a fact that
training without hardware is a waste of everybody's time. The
othet is a waste of everybody's dollars. The two, in my opinion, we
inseparable. The timing of them is important. The two have to go
together. r

rhank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman fiNaioNs. Let me compliment all bf you people. You

htive been very helpful to us and we appreciate it. We hope to
write a bill in the near futtire.

Ms. ANDE1lSON. Wonderful. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. 'rhe subcommittee is adjourned.
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[Whereupon, at 11:0l a m., on Tuesday, Mar 1, 198.1, the stjhcom-
pliftee 'as adjourned I"

[Additional information follmvss1
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IIARDWAIM

svc 1111 purpose of the lul!
sec 1)efines terms. including computer
Svc 111;1 Outlines the allocation of the funds
Sec 101 Specifies tire application priwess local educational agencies inteit ruin

piety III order to obtain funds °vet this 01 le
Sec 105 Outlines the iespiaisibilities 01 the State educational agenc.I.
Sec lilt; Providiv for the pal hi-motion of chid; ell 111)111 st'lltads
tier 11)7 Aullitaires approptuttcH lot this Ill Ii.

TITLE ro TRAIN l'EACIIEltti IN I IIF ()PEI{ A I loN A NI) I,St
NEW

Sec 20: l'rovides for a system of grants and contracts to he issued ht the Nation
at Sewlice Foundation lot t)ie purposes of establishing these institutes

Sec 202 Provides stipends fur lechers attending these institutes
Set. 203 Aut hot-union of appropriates for this title

TITLE III 1'110VMM 1,011 TIIE EVA! t'ATION OE COMIIITEI 10.-1,ArED
mENT mom". SOETW AUK, AND DISSE:MIN ATIoN INEOIIM A l'ION
STATE AN!) LOCAL EIAICATIONAL AGENCIES

Sec 301. Provides for system of grants and contracts front the National Institute
of Education and The National Science Foundation for the purposes

Sec 302 Provides for private evaluation and dissemination efforts

Iflt 3750 Tim Comi.v.riot LITEICAUN SFA-rioN-ily SECTION ANALYSIS

The bills purpose is to provide assistance to local education agencies and lust itu
lions of higher education to promote computer literacy among elementary and sec-
ondary students and their teachers and for Whet purposes

AcquisyrinN comrtrrEs finanw ARK

Sec 101:. Defines tIlt purposes of this section as authorizing assistance to It
educational agencies tin' the 11Ctilluntton of computers in order to promote student
competence In the operation of new technologies and thereby improve their acadenr
it' eerformaince.

Sec 102: Provides definite) of the, relevaat terms in the bill. Defines computer
hardware as including a dal processor Ouch can be programmed in at lens( three
languages, has a random access memory capacity of a least sixteen thousand bytes,
and is or rait.be connected with a screen fur visual display. Furthermore, in connec-
tion with suill a data processor there must be a display screen, and one more disk
or tape drives. Finally, the definition inlcudow nay-equipment necessary for the in-
stallation of such equipment.

Sec 103: Provides that ficfc of the funds shall go to the State education agency for
monitoring and enforcument purposes. The rem ring funds shall be allocated to
local educational agencies on a per capita hasisM'his section further specifies that
local educational agency shall not longer be eligible for such assistance after reach-
ing a ratio of one computer per thirty students.

Sec. 104: Establishes that in:order to obtain funds undt this title, the local educa
tional agency shall have approved by the State Educat n Agency an application
specifying the It Id agency's .oin niter procurement program. The application shall
contain assuran es that the ocnl agency will provide funds first to those schools
with the least c( nputer hardware per student m1(1'11110 the Ainds'are not provided
to any school thi has reached a ratio of one computer per thirty studeyts. The focal
agency must alsc provide assurances that parents will particiiihte in fhe establish-
ment of the computer frardwarto'avquisition program.

Sec. 105: Each state which desires to have it local educational agency receive as-
sistance under this-act shall have on file with the Seeretnry-an application submit-
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'Thank you vets much for you! kind considetarion of our request
Sincere!), 1, OW'S,

Eniv Aso P
//eptity Exectitit-c Ihrectio.

f Enclosure
Statement On II R :firio. The Computer LiterneN. Act of 1983
Submitted To The !louse Eleirentarv. Secondary and Vocational Education Sub

commit tee Carl Perk ins, ( hairman
Submitted By TI0. National Association of Elemontnry School Principals Dr.

Samuel 0( Savo. Executive Director
Date Tuesday, May 1..1984

The National Association of Eleinentary,,Sehool Pracipals, representing ,Over
22000 elementary and, middle school principals throughout the nation. is !Amite(' at
1920 Assislat ion Drive. Reston, VA' 2091 'I 1w Atiliot'laharcii hatut gual,.is to serve as
an advocate for childrprincipals and the principalship To iMplemen1 this goal. if
offerii.n varied and compiehensive program 01 services, benefits and activates .

The Association has long been interested 111 the 1111111er0101 approaches being pro
posed for assuring the development of cOmputer literacy in the classrooms of Amer
ico The themes of our 1983 and 11.184 Nat tonal Conventions centered animal educa-
tional technology Our annual National Fellows Program iinducted in t'onjunction
with the F4orida Institute of Tpci,m4ogy anti Walt Disney World's Encot Center fo-
cuses 011 educational technology .eind the,lemk.rship skills neceSsary for education in
a computer age Several of our putilications have lentured,artales 11101 "how-tos re-
garding ancroconiputers Many of our state associationd have included workshops
and seminars on microcomputers and computer literacy in their state associatio,n \,,
meetings and conferelleVN 1;:lenlentory and middle school principals are concerned
about coinpiter literacy and are doing somethuw about it

We applatl.the efforts of C(frigress to do sonubthing about it too, and es'pecially
commend Chairman Prrkins and Representative Wirth for their strong interest in
this area The introduction of II R 37f10 exemplifies that strong interest

NAESP is very pleased with the basic concept of the bill to place computer hard
ware into all school lakildings on a unit/children basis and to provide a strong train
mg (omponent for teachers and administrators. Doing so through approprirt ions
rather than through tax legi. lion is also a significant point in its favor I

The Association does have several concerns with other sections of the imbasure
that should receive mm410,111 attention. They are the state role, inclusion (+private
schools, training sites, and eligible agencies.

1 State hole. Section 111;, nil opens -with "Each state which desires to have.itil
local educational agencies qualify. . . To us that implies a state may not desire
and, if not, eliminate all local agencies in that state Irani an °wort Unity to partici
pate I am sure that is not your *tent_ This language heeds revision to assure that
local educational agtniries have that opportunity.

2. Private Schools. The inclusion of private schools in a district financial assist-
ance program is substantially unconstitutional. The language itself speaks to (wry-,

ices and participation in serfices. This title (Title I) is not a services title; it is an
equipment acquisition. title. It is therefore, illplaced and inappropriate. We object
most strongly to this sectioltand urge its elimination_

3 n-ortung Sites It appeal's that 'institutes" must be held somewhere,other than
at a site in the local educational agency using the specific equipmbnt the local edu-
cational agenCy has purchased for its teachers, administrators, kind students. Great-
er flexibility is needed so that on-site training may take place. There are many
more benefits to this type of training than there are to off-site training.

4. 7'rotaing Eligibility. Non-profit education organizations are not eligible for
grants or contracts to conduct trainiow institutes. They should lad. Title II forces lode;
bill into the SUb-comtnittee on Science and Technology and uses that type of lam
gunge almost exclusively When serving training nqeds for education in opeKat,ton
end use of computers, education organizatisms have, and will continue to (Myr excel
lent training programs. Our collaboration with Walt Disney World's Epcot ('enter
and Florida institute of Technology is only one (Mudl example of what isbeing done.
Such efforts should not be eliminated from cOnsideption. by restrictive wording -in
the bill to include scientific and engineering or aqizations only.

In summary, the National Association ofi.'h,' pientary School Principals appreci-
ates greatly the efforts of Mr Wirth and Nix 'erkins to bring this important issue
to the attention of Congress. The above rotommendations would strengthen II.R.
3750 and we urge their adoption.

/
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PEEFAEED STATEMENT OF Tnii. AYSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PU11,1.18I1 ER:3. IN(..
WASIIIMITON. IX' 1 ,

The Association of American Publishers '1 is the general association of Ix' publishers in the 1.Inited States It comp -olessional and Scholarly Publish,Higher Education; Itnernational. Direct ling/Book Club. School and GenTrade divisions. Our some 300 member publishing house's produce the varit nuof the general trade, educational. reference, professional and religious bobks illy!wiled in this country and found in the nation s libraries as Weil /as considerable re-lated audio-visual material and computer software.

INTIROMPC4IN

The subcommittee has three bills belbrii it
1. 11.1t. 1134. which amends ESEA Title Ill to establish ational Centers for Personal Computers in Education These centers, among oth would provide in-formation on computer courseware materials; develop such c ursewanaterials,

develop curricular materials for instructing students in the use of coWuters; pro-vide teacher training and demonstrate coeputer systems; develop methods for ena-bling the handicapped tit use computers; conduct programs demonstrating the vari-ous educational uses of computers; aSeSS the'-elative quality and merits of commer-Linty available microcomputers, monitor new developments in educational technolo-
gy; develop teacher training materials for compuTer education; establish a demon-stration laboratory to exhibit examples of DeFS011111 COIDIMI systems andcourseware materials; .publish periodical newsletter on computers. computer train-ing programs courseware materials; assist the Congress and ticatuil agencies inadvancing computer education and technology; assist (coal libraries in establishingprogrtuns to provide personal computers and video disc systems to the public; andestablish a model community personal computer center in a local shopping mall.

2_ 11 R. 3750. the Computer 'Literacy Act of 1983, which would provide funds tolocal educational agencies for the acquisition of computer hardwpre,. establish insti-tutes to train teachers in the operation and use of new technologies; and provide forthe evaluation of computer-related technology, development of model computer soft-ware, and dissemination of information to state and local educapional agencies
3. H.R. 4628. the National Software Act of 1984, which would establish within theFederal Govern sent a National Educational Software Corporation INIES('). TheNESC would c eltip. criteria for the selection of education/illy useful computer soft-ware; secure 'Ivestmeot capital for projects selected by the NESt' to develop suchsoftware; ma a 'nvestments in projects for the development of such software; makecontraetv and rants to assist in software development; provide a clearinghouse todisseminate so tware infortmatioo to schools; and engage III such other activitries nsapi!ropriate to encourage the development and use of such software.
Since provisions of the three bills overlap, if the committee acts favorably onthese proposals it should combine the three measures, retaining those provisionswith merit and rejecting those which have no merit. In addition, any legislation re-pprted by the Vakirittee should be complementary to, and not duplicative of, the.Rnergency Mathematics and Science Education and Jobs Act (HR 1310), whichpassed the Hustle on March 2, 1983; the Advanced Technology Foundation Act. HR4361, which was reported by the House Committee on Bankinkf, Finance and UrbanAffairs on April 24, 1984; and Chapter 2 of the liflucation Consolidation and lin-provement Act of 1981.
Our testimony, therefore, is directed to individual provisions of the three meas-ures befored the subcommittee rather than dealing with each bill separately.

ONOUR FEDERAL INFLOKNCE

A long-time cornerstone of all Federal aid to education programs is what is nowSec 432 of the general Education Provisions Act.

PROHIBITION AOAINNT FEDERAL CONTROL OF EDUCATION
Sec. 432_ Ali procision of any applicable program shall be construed to authorize

any department, agency. officer. or employee of the United States to exercise any di-rectum!, supervisum, or conlro/ over the curriculum, program of instruction adminis-
tration, or personnel of any educational institution. school, or school system, or overthe selection of library resources, textbooks, or other printed or published instruction-al materials by any-educational institution or school system, or to reiplire the assign-ment or transportation of students or teachers in order to overcome racial imbal-
ance. [Emphasis added)
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This provision had its origins almost three de'cade's ago in the National Defense
Education Act at which tune it was known its the Morse 'halt Amendment, indica
tive of the agreement between liberal and conservatives that Federal! -aid to (Aiwa
lion should not mean Federal influence or control of local education priet ices

Similar provisions are found m the Library Services-and Construction Act 'Sec
2(bn, the Departnient of Education Organization Act (Sec 101(bn, and the Job Train
ing Pin-Wei-ship Act (Sec 1.151

Federal evaluation of software or other instructional materials would clearly vio-
late this well-established hands-off mainline What value judgments woilld tRi eval
untors apply.' And how would those value judgments change from administration to
administration" Whitt influenice would such evaluations have on the adoption by
local educational agehcies of one item versus another" We strongly 4ige that no
provisions Ibr evaluation of software or other instructional materials be included m
any bill reported by the'comnlittee

I NSTR IICTION A I; MATERIALS

Any ,legisbolon reported by the committee should recognize thnt the new tehnol
ogy requires not Only discs, chips and other similar materials, such as textbooks,
manuals find workbooks. One must contemplate not only the materials used in the
computer itself but also the necessary complementary materials referred to.

The October, 1982 report the National Science Board Coinmission on Precollege
Education in Mat hemntics, Science and Technology, "Today's Problems, 'I\ annum-
row's Crisis-, after recounting the teaching potential of the new technology, adds a
cautionary note: "However,, computer software is generally inadequate, and 111(1 full
potential of these technologies for instruction has received little attention

The Office of TechnologyAssessment, ill its report, "Information Technidogy and
Its Impact oll'American Education -. profers it similar conclusion "OTA found that
the most-often cited barrier to current educatMnal use of technology was the lack of
adequate educational soft ware

The cost' Of developing instructional materials to be used with tliemcw technology
is very high Sono' companies have invested as much as $1.5 million in their com-
puter software prograins. Small companies are consequently often discouraged from
entering the field. In additittn, large firms are reluctant to risk substantial sums in
enrollment areas Which have a relatively small number of students.

A principal conclusion of the January 1981 Report of thy S Deportment of
Eduction Task Force on I.,earning and Electronic Technology stated:

Many private sector companies have made tentative forays into developing tech-
nological products and services for education. Thi t illook fur future efforts to
expand the impact is not bright, largely because educe ion systems provide few sig-
nificant incentives to private-sector entrepifneurship in his area.

This finding impelled the following recommendation:
The Department should provide incentives to encourage private- sector /university

combined efforts to develop exemplary "high quality- software for computers and
videodiscs. This should be done in cooperation with school districts and stat educa.
lion agencies that elect to participate in such ventures. The purpose is to get all
involved in making the tynde-offs th*will be needed to successfully implement the
new technologies in instructional settibgs.

We also cite the December, 1982 policy paper of the Council of Chief State School
Officers, "Needs for a Nevi/ 'National Defense Education Act' which stated: .

The fields of mathematics and science are particularly vulnerable to the rapid ob-
solescence of instructional materials. Allowable expenditures under any federal pro-J
gram should include assistance to school districts to maintain reasonably up-to-date7
texts and library resources. School districts and states could use funding to meet
their needs, including at least:

New science and math sequences, which matcliet he stages of children's intellec-
tura! development; /

Updated curricula which accommodate technologiral and social chnneetc,
New mathematics and science equipment, including computer hardware and soft-

ware.
In the light of the foregoing we urge that prime emphasis be given to the develop-

ment of high-quality courseware, embodying both the latest knowledge and tech-
niques, and involving, as the Department of Education Task Force report suggests,
the combined efforts of the private sector and the academic community
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esIVATE sEt-ro a CA wricIrKno N II
(7ongrons recognized the impom:sis t of private sector participation iu the develop.ment of lust ructimud tunteriels and curricula when in I97S it added subsection (c) to'WC -12ti of the General Education Provisions Art ((WPM, the law which now ap-plies to all Department of Education programs The pertinent portion of t lint subset.t tow ITO& Illi (0110Wli lIll In awarding contracts and grants for the development of euericulat or tilstrurtumid materials,mnussioner and the Directitr or the National Institute ofEdUrrItI011 shall
tl) Encourage applicants to assure that such curricula or instructional materialswill be developed in a manner conducive to dissemmatton through continuing consultatitins with publishers, personnel of State and local rd111-11110111111 Ilgl'IlrleH, t t'llell

1 ors, administrators, community representatives, and other individuals l'xiMVII`Ill'elli./I such diSSeIllitillt ion;
'Phis private sector participation factor is pot adequately recognized III tilt` pend-ing legislation It is /I matter of good sense that any measure adopted by the com-mittee should reflect this mandate for private sector paticijnittou for It is based onhard experience T00 often have curricula and innttsrials been developed' with Feder.al assistance which now rest undisturbed m college libraries or academic files butare unused in the schoolroom Textbook publishers have valuable knowledge Ofadoption procedures, schoolroom requirements. teaclwr pv.1.,:lit:tins and the myriad of

4other factors which go into the developmmit and sub. use of successful in-st ruettonal materials and curricula .

In addition, just as e private sector lees a recogtuz d and proper role III the de4 volopment of inst nicht int inaLerials and curricula, .so it also has a role in the tried-` ing of teachers in the u. of such instructional materials and curricula. As a matterof long practice, publisher irovide in-service traumig to teachers in t kV use Of textsold workbooks which the school system has obtained from them Such expertisemold cit-qt Moe 40 1w utilized
1

RASO' It MAIO-II

The Office of Technology Assessment report found that "to make the most effec.tive use of technology, there was a need for R&D in learning strategies and 6)gni-tiVls deM0p111OIlt , Met hods for t 11O production of effedt ivy mid economical currictilor
software, anda he long-ter psychological and cognitive impacts of technology-bmwdeducation. It is worthy to note that, based on the foregoing, OTA urges that "('on-gress should consider policies to:

"(.1) Directly support R&D in these areas,
"(2) Encourage private sector investment front both foundations and industry, or"tai Encourage a combination of' bot h by using Federal funding to leverage privateinvestment."
Any legislation adopted by the committee should require the basic resenrch urgedby the arc report.
Chief among the items to be mandated should be:
I. Research on the instructional uses of the new technology.
2. Research on what kinds of instructional materiais should be developed to workwith the new technology.
3. Basic research on how students learn through use of ilk new technology.4. Research on how curr tin con best be presented using the-new technology andcomplementary instruction I materials.
This research is in ken mg with fhe intent of Congress as set forth in Section405(0(2/ of the General Education Provisions Act which states that "The Congressfurther declares to be the policy of the United States to . . . help to solve or to alle-viate th'e problems of, ail promote the reform and renewal of American educationand to "strengthen the scientific and technological foundations of education.

COPYIt1C I IT

A principal detriment to the development of computer software has been copy-right violation. The ease with which software can be Aliplicated and usedin theclassroom plus the ignorance of many educators of the cOyright. laws has made thisa majorwroblem.
If the committee should adopt legislative providing assistance to educational agen-cies in the acquisition of software, either through purchase or loan, such legislationshould make certain that those receiving such assistance are sensitive to the tin-
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tion's copyright laws and will follow them Such a sensitivity. for exam plc, should
be rellectid in any phins the bill might require Munitionsl agencies to subolif

In this connection, we invite the committee's attention to the policy statement
adopted by the Intermitional Council for Computers in Education. a consortium of
groups from six nations, including twenty-five 11 S State and national organizations,
and ROM indivtdu al computer literacy apt computer science .

Educators need to tier the legal 4nd ethical issues involved in copyri410 laws and
pi\ bliald'r license n14114110148 and mist accept the responsibility for onforcing.adher
once to these laws and agreements. Budget constraints do not excuse illegal use of
soft ware

1..

Educators should be prepartal to provide soft ware devolopor8 or dm!" evils with
a district -level approvedi written policy statement including as n minimum.

I A clear requirement thnt copyright laws and publisher license agreements be
observed; k \

2 A suptement making teachers who 880 81.11001 equipment responsible for taking
all reasiTnoble precautions to prevent copying or the use,.0f unauthorized copies on
school equipment, i

:t An explanation of Oil, Steps tlikell to prevent unauthorized copying or the use
of twat homed copies on school equipment

1 A designotion of who is null-eat/A to sign software license agreements for the
8011001 for district); .

5 A designation'at the school site levt*df who is responsible for enforcing the
terms of the district policy and terms of !teeming agreements;

6 A stntement indicating teacher responsibility for eduCating studentsvabotrt dr -.

legal. ethical and practical problems caused by illegal usC' ofpoft ware
,- We urge that the provisions of the policy statement advtinced by the (council a

part f the established policy of oi) ily educntional agency or other entity uti ift
Feder d funds for soft wire and potential recipients must attest to having sum ii

0 established policy

OTIIER PROVISIONS
Lt.

Federal education nil programs traditionally include a provision that Federal s
fun should supplement, not supplant, local and stole expenditures. 'Phis has the
off t hat the F'e'deral funds provide education aid, not men/ financial aid. Suc
provision should be included, in any bill reported by the committee.

Sanitary, a mnintenance of effort provision should be includtiL If a deficit-bi
denedTedend Government is expected to expend scarce imancialWliources to assi. t
local and state education efforts, then the least that should be expected of sac
:antes and localities is that they maintain their own level of exii)endit urea

CONCLUSION

This testimony has been submitted with n sensitivity both to the need for budget-
nry restraint and the equally great need for a technologically literate and knowl-
edgeable citizenery.

The report of the NICE study eommission is aptly titled '"Today's Problems: Tomor-
row's ('rises ". What the Conress now does will pear either a title of roday's Solu-
tions; Totnorrow's Successes or "Today's Neglect; Tomorrow's Failures-. We opt for
the former_

INTERNATIONAL. BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.,
Washington, DC, April 30, 1984.

tion.VARI. PERKINS, -
ChairMan, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary dad Vocational E4ucation,

House Education and Lalxir CoArnittce, 11.S. House of Representatives, Washing-
ton, DC

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN:Thank you for inviting me to testify in behalf of IBM on the
use of computers -13chools. Unfortunately, I had a previous commitment I was
unable to change.

IBM has a profound interest in an increase in the computer literacy of the teach-
-tbrs of America's young people and through them the students themselves. And we

have hope th!t computers are one tool that can improve instruction in basic cours-
es. This interest stems riot only from our industry s need for highly qualified new
scientists and engineers as new employees or from the 'fact that increased computer
literacy will create demand for our prOficts. Most important to us is the fact that

5i
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. 4. / .rising technical skills will be needed if every Anti-man cstizen is to 1)1;11361)11(PR
ressfullv and iu-operly in our soriev and in our merensingly "high tech r-rononi:

once and engineering graduates 1'11i-run-al fields from Om univerouteo If this ctain
IBM is concerned nbout the quality. training and oufficiency in numbers of Het

try 18 to remain industrially competitive. ivy mum have the innovative sloth.; re. If
quired to produce lower root. higher (nudity goods and si-rvires and the teachers and
profestiorm to teach them- skills We support the efforts of the US government
through the mechanisms of the National Sr tenco Foundation and ot bet science
pal agencies to fostei university reward' progrinns find to tote its It&D (.xl1:: ,1,
tures to nu-et national imids and to. stimulate the enthuomom of young grnduateo
students 10 remain in the teaching profeonum AS 0 demonotration of Os interest,
DIM rescently announced it grant program of $0 million to selected universities to
upgrade the basic equipment neeAcd to improve its manufacturing and engineering
curt-n11ln, $25 million to grad' age level business schools to .nirrease emplinsis On
computer science, and a $6 in lion program to oupport young faculty to computer6

4 and natural science But the !mitosis on science turd mothematto must begin earli-
er in secondary schools

'llsodny compilers are use 1-01.111ill`ly In the adumustrntion (it secondary schools to
ocheduie classes, !mouton inventories of hooks and supplivo,04chedule school bus
rottleti, and provide grad( and attendance record keeping Computer Wortley Holt
ware is nisi) rapidly advn (-mg spurred in part by the heightened interest of paronto
in training for then. chi ran no a result of the growing grettentse of low -cost person
al computers in the ho ic

However, software 0 support instruction in troditional subjects such as reading,
mathematics. and s once is still m it developmental stage We /ire well aware of the
dctue of educator and parento to see (omputers used in the classroom to enhance
the educationit riieess no well as to increase computer literacy. And we shim- the
concerns of pi ny that It premature move by seism)! districts to bt1y hardware with-
out -tiijw.pnlie training of teachers and planning kr its use, can he a nnotake Bo

-----Millie of this concern, we have arranged for Hever:11 teachers to take onbbliticalti and
work in our Boca Itaton facility. Here their job 114 to review proposed educational
software and advise 118 as to its value in the !VIII teaching environment. We believe
strongly that much more research and developmentneed to be clone before the reitl
promise of the use of computers to nuipuent traditional teaching methods can be
realized At the same time, there is some good courseware available IIIM. its an ex
nOwle, announced 49 new educational software products in the Inuit few months.

..We do not believe leek of money to buy equipment is the mikjor barrier to intelli-
gent use of computers in the secondary schools today. But barriers do exist and
nmot be broken down, First, teachers themselves must be taught_ This woo the chal-
lenge. we accepted iki initiating IBM's secondary school grant progrinn. In 1983, we
made grants of L5ou personnl contputers--88 secondary :schools hid 12 teacher
training institutions to help develop teacher capability. In 1984, we extended thirt
program to 26 additional states, the Distrid of Columbin, and the Conmionwpalth of
Puerto Rico.

Sel-ond. we must know more about how children learn. IRM has loaned 301) i.ier-
sonal computers equipped with voice output and 600 typewriters to be used in n no-, tional test of the "Writing toRead" methodology developed by Dr. John Fleury
Martin. Sixteen thousand children from over 125 schools; in fourteen states are par-
ticipating, and the results will be independently evlaunted iitt the completion of the
two-year study this summer by the Educutional 'resting Service. In another ap-
proach, 11}M has consulting contracts with professional secondary school teachers
and teacher training institutions to help develop courseware.

Third, all participants in secondary education must be enlisted in efforts to devel-
op computer-based instruction. We, along with ninny other eoursewalte suppliers,
are entering into arrangements with educational material publishers to speed the
development and distribution of new cousewure and to significantly reduce its price
to schools.,

I list thew,. IBM programs to demonstrate our first hand knoWledge that the inter'
ested parties: teachers, local and state school administrators, universities, equip-
ment and software suppliers, and publishersare highly motivated to inov, the
compwer into the classoomt; as rapidly as the development of the technology will
allow.wThe fact that adequate courseware is not as widely avnilable,ns we 1111 would
like is not due to the lack of 'effort, but because it taker; time and persistence tp
develop it. Above all, it must pass the test of usefulness to teachers in realistic, ev-
eryday school environmen*.

In your hearings you will be considering what should be the proper role of the
federal government in promoting the use of computers in secondaryschools. We be--

1 B.
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heve (here can indeed be useful It rule. The best use of comput erti in I he
clastit'00i still- retfli 'ties much de%'elopment support act ivity It , is our experience.
however. that the pursuit of pasviiers by tla parties close to the inplile individual
lv and colictivly will more liklqy develop the nniltiphcity of approaches needed to
male irrogress Since. in our opinion, funding is not the major barrow to progress,

any federal support should be sensitive to the absolute need for innovative initia
ttivt zivoididg, fur exankple, premature federal standiirditation (liven our view of
the nal'ure of barriers to the wider use of computers in schools, it is very difficult
for IBM to support major additional federal expenditures at it time when S deli
ells are alarmingly out of control. Many states have surpluses, and NS 's science
and engineering education budget has-txirienced rapid growth and )s not yet fully,
committed

l'erhaps,most important, secondary shook are Lradit Oniony local respAbilitles.
and we believe the diig willink,,ness of local communities, in conjunctii With
industry and universities. to improve secondary schools is msound fot progress
However. I do believe the repAt of the Commission on Pre-College Malkhvtool
Science and Technology Education fat lhr Na-ttonal Science Board provides valuable
guidance to the appropriate (me find level of federal involvement

We fully support these hearings as n forum for debate and discussion of this Issue
Wevencourage you to nivite represent ati,zolj-ian the local org;mizations whi.ch are
supporting the expanded use of compute,. schools to testify

Sincerely.
J I.Fwis14 IlitANscormi

See attached \
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I EFFECTIVENESS OF TECHNOLOGY
IN PRECOLLEGE MATHEMATICS
AND SCIENCE TE,ACRIN6

,
JAMES A.-KULIK

ROBERT 1. B*NGERT-DROWNS

Center for Research on Learning and Teaching
The University of Michigan

ABSTRAr. T

The lust tumor applications of socntme technology to Vtillt .111011 slere made I)
psychologist H I Skinner three decades ago I:1 the yi als since, the emphasis in
insttuctional technology has shifted irons programmed insuu non to indiclualiied
systems 01 teaching to computer -based instruction Iticse duce approaches show
dittetent degrees of Rromise as aids an precollege mathematu s and science classrooms
Programmed isistruction and inchmlualued mstrucuon haste had only limited success
in raising student achievement or inivroving student attitudes ui precollege :dm anon

trrnputet bawd instruction, on the other hand, has Ruse.' strident acluevemeM
ugmikantly in numerous studies. dramatically at-le: led the amount of time needed
for teaching and learning, and greatly altered student attitudes totcaid the computer

Education has undergone several revoluvonary transformations duling its long
history. The Carnegie Commission on I hghet Educat Ion-described three of the
inzajot ones II The first ()edified when societies hope to diffetent late adult

liroles and the task of educating the young was OW led in part. from patents to
teachers and front the home to the school This spec hilitat ion in function greatly
nrcreased both the efficiency the uniformity of education A second
tevolutonoccurted with the adoption of the written word as a tool of education.
The use of Melt...1.01131er tab. IR lea:lung freed learners from the burden of rote
memotuatton and multiplied the amount of information at their thsposar A
third levoluwon came with the invention of printing and the subsequent wide
Ivadahtlity of books flte printing press gave !carnets access to vast storehouses

. of ideas and information.

1983. Bavuood Publishing Co , Inc.4
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[(location is nosy being tianshumed by anodic!r revolution .1 ietolution
based on the applitation ol scienink ter. IIIIrldrq,;,' it1 Ws:till, thrll III the \Souk of
the Cal iiegie Commission oil 1 liellei I kith at11,11 (1 I It 1,, the 1-,a111111 leV,111.1t1011

.11111 '1'1 the 1011g1 tin Nav t hantre edit, ation as moth .1, the tiller.' eaf 1101 I eVida1111111s

-did Among the lienelits that It. lihology promises to 1,1 ing reairiors-ale hotter
mole ,.ointortable, and laster'leaining since students \yin be able to use
tedinologv to learn at (heti WA II 11.1, e and at their (Mil t. 0111eillellt C.. .01101 I tIllItIt", tit 'sock with vastly riche! materials and more sopilitih ate,'
problems. unlimited. individual twining. and alumna tit measin'ement ol1-(%11 Ilet
pr ogi es,.

)

, the loin Ill 'evolution began modestly enough lical(v three (let adev ago The
es ent that naoiks its lieginnint. vras thy publication of II. I . Skinners I L,N.-I article

I he St lento n; Loathing and the An of Teathing 12 1 Skinner argued that
automated tout lung mat lone, , lluld make teaching inort. elle( Ilse. and he
des(' ihed the programmed mat limes that lie and his students had already.
desloped Hie design of the mat limes. he noted. was ,0111sterit \kith Clt.11111Sitelt
Liss. of learning I he ma, hires kepi !carnet s active. reitilorced Loire( I responses
immethatelv and I' equentiv pi csented matetial in a tont' oiled sequence and
gave !ear.nei . «mhol over their ()NATI leaining tales In the ..1 1k k''s 1 ()11, killing
1),11,Ighl ph Skinner proclaimed the (last!' ()I a new CIA Ii 111t.',It kw

We are on the threshotd of an exciting and ievol'atioriaiN per .1,1, 111

h the m.1c1111IIL ,lntiy ,11 Mall will he put to %toil, nl man',
intek.t i (location must play its pal It must at ern the tat I that a
svveerniig revision 01 edutat:onal practices is positlle and mevitalle (
p

Skinner's programmed machines and texts at lust seemed de5tine,1 to
tran,biiiui eduva non. and instructional programs soon became asailahlt (1 every
sidlect and elado level Want% a few years, however..iltits he ^an I inthn. Il
in the programs 1 he the blank insiruchonal tJames, the (Uri!.
atoonred lessons into tiny bits The instruoloonal sequence, %%etc too wit! id
Inflexible The whole approach holed o0 many learners the ti it Ittaln bei:ante
more and more harsh, and by The middle of the 960's, it seettICI dem to many
that Skinner and his colleagues were losing the in gy eat strugg;e of the
technological revolution they had started.

!lope for a technological era in teaching did not the howes,r In 'Ile !ale
9hO's prophets of a technological revolution !inched their hopes I .1 a :cosy star

Individualited instruction was the technology that 'was to vhaiqe the (hope of
education. Like programmed Instruction, instruetrun emphasiled
individual work, self pacing, apd the achievement of mastery. but it usst.longer
instructional units often called learning activitv packages or modules and gave
learners f reedom to choose among dub erent means of achieving pi et-iselv
speed ted educational obiect iv,,es. Indtssdually Prescribed 1.1W11.10101%, l'ttlk!Ct

.
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111,115 Id tloth .(;111ilid I tilli,Illtlit he, dine IlIc b,,,,r 1,,,,,m,.ii ,1 di,.
tildi\ Riti diied \tem, .0 ow pte,,tliego 1,,,,11 ,ti "'sit (licit I i I %mi., it

t C:e0,4,1 a P'." ,ICJI t..1 Agent ii,11 Ns hilt' lilt.' 1 idetst1 Cos. Of tlittittl V1,1 s \IIII1k,1 lilt:.'

IlliIf tlekelt)1/111C111 anti tik\e111111.1t 1011 !Mt \VIIII Ilic th viii,. Hp of I cdel .11 (lind, I, if

etIVU.It 1011.11 IL-W.11A anti ,10\ CI011131C111 111 le, ent 1 ,`.its intOl ,Thl ill ,ii, 1) ,,,N Arm,
.o. rILI\ LICCIIIICti (cm

NI,,st re,:eirth rail, ahitt'a te, 11110100d le\ olinion HI edniatron Ira. ,. II ,e,I
on the ,,omptner i o many. the ioniptitel Neer]. [hirer t4 \,'1y IC to tido,.
In%It th 1 1011 I -.1I1 retitnit. flit' \indent to respond a, tivelN, , it ..111 reintoRe
Lorteo t e.p me. 1111111eillatel% . it ,.111 \2.'1 1, at lilt' studiv'. 1.,.e and rt. ,,art

hill:::: a svti-ma(ti.- plan (,I iti.sti tit non And the i otni)to et ,,111 also do other
dung\ that gttitil.teaitter.ilo It :an he all 111tinrely 1111r rem Imo!, .1 'cc I wiliokis
(' \MIMIC!, ,111 epgagIng petit)! met _Ind .1 t 11 eleN1 St ht./LIU/CI cc! IIINi I lit lion

A., itthli eilni.thq \\ tititn; abutti the de\ elopnient ot itt.titti trondl
tet_lnif)logy (luting the I`)\() N And I ()MY% i,-.111Cti lit impel "Next year
Jerticalent':' 1.If the tole teletteil to a 1 CJI I 1 (let 1.11.111011 01 hope ntatle l'N
11111i01% 01 Jest N that Ilcn \Vnlid Ie \ I t Cliblate Pa 1\kiVer II lel l,ACM I hi! HIV,
k COI 1,11 Ie 1 V hen 1 !lel(' NSA% 1MR...1011,11 hunt' ()1 icdliiing tin. gosil Ill[ Idlihhil
sahlattled 11,..11 u11111111\111 M. I(l this LICk LII,Illull III \t! Ill IMF! li t,:dtlikdkl ' \t In the
0 Id S C lit NA CIL' In .1 NI11111.11 1)II:d1,...1111CIII I 'RAI lIt)l)C% 101 the t omit), tct a
iet 1.11t,'A,g.., dirox \,.ele i ontinuall% limiratell (luting the 1`)tit) .anti l'h,tY, hot
till'' vier,. able 11, kitep rip their spur s 111 c on, olitlitIng 'II nr\I 1 CM', 11I.1 e'O.L. 1
I,1 OW! Iii II; (Ills N, em . drtapptnntment% and ,cihaiks

I t),I,o, tna irk !lima' teilinoliTtst\ no longet need to he sitthhom ,)itt imp,' \
it, belt..2 \ C MI.! lit' c tlining 01 .1 technol.vt...11 age in oil', at tun I III1C1 ha% C

Ch'Illt.'d rhe 111".111"1114 lihs In11/1441.1111111(.1 II:" "RIC the". \"`tterthed Seals
iii the Itt..toiN . I human cocrety NIIIItt,n, iii petipc ,,,, 11,2, c,,,,,Ii,,,
tiittittel, at howi and at 1..011, asilil intl.t will ti.t. them in theiT vs,Ili ,o, ilt'
..m.1 ot the it :11,IrN, I S CI ',C, ft c! ,,I Sc cl. ICI% Sc III !, .:11C, ,t'll \ 11101110i ctills I

I CS.S 5 c.IIN ,yir ;1111 C1,1 55.1s 0),111)(1111\ !hut/chi III .1% Ii!t` lit filii:0,e OW
IlkAlio(4/ h g;01,.114,. 11,A, II Sc. III he remembered in, ',rime gerrelarroll,,,r, Ili(
t-t,Ini.111 VI !!`,C I Wit .11 itifi IN not Ilk eIN I., C., ape the tmpt mt that the ,,,,,witiet...

I s le . \ Inv ,II Mil tii,lcs
ll, ha! in,. I. 1 v, III III,: . ontl,ni, It' 1,,,)1,,m, al wt.' III I.:tint..WI'. I :-, ,' III Id je I. ?lei . '

I oi wow III Ill 1 \t c .1,,. ,kit's ti., \t c,1,1,1 I ['Ina! it ilkl It. ll ', 1,15 ,... t`I:011 IV. Ili,.' Igt
et: 111.11 1-c IIII1,1"g) I ill. It' t11,1 55 hIgt2111( I It' ills4

t1,111 thin CV,IikLit ((III, t Au ',dirt I eVli t)II \Init. f.!1,11
10(11110100' (Ins 1:',0 Its t)\ Cl.lre Is I eql 10 OW 103101

ties10r c! tItnn.y: the i,t. t 'ince plor.taintnvil mum',
s% a ems ot tea,. thin \ nother

11),_11. (II this er,., I 1. i11s11licm.1 I k. s .111 I St ,i 11,e leailline at the plecoll,.rse level
a, t' IS M. 1.100 li11.11 Wed, 11.1 `11t)\\ II 1'1 he e\1-e, tall\
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level and non science findings ate include"! occasionally, howevet to provide
background lor the major pomt

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION,
IN ptcal of the reviews written in the IA wave of excitement about

programmed instruction MC those by Silberman 151 and Schramm 161. Silberman reported results I win I theen c6rnparisons of programmed and
konvenoonal nisi I Ilit ItHI Nine 01 Ilic comparisons reported superior learning-..

loon programmeditlistrin lion. and sils reported o difference in the results of
the t wo lea, lung methods Si. Ina nun' s report was aced on thirty-six comparisons
4 programmed and convent mai instruction- 1.ig teen of the iopartsons
reported" no %twilit:ant (hit tense in achievement of programmed and
vonvenovalbt taught ilasst , but setenven studies showed a signif scant
supenottiClor the students that worked with the programs, and only one study
showed a I trial supemoiny for Itraidassikmi studelits 1- ight of the expel itaenters
repot ted a tune ad %intage tot the students using programs. .aild one extrunenter
mentioned a ,.ost adsantage

1Review strom the I ields or mathemat ics and s. rence education repotted results
that were less Womble to propa Milled instruction 13tiggs and Angell tepoted""that orals two 01 rourteen studies in science and niathemahcs classes found"
swim kant I% higher exammat Ion scores for students taught with programs 171:
the other st tidier, ound no significant differences in resit-s of the competing
Instructional methods /.oil's review reported even less favorable results from the"ield of mathematic% education 1g1 (W the studies he reviewed in which
programmed instruction was compared to a traditional method, three reported
sapid want learning gams In mathematics in favor of programmed instruction;
three eiWirted significant learning gams in favor of the traditional coot se. and
seven loundno statistically' sigiof %cant difference.

Only a I ew limited conclusions can he drawn from these earls reviews. Fit st,
programine7.1 instruction often has no significant effect on student achievement
No significant differences due to achievement were found rn SO pet l cut of the
studres 'mewed by Schramin 161 in 40 per cent of the studies I cries% ed by
Silberman 151. in M-I pet cent of the studies reviewed by Briggs .ind Angell 171 ,.and in S4 per :cut of the studies reviewtd by 'Lull (%1 Sekontl, w henprogrammed instruction has a signd leant et tect on leatmuir the tile, I P., 1111,1\tlikely lobe positive...V. the studies reporting signifkant dill en Cult es, Schramm161 found that 94 per cent favored.programmed instruction. Silberman ICI and16118111 and Angell 171 found that 100 per Cent favored programming, and /011found that 50 per cent favored

programming. And thud. programmed1641 often has a significant effect on the amount of time students need-,.
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Meta-Analytic Method

All of these early reviews used the mine crude technique lot integrating the
evaluation results 'the box score, or frequency count of studies favorable and
unfavorable to a method. Although box scores may provide a general overview
o( an :Ina, they have serious limitations. Firs!, reviewers who construct box
score? do not all use the same standards in classifying studies as favorable or
unfavorable. Their dicholomous classecalionsoftent urn imz 'o he unreliable
'Second, box-score reviewers do not say how (mat better one method is than
another; they simply repoEtirow often the method conies out Ai top Readers .

need to knowiwhet her the victories are', in Glass'spords, "tSy).n nose hi in a
walkaway.'" (9) Finally, box-scbre reviewers do not use statistical methods to
find the characteristics that distinguish studies with positive results from those
with negative findings. Trying to distinguish between the two types of studies
withiout using statistics is like trying to grasp the sense of hundreds of test scores
without usmi statistical methods to organize the data

Th-overcome the Immations of such box-score reviews, Class introduced a set
of objective review procedures which he dubbed "meta-analysis in his
presidential address to the American Hucational Research Association [9, 101
By meta-analysis, Blass simply meant the analysis of anah. ses, moi e lormail)
the statistical analysis of a large collection of results from individual studies tor
t he pur pose of 4tegiaftng the findings. Researchers who car r y put a meta analysis
first locate 5t udtXs of an issue by clearly specified procedures. They then
characterize the tititcomes of all studies on a common scale of effect size The
effect size for a given study describes in standard deviation units the ditierence
in performance .9f the expdrimental and control groups. Meto-analysts next
describe study feakures in categorical or quam.quanntative terms Fmaliy
meta-analysts use multivariate to lintques to describe linding,s and relate
chaiaeterisiics of studies to study outcomes.

Achievement Effects

Hartley located a total of foity separate reports written between 196' and
1974 on the effects of programmed not uction iii elementary and secondai
mathematics class 11 I These forty reports described result, from a total of
eighty-itme comparisons of programmed and conventional teaching of
mathematics. In the typical comparison conventional and programmed classes
differed in exammanon performance by only .11 standard deviations The
perfordance levels )ifit he prbgranuned and conventional groups were th.erefore
virtually indistinguishable at the fiftieth percentile for the conventional group
and the fifty-four h percent Ile for the programmed group.

REST COPY AVAIUTLE
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-L Kulhwalb, and Kulik's eta-analysit covered -fortveight
.w-

independent evak6ations of prop Armlet! instruct ron in secondary s.-hools .

More than two - thirds of the studies eX21111111ed applications of programmed
instruction m mathematics and ti; physicil sciences A few evaluated
programmed teaching iii the sockV scletces,land few focused on programmed
teaching in the humatuttes. A teifal of fort' -scaln of file Potty -eight studies
contained result s from achleVOIllent CX3111inal la*. The aver age of ect of
programmed gm ruction in these studies was to raise achievement test results by
.08 standard deviations, or from the 50th percentile to the S3rd'percentile

Finally, J Kulik,Clifien,;ind Ebeling located Ifftk-seven studios compar ing
elf cots of programmed and conventional instruction aiwt Ire college level (13(
'1-his meta-analysis coveted ..many applications of programmed instruction to
mutt hernatics teaching and also covered applications of programmed reailung to
the phYsical sciences, life sciences, and social sciences Relatwels tens of the
studies covered programmed teaching in the humanities. A total of lift) -six of
the I if ty seven studies contained result s rom achievement examviat ions. In the
typical college-level study. programmed instruction raised studenr annum uOn

scores by approximately .2fs standard deviations, or limn the `q)111 to the Will
peicentde.

Achievement Effects and Study Features

Two factors-seemed to affect study results (Figure I ). Bust. et I ects of

programmed inst ruct ton appeared to be stronger at the college level 'hail at the
lower levels of instruct ion. As we have already indicated, the average et ect of
programmed mxt r uct ion was to increase student achievement by J ppm \ innately
one-quarter standard deviation at the college level and b) one-tenth standard
devrat Km at the precollege level. A second factor that Influenced ..?C 0, el teLt
was die time when the study was perlorined Hartley repotted a "mi.-1,01,n id
.39 between study year and site of study effect 11 11.J. Kuhk et al leh,r led .1
correlation of .11 (131, and C.-E. Kuhl( et al. reported a correlation ot 2>

II 2(. In each of the meta-analyses, later studies reported signiticalk
effect s t han did earlier studies.

Relationships t4tss een size fo.' effect and other stndv Icalrne\'sere
and less consistent trim meta-analysis to meta-analysis. !Little) uur example.
found some evidenct that evaluator involvement m the design of teaching and
testing materials led to stronger effects (I . C.-L. Kuhl( et al. also found suture
evidence that average effects were largesin the social sciences than in the
physical sciences and- mathematics, although tins I !riding was based on a
relatively small number of studies of programmed mstructron in the social
sciences (12.( .
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Figure 1 Effects of pi wit ammed instioctiun, as reportici
In early and recent studies

Note: Study I is Hat Cley's meta-anA NI% 01 results t tom 1necullere %iudies [Si
,

Study 2 is J Kuhk, Cohen, and Fbeling's inta-analyst, ur f Hidings from giades
6 through 12 I t .Stud .4 is C . Kuhk,Schwalh. and Kuhk's moa-analy.as
of college level tu;ilings II 21
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Other Effects

Only a few studies located for these meta-analyses repotted results oy
nommellective outcomes of programmed instruction. t2.-1.. Kuhl( et al., for
example, found results from attitudinal measures In nine .of the forty-eight
evaluations of programmed instruction at thestcondary level 1121. In four
of these nine studies, the programmed class rated the subject being taught
more positively than did the conventional class; the other five studies ter
conventional class gave the higher ratings. The average effect of programmed_
instruction on attitude measures was -.14. This implies that in the typical
study, students in the ptogiammed class gave slightly lower ratings to the subject,
being taught than did students in the conventional class.

Only four of the fifty-seven college-level studies located by 1. Kulik et al.

'N's.
reported student ratings results II 31 . Ratings of ()vela!l course quality were
higher in the programmed class in two of the It it studies, a MI conventional
ratings were higher in the remaining two studies. On a 5-point scale going from
I (lowest rating) to 5 (highest ratitig), the average rating of course quality
was 3 41 in the typical programmed class, whereas the average rating was 3.49 in
the typical conventional class

1 Kulik et al. also reported that nine investigators collected weekly ieports
of study hours from students taught by programmed and conventamal nitthods
II 31 Six itt the investigators found that programmed materials resulted in
a time saving, and three reported a time saving with conventional teaching_
On the average., the conventional approac required six hours per week of
student time, and the programmed approaL required about five hours. In

general, we can conclude that programmed instruction makes no extra demand
on student time and sometimes results in a significant time saving for students.

Conclusions

Given the expectations once held for prpgrammed instruction, its record
of effectiveness seems disappointing. Skinner and his followers expected
programmed instruction to bring about a revolution in education. They expected
it to make learning more efficient and joyful. The most thorough reviews of
findings on programmed instruction showed that this method does npt
produce such results.

The most positive findings on programmed instruction came from
college-level studies. Here, programmed instruction produced at least moderate
positive effects on student learning, and programmed teaching also tended to
redo time spent in learning. Results from recent studies of programmed
instruction were especially impreslive. This improvement in stud results may
be due to improvements in the art or science of programming made over the
years.
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The outlook for programmed ins1111Clitql to ptt.escolieQe mjuhenial aj\ id

lIcknct teaching looks twit less promising than does its future in postsecondary
education. I ear ntog elf ects wets especlalh te.ik trie

teaching and in science and mathematics Another negative 11.611 "a, the
reaction of students to classes taught with plow ammed instruction Pi ogiammed
knortiction does not produce enthusiastic .aLt.eptatice ()MSC content 1 his

&lilt its applicant) in the elemental- v and seconder) s.hools II but search.
therefore, is for an i struction.il technology' dim will ,(11011,1,.. to 1,,,,0,114,
science and mathern tics education, we have to look hes tint, !init.:lammed
texts and programs d win kbooks to sui li`contenipoi ars ()! shoots ill
ppgrinuned teachin s individualized and ronlputer h.1Sed !list! II. lino

4
INDIVIDUALIZED SYSTEMS OF INSTRUCTION

Individualized systems (CI teaching usually regime leaf nets to dentonsr,,,re
mastery tit lower level skills beton: they move on to higher tilde' skills
Matheinancs is therefore consideted by mans to he an ideal sublet-, for
lndividuatlzanon since WI') a hierarchically ordeiet1 held in which concepts
gettChiliy build on the foundation provided bs prior cont (lit, !he early
reviews of the effectiveness of individualization in precollege mathematics
teaching, however, did not give a positive prt:tule of t he etfr.is of
individualization

Schoen concluded that elementary school results were ovens helmingly
against individualized instruction as measured by mathematics aclue'vement
111. At the secondary level, only one out of twelve studies reviewed by Schtwn
reported improved mathematics achievement in individualized classes. wl!eceas
three researdieis repot led greater achievement in traditional clases Schoen
also reported that no study at the secondary level showed improvement ni
the affective aieas alltibtltable to indtVIdttallidttt )11 St.I1OCII's USIOON \+, etc
almost entitely negative

Over fifty studies in all grade levels Timed .it show, g the effectivtsness
of this approach demonstrate no consistent objective cvklek:e that their
will be student improvement of any sort, lite most cons, ent result is less
mathematics achievement with an individualizing approd,h I 1 I,. 3)6 I

Ihisch's findings for mathematics instruction rn grades 7 tinting!' I 2 w etc
sonilar 145). Of the thirty-three studies that hereviewed nl whit, h individualized
instruction was compared to group-based teaching, tivt. reported significant
kerning gains in mathev tics in favor of individualized instruction. four
reported significant gains in firm of group-based instruction: and twenty-four
foynd no statistically stgnificant differences. Nineteen of the studies reviewed
by Hirsch Included results from scales measuring attitude towards mat hernat
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Only three of the nineteen studies ieported significant dill.eiences bets\ etui
the treatments'In each case, individualweck !fish ucrion was tound to he superwr

A-ito conventional insi 7gruction. % f

Given the lack of positive I 'tidings at the precollege level, the , °liege level
indings on individualized instruction seem almost star thug File nulls idnahied

method studied most frequently at the college level is Pelsonallied
System of Instruction. or PSI 1.11. A number of reveweis have repohed that'

4

evaluation results for this method are highly positive (In HI A ts- ph-al
box-score review found, for example, that l'S1 improved student esarummon
peittumanke n."95 per cent of all studies, ;Ind it unproved esain.tion
performance six/WI-cant/I. in more than SO per cent 01 all studies I I SI

Box-sone and 'putative reviewer, also pointed out that student tahno hiehh,

favorable in PSI classes. but some reviewers cautioned that , muse withdrawal
rates maN be higher in classes

Achievement Effects

Hartle s 's meta- analysis on mnosativc approaches in niathemat ics Hist,- ut. hurl
in the elementary rind secondary school included htty -OM' studies on .

individualized systems IIII I hese Id ty-one paper., repot ted results lionisi
total of I .19 separate comparisons Hartley' bound that the avemge cheol
reported in these studies .was sviall In 0 rthe .v pica! cascose of an ndisithhibied
system of t eat: Iliiroratsed examination pertormanceThy I (1 standard deviations.

This effect was. only ,lightly larger than the average Oleo ol programmed
instruction in the studies examined by Hartley.

Bangert, kultk and Kuhl( located fifty -one separate studies on the effects
of individualited systems of instruction at the secondary school lescl I:01.
A total of forty-nme studies reported results front achievement tests. and all but
seven of these studies \s ere in the .11Tii.S of Illati1C111311C1,111t1 SCIellt i. Mc avciatic

ef feet of individualization in the forty.mne studies was to 1.11V. .1t IlleVe111C1It
test perVriniinceby .10 standard deviations, or from the chili pr,entile to the
54th percentile.

J. Kul*, Kubik, and (sullen's meta- analysis of researA on PSI in ,ollei.ie
classes presented a strikingly different picture of the effectiveness of
individualized teaching 1211. The data for this meta analysis C.1111(% 110111

seventy-five courses, taught both conventionally and by PSI, described in
seventy-two different papers. A total ol sixty-two ,of the seventyhve studies
reported final examination averages in PSI and conventional classes In the
typical study, the average examination score in the PSl class was .5 standard

-..,

deviations higher than was the average score in the Conventional class. Thus
means that in the typical college-level study PSI raisedthe (ma! examination
score of a typical student from the 50th to tl-2- 70th percentile.
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ilichievemety,11-ftts and Study Features

/-1
lhe result; id the three meta anah Ntigrv,1 titan Adis ualued in,/

has dafcrent efleets at dif !crew instrnctionaLlevels I he aerage el t ect of
indivadaahied sytterns was to rats(' cfammation 10)10 by about one-eighth
stendard devlatio n at the ple..ilege !est.! :end hs about one halt standard
deviation at the Lollew level The elementai \ and Ne.,:oildiN c, Rare small

the eallege effect seems large enough to be imporr,or
Meta.analy s %yolk mg in .1 1111Mber ()I cid ett .11 ea., have reported a

sirliftoopt IeIlltronshlp between studs source and !.stildles; located

In dissertatitins ol ten contain weaker !inklings. studies Iodated in journal
Anklet olte.li CO111(1111 111011p,e1 I mdmg, Smith ides reportid on the consistencvy)
of-this result nn numerous ineta-anals sea ..doted out at the t linveisitv Ott
Colorado 1221 I Kidd. has discussed the lOnsisteno of du, fuldine ui
Uruversity-440\tidngan I t a-a nal\ ses (231 In the t\rie.tl meta -anal
*wording to ginned, the average el lect reported in journal article, is I 0 standard
deviation, higher Ohm the avelage'effect le-ported m dissertations

The tntlercne Ire kih\CI t.111011 and formal 101t1h% is rarticulailY striking
in studies . +I indroklualued ur,t1 wilon lI mitts 2) Ili 11.1111eN .1 11103..111.0y S1S

on mdmdualtied 111111th (UM in precollege mathematics education. the ,iverage
at six et fect described in journal arth les vas .7.0). the aerage of eighty-live
dissettation Meets was .1 2 II If In Banger! et al 's meta-analysis on
Individualized secondary-school teaching, the average of ten et 1 ects described
in journal al treks was .29. the as erage oh thnty-six -dissertation effects was
AO [201. In J Kuhl. et al.'s incia-anftlysis on PSI nn college leaching.
the overage of lottv-st\ elides described in journal .needle, was c 7 . the
Plug c of three dissertation Oleos was .1 5 12 1 I he pat tein of odlege and
Precollege findings IN thus more similar than it Inas at first appear to he. The
difference between journal and disscr tation t 'tidings are roughly the same at
each instrkktional level fie ()serail nieta-anals th. results dif lei. however).r
because precollege findings were !cowered inamh iron1 dr.ser tat Ions sshereas
toilette findurgs came almost,entue.ls from journals

Other findings on study teatures are less strong aunt leN\ 0,1ININR" Nounmetaanalysp to meta -Anal% sh !Little \ 101111d that studies using new,
craluatordesigned teat lung. and It:Sling match raft ,hosed !Mtge( results than
IN studies using held-tested ,ommereial materials (valuator involvement

lAstruction thus seemed to strengthen evaluation result. J. Kuhl. rt a1
reported that eliects were sittnar.el when dit erent teachers \1. ere in charge of
PSI and control classes And weaken when the same teacher taught both
eXpetiMetital and control sections of a cow se 111( Kuhk and his colleagues also
f(Itind this relationship in other meta-m.11).w% of ctilletre-level findings. A sumlar
effect has not been established in incta awls vs of Precollege linkhngs
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Figure 2. Effects of individualized instruction on achievement examinations,
as reported in studies located in journals and dissertations.

Note: Study I is Hartley's meta-analysis of results from elementary and
secondary schools [81; Study 2 is Banger!, Kulik, and Ktilik's meta-analysis of
findings from grades 6 through 12 1201; Study'3 is J. Kulik, Kulik, and Colien's
meta-analysis of college-level findings 1211 .
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Other Effects

Bangert et al.'s metwnalysis also examined nonintellective outcomes of
mdividualitat ion secondary school classes (20(. In general, these
nonihtellective effects were small. Fourteen studies, for e \ample, contained
re§tilts on student attitudes toward -the subject matter being taught. The
average effect 4 individualization m the 1 ourteen. st udies was to raise attitude
ratings by only .14 standard deviations.

As one might expect. resets-from individualized college reaching were
strikingly different from thege secondarytehooliesults J Kuhl, et al repotted
that differences m student ratings of PSI and-control classes were pronounced-
(211. Students rated 'PSI classes as more enjoy+le, more demanding, And
higher in overall quolity and contribution to student 14nrung Kulik and his
associates alsb reported that PSI and conventional classes apparenVy [lax
equal demands on student time. The difference in time spent in PSI and
conventional sections of a course seldom amounted to as much as houi or
two for a complete semester.

Conclusions

Individualized systems of instruction have apparently made only !muted
contributions to precollege math and science teaching in the past Such
teaching systems have raised examination scores and improved student attitudes
by only a small amount The prospects for major cyntributions from, this
teaching technology in the future seep remote

It is poisible, however. that individual systems have not been o,pertly
evaluated. The vast majority of evaluations at the precollege level have bee
carried out as dissertation research Graduate students who produce such
research are usual!) relatively inexperienced evaluators. working with !muted
resources under severe time constraints Journal results produced hs more
experienced evaluators with access to greater resources may lit-Rore reliable
than are dissertation results. If we were to give more weight to ,trial results
than to dissertation findings in drawing conclusions, we wk rid have to
conclude that individualization shows sonic promise for mipioving instruction
at the precollege level

It is possible to argue, on the other hand, that' dissertation and journal
evaluation's do not differ greatly in quality. Any differences in their results
would then conic fulp the different degrees of selection that are e\ercised rn
releasing the findings. Journal articles are reviewed at various levels lot
statistical significance. dis'sertation writers arc yntire free to include
nonsignificant result, in their reports Under this potheas. ek,aluat Ions of
individualized instruction at the precollege level have not p p ea 1 d in journals as

38-180 0 04 9
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i&t.inetAy at in dissertations because this form of instruct tAn-liac,rriot-prOduceCt..
the kind of significant iesults that journals publish. '

PSI's miiquely strong record 4S1 elfet,.:tiveness also conies from an
,evaluation literature alai Itas a uiNue

N
cnataeVriatis This literattne is almost

etitirelY lacking in dissentsitlortevaluations. If dissertation writers had produced
n

More Likvaluations of Pg :ivouldAlicir findings be as pow as those at the
w

precollege level? There Ifo walo be certain:But onsepointas clear. There,
would have tit he aAtivnge b79ily of consistently iresativeYrivPings to outweigh
the mipressiVd ord has established iripurnal-pubiVations. To date.,
there is nu evideitc4Ahat, a- large body of urryibblished negaiive results exists.
It is probably safe to con dude therefore Mat indiiidualuanon proeces small
improvements iii precollege instruction and greater gains at (Tie college level.
Individualized syitems of iOrtiction may be most effectivOcir mature leatners
workingii the Unconstrained environment of a college campuS.

O

COMPUTER -BASED INSTRUCTION

The earheiit.reviews'of UM effectiveness concluded that the computes can
be used to enhance student achievement, especially in elementary schools.
Vmsonhaler and Bass's Li:view, for example, repotted on results from ten
Independent 'studies -three covering, instruction in language arts and seven
covering nutthematics teadimg 1241. The studies 'averaged 7.1 months in
duration and provided a total of twenty-nine spearate compal Bons of Is111
and conventional teaching in mathematics. Results of most of the
comparisons were statistically signific'ant and favored CBI; only two of the
twenty-nine differences favored conventional instruction. In the typical study,
children who received CBI drill and practice plus conventional instruction
showed performance gains of 4.5 months over children who received only
conventional teaching.

Edwards, Norton, Taylor, Weiss, and Dusseldorp reviewed studies at various
educational levels and in various subjects, and they also reached positive
conclusions about the effectiveness of CBI 1251. Findings were especially
clear when CBI was used to supplement conventtonalteaclung. Ot the nine
relevant studies reviewed, all showed that normal instruction supplemented
by CBI 'was more effective than was normal instrmclion alone. Findings were
less clear when C131 was substituted, in whole or in part, for traditylal
instruction: nine studies showed that the CBI students achieved more than
non-CBI students, whereas eight studies found little or no difference a ndsthree
studies showed mixed results. Finally, all studies of instructional time showed
that it took less tune for students to learn through CBI than through other
methods.
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Achievement Effects

Hal 1111 \\ 110 In \I It; ,I1'I,1\ .111.IIV \I\ lt; 1 Intl OW% (1.11. to, used
on nuttlionlatics ed(1(..it ion in elemental% and sek.tuit.lai% sdlools II I She
reported that the a%crapircItc,t ot hut% 1 Re separate studies %vas to
false NilidCilt 1 e%einent 11% -1 I standaid deviation% oi How the soth
isoftentile It the ot) r),icentilt 1 lac th. .II;(, repotted that the leo ptinithed
h% contputer-based teat:lung %%0;(.. not (ine u, 1,11).!(. 1)11.)dilt.t'd 1)%

piograinsot peel an(' :loss-age tutorin. but the %%Ale tar Luger than
prodm-ed 1)\- piograninied ultllu ction or the use (II tridi% [dual -frig pa( kets

Burns and lio/einan Itke Ilart1(:%. tistinicia-aii.11% Nis 10 link, Ite
I 'tidings on compute' -assistet1 inatheinatk. instructIon in cleinentar% and
N e,orklar% sclio(11.. In all. these reie%%ers lot:met! 1011 \ 1_1(11C \ In \M11(1 CBI
drill aml,prak tke or tutoitals supplemented iiaditional (toil
The\ 11,kitR1 owrall died! \Ile, ot 4 tot olinputel hasckl tutolial instruction
and . ;4 tor (hill and pia. In c

1 he Inca a anal \is 1)% .1 hunk 11111,....ert and V) 1111.011s \attuned tit t%
\ladies 1)1, CBI in glades l) through I.' I-271 -V iota! oi 1,11% ;11,111 the
titt -one stud R.. that the% lo,rted reported achie%enient test rcsults More than

/'her cent tot these studies (\anitned ( 1i I elicits iiiatheinatks tea, hinr
ror eel the cludie,c..imilied c131 mccl. 111 ,11),.1

I!le the ,111111,iitti lit and pra,th.c.
t..tortals, inatiagenu.iit \elciscs .ind pia,
1)7.1graiiiiiitng as a means ot cogniti%L skills !Lc ac.i.o.,.c thee( ol
(.131 in the torty-mlit studies %lac It) I;IFC ter.'. h% ;. standard
kIL`I.j3(10111,.. or tioni the clnli to the (,tilt pelentile

J 11)I ( I 01 \ Inel1.111.IN.1/4\1\ C \.111.1110.1 CBI Ire

e IlegV 1/41.1,\C%
I

A 1111 it (11 tilt`.-ilium (II III I I! !It', lilt
1' meta anal% \is look,. I .11 .1(111evenint tsk iestilts \ ca; h t000 thuds t'I
1;!,..e studies ,atile hunt co(lr.ses 111 111.1lhelI1,1(4.1. N,1:11,1' .111d eIlL;111CCIIII):.

i)1 0.11 I ..1.11IC tined 1).%'Lliology and the soci.ir%ocricc.
iCI CBI uI ,1 1,1150 hie%cnient ht

.wpro \whitely 2c siantlard desiations.oi hoin the ',Oil] to the (10th p(.1,0411 Ile

Achievement Effects and Study Features

Meta-anal% st's ie%iming hare been killable IL) I Ind
stroNielations between study Icat WC'S and results.

rliecii helpi,11, however, 111 questions about CBI et te,ttveness and
in Alining ku e:IN %heft' 1110IC e \e,IrLII is needed

, P

On the halts tit I indIngs on niatlwillatit:, tea' ,11111g, J. kllitk has suggested that
CBI results 111.1 \I he a I unt:Ii,)11 i i Ill.11l.. !lona! loci Coviptitetbased
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teaching appears to raise examination scores in mathematics by approximately
.4 standard deviations at the elementary level, by .3 standard deviations at
the secondary level, and by only .1 standard deviation at the college level_
Kuhk suggested that at the lower levels of Instruction, learners might benefit
more from the stimulation and guidance provided by a highly reactive teaching
medium It is not yet clear, however, that this relationship between CHI
results igi instructional level holds true in all content areas. Until more
evidence is available, Kuhk's suggestion should be treated as tentative.

Short-term studies of CBI have sometimes reported stronger effects than
..,

have long-term studies. This suggests that the novelty of using a computer
may play some role in its effects on students. Results on this factor, however,
have not been especially strong or consistent from meta-analysis to
meta-analysis. The difference in results from long and short studies reached

,,.._borderline significance in J. Killik et al.'s meta-analysis of secondary schotl
'salts 1271, the superiority of short-term over long-term results was less

pronounced and did not reach statistical significance in meta-analyses by Hartley
11 11 and J. Kulik et al 1281.

Meta-analysts have also suggested other relatibriships between CBI results
and study features. but these relationships have not been, I illy established.
Hartley found that CBI was relatively ineffective in the.few s u ies Where
it was used as a complete replacementfor conventional teaching II I 1 . Other

meta-analysts have not calculated effects separately for studies in which CBI
substituted completely for t.onventionaP teaching, and so Hartley's finding
still needs to be confirmed. J. Kulik.et al.'s tnetAmt lysis on secondary school
applications of CBI found somewhat greater eff liveness in more recent
implementations of CBI, reflecting perhaps an increase In the quality of CBI

' software 1271. Student achievement mEreased by .27 standard deviations
in CHI studies carried out before 1970, but Increased .46 standard devuvions '''')

in studies carried out between 1976 and 1980. Other meta-analysts have not
rephrted a tune trend in study outcomes, but they also have not included
so many recent reports in their analyses. J.....

Other study features seem unrelated t9 CBI resulti. CBI results fronnoth
journal articles and disvrtations are basically similar; studies from both sources
show moderate achievement gains for students using computers ifclassrooms. ct
Evaluator involvement in the computer-based teaching programs also appears
to have little effect on achievement gains, when evaluator involvoinent is
indexed by the affiliation of the 'researcher, the use of locally designed tests,
or the use of materials untested'in the field, Hartley provided evidence that
such features make a difference in studies of programmed instruction and
individualized instruction (I I-1; she was unable to find any evidence that
such factors played an important role in achievement outcomes of CBI
studies.
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Other Effects

-1. Kulik anal\ sis td seconds's sdu.of finding. ,,,,,,mmcd
attitudinal ettects ot r 'I hose titsestigatais mund that the et I ects of
CBI on attitudes toss aid instruction were small but the effects on attitudes
towards compiners eie modeate to large In ten studies examining ajtifutic%
towards sublets matter, for e \attlple, lhe .iveragc sue of elle, t was I 2 soilidaitl
deviations, and in another tour4judies examining ratings in the quahts of
instruction. the average sue of et fect was 19 stand,ud ...,tniations In lom
studies mm estigatmg attrt,udes tot.% Ard., coapufer,,, ho\A eve, the sire
of elicit was (ti standard deviations Students who wk-eiced past of 'nen,
instruction on comptitet terminals, thefelote. developed vets lavolable
attitudes towords the computer

1 Kuhl. et al also located two studies on the amount of tune students tools
to learn 127) In one of the studies, students spent I minutes on 'war 'kiwi;
and studs when taught with computers. and 2 20 minutes hen taught
conven tonal manner l'he 'IQ per cent sa imy.s ni time w ;is 0,.pircalent to a sie
ul eft Cr ot standard deviations In the other studs students spent '4)
min es on instruction and studs when taught w (impute!, and 745
nl utes when taught conventionally The titi per cent sasings in tune
obviously peat and of practIcal npoitance for teaching

J el al also located ollege-level studies that evunincd t Ill citecis
on attitudes and noruct A Mille (28) Results in these ateas wife onsistent4
with J. Kuhl: et al 's results at the secondaiy level 1211. l'he avehwe diet!
ul ('SI at the collegelovel was to impro.e attitudes toward ni,..11)1, 'eon h.
24 standard deviations and to improve attitudes towards subset t inat'e,

.18 standard deviation.. 1. pilik et al also reported that in va, !. of ci :ht
studies, the computer produced a sub.1 ant tat savings iii insti clonal time
(I 81. On the average the conventional approach required hoots of
intructional timafer week, and the computer based ed ;0,0ni
2.25 hours There appears to be little doubt. therefore. that students can be
Might with computers in less time than w conventional methods ot college
teaching.

4
Conclusions

Evaluative studies showed that C1311ras real potential as a tool in impri,Vng
Precollege mathematics and science teaching 1 he In st criterion on v, Inch
CBI excelled was student achievement. The average ect of ('1$ on precollege
mathematics and scier;ct. instruction was to raise Student achievement by
approximately A standard deviations. or Tim tit" Cgth percentile to the 61)thPercentile. This lcstIpms tasorabl to the 01 I t'k Is III Olt h'. odic!
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technologies. Both 1pogrammed instruction4and lidividuahred instruction
Litsed student achievement in precollege mathematIcs and st ience by only

.1 standard deviatnins. i

CBI also showed good results when measured by the criterion of Instructional
trine.. Several studies shZiwed t hat st udents can learn more quickly withh
computer assistance than with conventional teaching methods Although the
claim of quicker IC3Intng has been made for programmed instimition,finding,s
for (III are far more dramatic than arc I indings for programmed instrin tion
Tilts timesaying effect of CI31 is potentially as important as are its eftects on
student achievement

A third important effect of (131 was to foster positive attitudes iowind
the computer. .Students who learned w it li computer assistance felt more
positively about computers than did stride in.s who received all their instr action
by conventional means. Use of the computer in instruction may therefore
help prepare students for the computer society in which, they will live and work
With more than hall of all workers projected to be using computers in their jobs
by the end of this century,C131 etlects on attitudes to.sard computers are of
great potential Importance.

One of Xe iemarkable things about CBI studies at the pr ecollege level is
how robust the findings are CBI findings were similar for dif ferent groups of
studies carried out under different conditions The worrisome complications
found in studies of progrannned and indivulnaltied instruction were absent from

. the CBI literature Journ. I and dissertation studies of CBI repotted similar
results. Evaluator involve! lent In the development of teaching material did
not seem to he necessary Apr positive results. C 1.11 e..t t ects were acceptably strong

in both early and recent studies. .,

One of the 1 ew thing., that may weaken seriously the effectiveness of CBI

is its use as a compkte replacement for conventional teaching. CBI is not often
used in this way, but Ilartley .managell to locate a few studies in whit. II CBI
totally replaced conventional t eailti/ig (1 I I She reported that the results
of these studies were unimpressive. Total iehauce on the computer as teacher
therefore seems to be one thing that schoOl systems should ;not& The
effectiveness of C,111 appears to be enhanced. on the other hand, by the use
of up-to-date programs andinputers. J. K (ark et al.'s meta-analysis coveted a .

number of studies cat r led otutlih the period from I97o to I OSO. when programs
and computers had increased in sophistic:limn, and results from these studies -.

seemed to be especially positive 1271.
':. CBI results also appeared to be somewhat stronger at tlli g. lower level of

instruction than at the higher level's. That is perhaps because programs developed

so far exploit capacities of the machme most adapted to lower level learning.

its patience in drillingl'and tutoring students and its capacity to respond
immediately and appropriately to student answers. A major evaluation of CBI

11,

_arr..
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whose results were published top recently lot inclusion in the ii10,1LInalytk
studies shows what can be accomplished by an infinitely' patient Loputer
in an elementary school classroom (291. the study was a IOW -yeat project
conducted by the Educattonal resting Set 'u 1-S),in four elementary schoolsin the Los Angeles School District In each of the 4ihools halt of the lirstthrough sixth graders efe given access to It) to jimmies of computer assisted
drill and practice in mathematics. reading. and language arts each (la) , theother half dl the students did riot receive this computer assistance. At the endof the first year. the CBI mathematics student, were at the 6.-11.i percentile
compared to the coth percentile lor the non-CHI students At the end of the
second year the CHI students were in the 7 I st percentile. at the end of thethird year they were to the 76th pet centric "7-

Although these findings are impressive. they are findings of the past, notnecessarily of the future. This is an important point to keep lir mind in thera 1)191) changing held !tut tons seldom reflect the newestapplications of the computer inkaL lung. Meta-analsses lag especiallv Ifir behindthe leading edge m development 1 hen pros ide at hest a summars of the majorthemes in reported evaluation Witting,. \k ith des elopments in computertechnologv o..)nrlug %\ 11 no one can predict sv nh ont !deuce what the
next year. MULII [CNN the Ill's! deCilk, will hi mg in computer based teaching

SUMMARY

flits evaluative review of the el ecrs of instructional technology on leaf net \made several maim points

I ducatlout is moss undergoing a revolutionars' transformation based onthe applk (,! Let:1111010p, to tnstiu,tion This -tomtitievolotwit pr.impse ;l`''ine fringes to education as linpurfallt ,IS prose
prudti::d 11% three vadk ethit..1111)11.11 revolutions

2 the use nit re,-Imilloo has progressed through tires stagesprogrammed instruction. indivadualited instruction, and computer-based
instruction. [hest instructionai technologies show driblet,' degrees ofpromise as aids in precollege mathematics and science classrooms

I. Programmed msti iti.n` raised student achievement lest results h) onlya small amonnt (1 standard deviation.), did not have positive attitudinaleffects on students and did not produce dramatic Meets on studenttime to learn Recent studreiot
plOgranlMed IIIStrIlill011 and studies of itsuse in college t aching, howevei , presented a somewhat more positive

picture ()I nsieNults.
4. Individualtied Systems of Instructson also raised student acluevetnent

preeullerc mathematics and science classrooms by about .1 standard
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deviations and had' very small effects on student attitudes Like

programmed instruction, individualized instruction veins to be inure

effective at the college level, but the picture °reflectiveness is clouded by

the difference in results from tournal articles and dissertations.and by

the different sources for college and precollege studies of individualized

instruction.
5. CBI shows far more promise than the other technologies as an aid in

improving precollege mathematics and science teaching. It raised student

acknevement by approximately .4 standard deviations in the typical

study, dramatically affected the amount of time needed for teaching and
learning, and significantly altered student attitudes towards computers.
Recent studies have reported somewhat stronger effects, than have older

studies. The few available evaluations in which CBI was used as a complete

replacement for conventional teaching rather than as a supplement,

however, showed small effects.
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Comairss (W Tim UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPHE.SENTATIVEs,
Wad/ MOM. It', April 1.9S4

DEAR COLLEAGUE: Lust Vela' the CODIMIS51011 on Excellence in Education.

identified five new "basic' graduation skills for high school students.
Four of those basics-- English, math. science and social studies hardly quidify as

"new." But the fifth skill, computer science, may have taken some of us by surprise.
Despite its new status as basic, computer skills are hard to come by 0 some

school districts. Large, rich, urban or suburban schools, generally offer far more
training in computers than small, pbor or rural schools And just as "Dick and
Jane" texts were found to have gender and race biases in past years. educators now
worry that computer software and access to computers may be tilted against fe-

males and minorities.
The International Council for Computers in Education tICCE'l is one group con-

cerned about unequal access to computers. In a special theme issue ortheir regular
magazine, this non-profit professional organization has prepared "Computer
Equity." a copy of which is enclosed. In this magazine, twentyone educators and

public leaders discuss computer inequities and ways to combat these disturbing
kinks in our school's computer sysiftems. I hope you or your staff can take advantage
of the information in this useful publication.

If you would like additional information about this booklet or other publications

of the 4CCE. please contact Anne Urban in my office at 225-050.
Sincerely,

13ooklet retained it: subcommittee :les

Jim WEAVER. Itfernher of t'origress

,(.1ENERAI. SF.HVIES ADMINISTRATION.
Washington, DC June 20, 11154

HOD. CARL D. PEI-HUNS.
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN The General Services Administration (GSA) wishes to
submit its views on 11.R. 4628, a bill "To establish a National Educational Software

corixwation to promote the development and distribution of high-muddy, interac-
tive, and educationally useful computer software, and for other purposes."

GSA opposes MR. 4628. The computer software industry consists of literally hun-
dreds of vendors marketing thousands of products. It is not an industry for which

venture capital is scarce. We believe that market forces khould be sufficient to in-

crease the quality and availability of education software without the intervention of
a Government corporation. .

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that. from the standpoint of
the Administration's program, there is no objection to the submission of this report
to your committee.

Sincerely. RAY KLINE, Ad/n/1 AdMia/Straturr.

OPENINO STATEMENT OF HON. CARL a PERKINS. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONCHES'S

FROM TnE STATE OF KENTUCKY AND CHAIRMAN, EDUCATION AND LABOR

This morning the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Edu-

cation is conducting a hearing on the issue of computer education and, computer lit-

eracy for our nation's elementary and secondary school children and teachers.

Thret bills are currently pending before the Subcommittee dealing with different
aspects of this general topic, H.R. 3760, introduced by our colleague Tint Wirth.
would authorize $300 million for each or the fiscal years 1984 through 1993 for

grants to local educational agencies to purchase computer equipment.
H.R. 1134, upon which the Subcommittee conducted a hearing on April 21, 1983.

oi,was sponsored by Congressman Downey. This bill would provide funds to establish

and operate model centers for personal'computers in education. These centers would

develop and 6valuate software, train teachers, and offer other types of technical as
sistance to educational agencies. The bill authorizes $4 million, which can to, spread

over three fiscal years.
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Congressman Gore's bill, Hit .1628, would establish a Government corporation topromote the development and distribution of high quality educational software. Forthis purpose, $15 million is authorized for each-of the tiscal years 1985, 198(1, and1987.

We have a distinguished panel of witnesses today, including Senator Lauteuberg,the !louse sponsors of these three bills, and several knowledgeable public witnesses4
PRE:PARED STATEMENT op ROBERT POPE, STUDENT,EAST CONSOLDATD 144,1MIENTARY

ScI1001, ST PAUL MN
Thank you, Mr. Chairman My name is Robert Pope. I am in the sixth grade, andI go to East Consolidated Elementary School I have 10 people in my family, twobrothers. five sisters, and my parents. As you know, computers are becoming part ofmany peoples everyday lives. Computers are all around us. They are used in facto-ries, homes, business offices, schools, and itt many other places,I think having computers in the school is very important because it teaches ushow to Use computers, which is very important since many jobs will probably becomputer related.

The computer also helps us slot because we ean do ninny things more easily. Thekids at fast Consolidated work on word processing, which allows us to write, edit,and change our stories without having to rewrite after each correction. Word proc-essing -has helped me to become a better writer, and it makes me enjoy writingmore. For example, I wrote this testimony by myself on an Apple Ile with a smallamount of editing help front my teacher. Writing with a computer is easy, becauseit allows me to revise better. As n result, I write slot more than I would without thecomputer. Word processing also helps our reading skills because we read eachothers stories and point out possible changes.
We can illustrates our stories using any of the following: Logo, EZ 1,(X10, or theKoala Pad Micro-Illustrator. Logo, which is a programming language, allows stu-dents to draw pictures on the computer by giving it instruction like FORWARD 10(draws It) pixels in a line). EZ LOGO is aoimplified version of Logo, in which a stu-dent just presses F to go forward, or R to Fo right. The Koala pad is like a smalldrawing board and you use a special "pen' to draw on it. It has special modes .todraw certain things, and different brush sets to use in drawing designs. These func-tions and umny others make it easier to use than Logo, and it enables you to makemore intricate designs, although Logo makes a child think moreIf our school didn't have any computers, it would be very unfortunate. Wewouldn't .have the word processing capabilities we now have, and we wouldn't be aswell prepared to get jobs in the future.
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